
 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

Program    Day   Time 

 
Eyewitness News This Morning Monday – Friday 5:00 - 7:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News at Noon  Monday – Friday  12:00N - 12:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 5:00  Monday – Friday 5:00 - 5:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 6:00  Monday – Friday 6:00 -   6:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Monday – Friday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Saturday Morning Saturday  8:00 – 10:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Saturday  6:00 -   6:30 pm 

     Saturday  10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Sunday  5:30 -   6:00 pm 

     Sunday  10:00 – 11:00 pm 

 

All of KWCH-DT News programs are locally produced live news programs that 

present a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue 

responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Public Service   All Days  Any times 

 

KWCH-DT broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying 

lengths throughout its broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of 

campaigns on one subject. 



 

 

CBS Network Programming 

 Program   Day   Time 

 

 
60 Minutes   Sundays  6:00 pm 

This is a CBS public affairs program featuring investigative reporting on issues facing the American public.  

 

48 Hours Mystery  Saturdays  9:00 pm 

This CBS program is an hour-long investigation on one current issues with a different topic each program. 

 

Sunday Morning  Sundays   8:00 am 

Produced by CBS News, this hour and a half program presents news and current issue stories as well as human-

interest features. 

 

Face The Nation  Sundays  9:30 am 

A weekly half hour CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international issues. 

 

CBS Up To The Minute Monday - Friday 2:30am - 4:30am 

Overnight Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and general 

interest items. 

 

CBS Morning News  Monday – Friday 4:30am – 5:00am 

Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and general interest items. 

 

The CBS Early Show  Monday – Friday 7:00 – 9:00 am 

 

The CBS Evening News  Monday – Friday 5:30 – 6:00 pm 

 

The Saturday Early Show Saturdays  6:00 - 8:00 am 

 

 



 

 

Features in Newscasts 
 

 

Newstalk  
Monday through Friday Morning & Noon Newscasts 

 

Locally produced segment that runs approximately 2-4 minutes during the Noon and morning 

Newscast with live call-ins answering questions about healthcare, pet care, plant care, and home 

economics. 

 

Daily Birthdays  
Monday through Friday Morning Newscasts 

 

Community Involvement  

Viewers send in their birthday announcements for any relative or friend and the birthday 

person‟s picture is shown. A daily winner of the Channel 12 Morning Newscast coffee mug is 

awarded to one of the birthday persons. 

 

Answerback 12 

 Sundays 10:00pm  

 

Locally produced feature including viewer‟s comments and answering viewer‟s questions about 

programming and other general questions about KWCH 12. 

 

FactFinder 12  Investigations 

  Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced investigative reports of consumer complaints. 

 

Crime Watch 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced reports on local/state crime and safety. 

 

Education 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state schools and education issues 

 

Economy 

Newscast on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state economy and on issues that affect viewers‟ economic 

livelihood. 

 

Consumer Watch 
5pm Newscast Tuesday-Wednesday-Friday 

Various other times 

 



 

 

Stories on new products available and whether they work.   

Also anything related to product recalls, and other consumer-type situations.  

 

 
 

 



 

 

Coupon Class 2/3/11 10pm 

GANNON/MCFADDEN 

Melinda Eddington teaches classes to people to show how coupons and other methods can save money.  We‟ll attend a class, share 

some of her tips and put more of them on the web. 

 

Jonathan Blank 2/6/11 & 2/7/11 10pm 

ROBERTS 

Jonathan Blank is recovering in a military hospital in San Antonio.  He lost both his legs when an IED exploded.  Dave will interview 

him and his family at the hospital to show how he‟s recovering. 

 

PTSD 2/10/11 10pm 

STRADER/OLSON 

A Kansas soldier says he was diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder after returning from Iraq.  He says the army treated him, 

then took him off medication, and he was deployed back to Iraq.  Now, he‟s having even more trouble with PTSD.  We‟ll tell his story 

and explore how many local soldiers are affected and how it‟s treated in Kansas. 

 

Slammers 2/13/11 10pm 

SCHWANKE 

How one company is scamming people into signing up for services they don‟t want. 

 

Meteorite Hunter 2/17/11 10pm 

WILHELM 

Kansas farm owners gave up their meteorites to a TV meteorite hunter, expecting to make big money, but never got any. 

 

Dillons Fuel Points 2/13/11 10pm 

SCHWANKE 

People steal fuel points from you by typing in your phone number at the pump – what you can do to stop it. 

 

Made in Kansas 2/21 – 2/23 6pm 

SEWELL/PARKER 

6pm 3-part series 

Once again, we go inside Kansas factories to see how products are made: Vornado, Flint Hills Solutions, Magnet Co. 

 

School Bullies 2/24/11 10pm 

HYNES/GORDON 

We‟ve seen some extreme consequences of bullying in the past year, underlining the importance of addressing bully problems.  How 

many cases of bullying are reported and in how many of those is action taken?  We‟ll compare numbers between districts, and show 

the differences between how schools investigate, define, report and discipline bullies. 

 

Tornado Track 2/27/11 10pm 

JANSSEN 

A look at what Spring severe weather will be like this year. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUNFLOWER BROADCASTING, INC. 

KWCH-DT, WICHITA, KS 

 

FIRST QUARTER 2011 

 

QUARTERLY SIGNIFICANT PROGRAMS REPORT 

 

 

 

Covered the period beginning  

January 1, 2011 

Ending March 31, 2011 

 

 

Station KWCH –DT is a CBS Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its responsibilities as a 

public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal issues arising in its community on a 

continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts 

on matter of concern to our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our 

most significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the preceding three-

month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in any of five daily newscasts, Monday through Friday,  

and on three per day newscasts on Saturday, and on two per day newscasts on Sunday, ranging in length 

of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime - Channel 12 reports regularly on criminal activity throughout the entire Channel 12 viewing area as 

well as the rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were included in 

our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Events impacting the quality of life, including community caring and 

involvement. 

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth keeps our 

employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft manufacturers, old businesses leaving 

town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences 

and businesses. All of these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education - Channel 12 has updated its method of covering educational issues in its viewing area, with the 

assignment of one reporter to focus solely on education. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest to the Channel 12 viewing area  and are aired 

regularly in our newscasts to keep our viewers as informed as possible of the latest in  Environmental 

technology, treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - The well-being of Channel 12 viewers is always our top concern and the Channel 12 News 

Team is on top of every issue from traffic hazards to severe weather warnings, school closings, fire safety, 

disaster preparedness and emergency situations.  And, with severe weather season, storm spotter training 

meetings are held several times a week in locations throughout the Channel 12 viewing area all over the state. 

 

Politics - Channel 12 makes sure to convey to viewers the issues and decisions by city, county and state 

government can affect them.     
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FIRST QUARTER REPORTS 
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CRIME 
 

1/2/11  5am 

Authorities identify a gunman accused of killing an ohio sheriff's deputy on new year's day.   57-year-old Michael ferryman died in a 

shootout with police...after authorities say he killed deputy Suzanne hopper. 

the deputy was a recently married mother of two.   another officer was injured, but is expected to be ok. 

 

1/3/11  10pm 

There are about 11 hundred people in the town of Nickerson, Kansas. It doesn't have a permanent police chief -- she resigned last year.  

A complaint filed by the n-double a-c-p Monday may show why. They had recently hired an officer for the city police in Nickerson. 

“then she reported it to the city council and mayor in Nickerson that she had hired this man and when she went into more detail, they 

told her they wanted more input into her hiring, and that she was going to have to call this individual and tell him that he wasn't going 

to come to work 07  she hired several white guys, and they never said a word.  She hired a black guy, and all hell breaks loose.   We 

spoke with larry eckhoff, another former Nickerson police chief, via phone Monday night.  He says he faced the same problem about 

five years ago.   Phoner 17.28.18  i hired a black officer, I hired him part time // 25  right after i hired him, i started having problems 

with the council.  They wanted to cut my officers, they didn't like the way i hired.  They wanted to be involved with hiring my 

officers.  I told them that weren‟t going to happen. 38  then they started cutting on my budget.  We made several attempts to talk to 

city officials here in Nickerson.  Among them two city council men, the mayor, the city attorney, and the city clerk.  All of them said 

no comment.  They're going to say, oh, they're not prejudice, they just want to be more involved in the hiring.  Well, its not their job.  

20  its chief of police's job to hire his officers. 22 Darrell naacp 4.02.32  to still be hung up on those antiquated things, like race, its 

very depressing, you know.37 // 4.04.32  i would just expect that it wouldn't be that blatant in this day and age. 36   the n-double a-c-p 

sent its complaint against the city to one state agency, and two federal agencies.   It says the investigation could take months.  In 

Nickerson, rg, kwch 12 ewn. 

 

1/4/11  6am 

A convicted sex offender is expected to appear briefly in court later this morning for a detention hearing. 

It comes as the department of social and rehabilitation services says it's still investigating how. Bruce burns escaped from the larned 

state hospital last Wednesday.  He was in the sexual predator treatment program. Burns was found Saturday morning hiding in a home 

in rush county.  he was arrested after a seven hour standoff.   officials with s-r-s say they are still conducting an internal investigation 

into how he got out. Burns is in jail right now.  new charges related to the escape...could be filed by the end of the week. 

 

1/5/11  5am 

A vice principal of an omaha high school has died...after a school shooting this afternoon.  police say...17-year-old Robert Butler 

junior shot the school's principal and vice principal....then drove away and killed himself.   The teenager is the son of an omaha police 

detective.   He left a facebook message..saying the school drove him to this.   he wrote..." I want you guys to remember me for who I 

was before this. I know I greatly affected the lives of the families I ruined, but I‟m sorry. Goodbye."   Police say he did not shoot any 

students. 

 

1/6/11  Noon 

new at noon...a single piece of mail shuts down the heart of Georgia southern university today.     an envelope containing white 

powder caused emergency workers to quarantine g-s-u employees inside.  they would then be taken through decontamination in case 

the oowder is something dangerous.  a hazmat team from Atlanta is set to arrive to take the powder to the center of disease control for 

testing. 

 

1/7/11  5am 

Three accused burglars from Hutchinson are in jail after a man catches them inside his home. David bailey came home Wednesday to 

find a strange car in his driveway and people coming out of his house.   He says the crooks pushed him down and drove off. Bailey 

called 9-1-1 and followed them in his jeep. The crooks stopped on private property about three miles away. The homeowner there saw 

the commotion and ran out with a gun. "he said 'you got the cops on the phone?' i said yes they just robbed my house and he said okay 

we'll keep them here until police come no problem,"    the reno county sheriff's department says things worked out well in this 

case...but officials don't recommend citizens follow suspected thieves on their own.  Just call 9-1-1 and let officers do their jobs. 

1/8/11  10pm 

And that breaking news tonight is out of north wichita.   one person was shot just about an hour ago.   eyewitness news reporter 

melody pettit is at the scene and joins us now with the latest.  

 



 

 

1/9/11  10pm 

Federal prosecutors file charges against a man suspected of shooting 20 people in arizona.  congresswoman gabrielle giffords remains 

in critical condition tonight.   she was among many that were hurt after officials say 22-year old jared loughner opened fire.  six people 

died.  loughner faces five federal crimes including attempted assasination and two counts of first degree murder. 

 

1/10/11  5am 

The accused gunman in a deadly shooting rampage in Arizona is scheduled to appear in federal court this afternoon in phoenix. 22 

year old Jared Loughner (loff-ner) is accused of killing 6 people and injuring 14 others, including Tucson congresswoman Gabrielle 

Giffords. A federal judge, a congressional aide and a 9-year-old girl all died in Saturday‟s deadly shooting. Sandra Hughes has the 

latest this morning. 22-year-old Jared Lee Loughner will face a host of charges when he appears in federal court today... Including 

murder and attempted assassination. "how many people are injured there? Caller: we have a total of about 10 people maybe more... Oh 

my god!" he's accused of single handedly turning this Tucson grocery store into a bloodbath Saturday. Police say he shot 

congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords in the head at point blank range during an event, before turning his gun on innocent bystanders. 

Six people were killed and 14 wounded... Authorities say Giffords was the intended target. At Loughner's home, investigators found a 

letter the congresswoman sent him in 2007, thanking him for attending an event...and an envelope... That had the phrases "Giffords", 

"I planned ahead", and "my assassination" written on it. Giffords remains hospitalized in critical condition this morning. Doctors are 

optimistic about her odds but say it could take weeks or even months before they learn the full extent of her injuries. "Brain swelling 

at any time can take a turn for the worse, but I am cautiously optimistic." Gifford's intern Daniel Hernandez is being credited with 

helping save her life. The college junior was just days on the job when he rushed to her side. "The first thing I did was to sit her up so 

she wasn't slumped over.//the next thing I did was to apply pressure to her wounding to stem the flow of blood. Last night, Gifford‟s' 

husband released a statement thanking supporters." gabby was doing what she loved most" he said - "hearing from her constituents - 

when this tragedy occurred. Serving southern Arizonians is her passion, and nothing makes her more proud than representing them in 

congress." Sandra Hughes, cbs news, Tucson, Arizona. 

 
1/12/11  5am 

"one person can keep a secret but three people can't" Allen unselt, the brother of robert unselt, said it all happened too fast. "the last 

punch that was given to him was a guy who went like this and hit him on both sides, and he fell."  

Early sunday morning...police something happened between robert unselt and three people. "my little brother was lying on the ground 

unconscious and we could not wake him." Robert unselt died sunday night at salina regional medical center...initial reports say he 

suffered a fractured skull. "thats my little brother...yeah we did everything together." It happened in the driveway across the street 

from the unselts home.  A neighborhood allen unselt calls dangerous.  "your back is not safe, you can not have anything outside, it use 

to be a nice neighborhood."  

There are still many questions - why did unselt go outside at 2am and what happened between he and the three other people.  Police 

are investigating his death as suspicious.  "you need the community to help, that's how you solve crimes." The family is asking anyone 

with any information for help."people call in tips, little things it all matters."  

Salina police echoed the plea from unselt. "its very limited, so were really seeking the help from the public in trying to identify these 

three individuals." "an autopsy is scheduled for tuesday in topeka, police say the preliminary results of that autopsy will be a vital part 

to the case. In salina karl man kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 
1/14/11  5am 

Police arrest four young men in the beating death of a Salina man.  48 year-old Robert Un-selt was found lying in a driveway early 

Sunday morning.  He died shortly after.  Unselt's wife told police she saw the men beat him, and the run off.  Police made three arrests 

early thursday morning...and say a fourth man turned himself in. 

 

1/17/11  5am 

 "Up until, you know he was about, like, 19 or 20  he was always, you know, pretty enthusiastic, pretty passionate. He was always an 

observer and especially around the time he started getting mentally ill." Jared Laughner's friend Tyler Conway talked on 60 minutes 

last night.  Laughner is accused in the deadly shootings at an arizona grocery store last weekend.  Conway says the 22-year-old 

changed dramatically in the past couple of years.  Meanwhile in tucson...the community is moving past last weeks events.  Two more 

victims were laid to rest including dorwin stoddard.. Who died while shielding his wife from bullets. congresswoman gabrielle 

gifford's continues her recovery.  Friends say she's improving every day. “She can move both parts -- both sides of her body. She can 

breathe. She's showing people that she can communicate well by, you know, holding our hands and moving her arms and her legs and 

looking at us." doctors say Giffords has now upgraded from critical condition to serious condition. 

 

1/18/11  6am 

A driver is in the hospital...and another person is under arrest after a high speed chase and shoot-out in western Kansas. Tom Betz 

with the Goodland star-news tells us state troopers stopped a car in Sherman county because it didn't have license plates. That's when 

driver took off and led troopers on a chase with speeds up to 90 miles an hour. It finally ended in Brewster. At some point, 



 

 

investigators say, a passenger in the car opened fire and shot a trooper's car.   The officer wasn't hurt -- but did return fire -- and 

stopped the chase. The k-b-i is now investigating the shooting. 

 

1/19/11  5am 

Saw a bunch of glass on the ground and I wondered where it came from, and i looked up and it came from my window that had been 

shot out Eugene anderson knew he had to quickly fix the hole left in his van window. 

This is a big van and it's kind of hard to get it warm anyway even with all the windows operational (butto and cover) 248 i did some 

engineering here and put this piece of wood in here to keep  the air out Police say, his van is one of dozens...shot by a b-b- gun in just 

24 hours in west Wichita.  investigators now say...two 17-year-old were behind the spree...that left glass all over the place --   but 

eugene is looking at the bright side. If they're shooting out windows and  breaking glass, i can live with that, at least they're not out 

shooting each other. 330 so that's a plus right there. 

 

1/20/11  10pm 

Wichita police spent their afternoon focusing on this area around 17th & minneapolis.    A shooting victim dropped off at a hospital 

last night told police he was shot along 17th street.   he later died of his injuries.  Authorities want to talk with the driver  who dropped 

him off.  They ask that you call crimestoppers at 267-2111 if you have any information about the shooting. 

 

1/21/11  10pm 

Three years and still very few answers.  Salina police say they still have no suspects in a deadly attack.  beverly logan was found dead 

inside of her home on this day three years ago.   a person in the area during the attack says they saw a 25 to 35 year old man with a 

light mustache and dreadlocks.  police believe at least a couple items were taken from logan's home including life -like porcelain dolls.   

if you have any tips about the case...call Salina crimestoppers at 785-825-tips. 

 

1/22/11  10pm 

And that breaking news comes to us tonight out of northwest Wichita.   that's where a man in his 30's was stabbed multiple times.   he 

was taken to the hospital in critical condition.  it happened in the 18-block of north payne around nine 30 tonight.   eyewitness news 

has a crew at the scene.  be sure to keep checking kwch.com for the latest on this developing story. 

 

1/23/11  5am 

in the state legislature this week...     Lawmakers will discuss banning the sale of synthetically altered herbal potpourri .  Our news 

partners at the Salina journal report that Salina‟s police chief will testify before the joint corrections and juvenile justice committee...   

Police say people smoke the potpourri to get high..   Last session, the legislature banned a similar substance called k-2.  Authorities 

say this may be an alternative.  track bills and find out who represents you in Topeka at k-w-c-h dot com... Just click 'legislature latest'. 

 

1/25/11  5am 

All of a sudden i heard three shot, pow pow pow and after that i just fell on the floor. Steven fortner says he feels lucky to be 

alive...after a morning he wishes he could forget. I sit on the couch and just say why, what's the motive behind this. I don't have 

enemy's out here...why. You can count the bullet holes in his truck and in his home. It all happened around 2 a-m monday morning 

while fortner was alseep right behind this wall.  that 2x4 stopped it and if it wasn't for that 2x4 i probably wouldn't be here talking this 

morning. Wichita police say this is the third random drive by since last tuesday. No suspects and no clue as to why people like fortner 

are being targeted That's the same way i feel i don't bother nobody, go to work come home, take care of my business at home and go 

back to work. Shook up, unhurt...and ready to put this behind him. The windows, of course i can replace them on my truck and stuff 

and hopefully i can keep living on. In wichita, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

1/26/11  5am 

A Wichita East High School student is arrested -- accused of bringing a gun to school Tuesday. A spokesperson for the district says 

another student saw the gun...and reported it to a school resource officer.  Police say the there was no threat made...and the gun wasn't 

loaded.   But the school will enforce its zero-tolerance policy when disciplining the student. 

 

1/28/11  5am 

Opening the crimewatch...Police are looking for a suspect who robbed a hutchinson bank. It happened late thursday afternoon in the 

600 block of east 30th at the peoples bank and trust.     police say a woman came through the drive through displaying a small 

handgun and demanded money.   she did get away with some money. If you have any information you are asked to call crimestoppers 

at 1-800-222-8477 

 

1/31/11  5am 

A trooper with the kansas highway patrol is shot during a traffic stop.   he's is in stable condition. It happened saturday night in the 

southeast part of hays.   k-h-p says during the traffic stop, the driver of the vehicle fired at the trooper, hitting him in the shoulder.  the 

driver is now at the ellis county jail. the k-b-i is leading the investigation. 

 



 

 

2/1/11  Noon 

Also in hays..  a nearly 20-hour stand-off with police ends with an arrest.  it began sunday night when police were called out to the 

home of 30-year-old aaron randa.  authorities say he's accused of making a threat.   no one was hurt in the standoff. 

 

2/2/11  6pm 

A Sedgwick county jury finds a woman guilty in a decade old murder... Sharon Huddleston was one of two women charged just last 

year with killing Todd Stover in 2000... Prosecutors say Huddleston and another woman were angry with Stover after he didn't keep a 

promise to get them jobs. Today a jury found Huddleston guilty of first-degree murder... She'll be sentenced in March. 

 

2/3/11  10pm 

In our crimewatch tonight. A wichita grandmother is dead. Police believe her grandson may have killed her. 

It happened in north wichita near 21st and hillside this morning. When police arrived at this home they found a 70 year old woman 

with several stab wounds on her body.   her grandson was taken to the hospital for what officers say are self-inflicted wounds.  they 

are not looking for any other suspects. 

 

2/4/11  5am 

The last of seven people charged in the k-u ticket scandal is changing his plea. A court document filed this week shows a change-of-

plea hearing is set for ben kirtland.   he'll appear in a wichita federal courtroom later this month. 

     kirtland previously pleaded not guilty to conspiracy. Four other defendants have already pleaded guilty to conspiracy.    two more 

admitted they broke the law by failing to report the crime.  authorities say the people involved stole two million dollars worth of 

tickets...sold them...and then pocketed about five million dollars.  

 

2/5/11  10pm 

an argument turns violent... And a wichita man is in the hospital. It's in our crimewatch tonight.  The shooting happened around 10-30 

this morning, near the intersection of kellogg and millbrook road.  Police found the 42 year victim with a gunshot wound to the 

abdomen.  he was taken to the hospital l in critical condition.  Officers found the suspect hiding in a shed 2 blocks away.  Investigators 

say the victim and suspect had an argument before the shooting. 

 

2/6/11  10pm 

Are we safe being here now?  Sunday, outside the apartment she calls home, tenishea white is too anxious to go inside. Basically told 

me that i was going to have to evacuate my house because there was a meth lab upstairs.    The knock on her door came saturday 

night...tenishea's upstairs neighbor had been making the drug for weeks. 

They said its pretty large if you don't leave you'll be sick.  Tenishea says she already was...plagued for days with headaches and 

nausea...she felt relieved to spend the night at a friends. She returned sunday morning to find cleaning crews clearing the scene. I 

approached an officer that was at another end and asked him what the procedure would be after the chemical trucks had left and he 

didn't know anything he just said he had just got a call that said they could leave and that was it.   But she says no one could tell her if 

her home was safe or what she needed to do next.  Numerous calls went unreturned so, much of her day was spent on the porch. 

Neglected, i mean i am almost upset. I have been spending the whole day trying to figure out where i can get information from. after 

our interview....and nearly 9 hours after the scene was leared...tenishea finally gets some answers. Police,57:30-we knocked on the 

doors and invited the citizens to come out.  an impact meetng put on by wichita police after a neighborhood crime drew just one 

person...with enough questions for the entire block. Police,59:12-i think it was a breakdown in communication and then she wanted a 

little more information on meth labs and so we made that happen.  police apologized for the delay and now tenishea has the answers 

she needs to feel safe again.  in wichita kara sewell kwch 12 eyewitness news.  

 

2/7/11  5am 

continuing our crimewatch... Wichita man shot in the stomach Saturday morning is in fair condition.  Police say the 42 year old victim 

was shot near Kellogg and 119th street.  Investigators say he had been in an argument with the shooter.  Police found the accused 

shooter hiding in a shed a couple of blocks away.  He is in jail awaiting charges. 

 

2/8/11  5pm 

Derby police say this man is still on the loose tonight.  They're looking for Patrick Stewart. He's accused of two sexual assaults in 

derby Monday morning. Police say he faces aggravated sodomy, aggravated assault and kidnapping charges once he's caught. 

 

2/9/11  5am 

Wichita police quickly arrest two crooks...who robbed a south Wichita bank Tuesday. Police say two men walked into the bank of 

America near Pawnee and Broadway. They demanded money and customers' wallets...but had to leave empty handed as officers 

quickly got to the scene... “Since it's snowing out some of the officers were at the substation a couple of blocks away..not wrecking 

their patrol cars we all high tail over here...we had an officer drive by the scene right when it came out so he just turned right in.” 

Police say footprints in the snow led officers to a nearby apartment complex...where the robbers were hiding. A neighbor sent us these 

pictures from the scene. 



 

 

 

2/10/11  5am 

They had bad seats--or worse-- no seats when they showed up for this year's super bowl.  For them the only thing "super" coming out 

of this game...is their multi-million dollar lawsuit.   stacey butler spoke to a california attorney involved in the suit. 

 

2/11/11  5am 

Wichita police investigate the city's latest homicide. Police say a 38 year old man was stabbed in the leg at a home on west nantucket... 

Near 13th and ridge...     they say a woman who lived with the victim drove him to a west side emergency room...where he died.     the 

woman was taken into custody.     police say they're still trying to figure out what led to the stabbing. 

 

2/14/11  5am 

the head of a grocery store chain resigns - after being arrested on child prostitution charges in phoenix.    michael gilliland is accused 

of offering to pay for sex with an underage girl he met online.    phoenix police say he was one of eight men arrested in a sting 

operation thursday.   gilliland is the c-e-o of sunflower farmers market.    in a statement, he said he's not guilty of the charges and 

expects to be cleared. 

 

2/15/11  5am 

New this morning..A man is in critical condition after a shooting in west wichita. It happened at a bar about 1:45 this morning in the 7-

hundred block of n. West street.     that's near central and west.   officials say two men were arguing when the shooting happened.  

sedgwick county dispatchers tell us a man was shot in the leg and taken to the hospital.  they police have taken two people in for 

questioning. 

 

2/16/11  5am 

The latest in a shooting we first told you about yesterday morning...A gunman is behind bars accused of shooting a man at a bar in 

west wichita. Police were called out to doobley's around 1-45 tuesday morning...that's near central and west.  They say two groups of 

people were fighting, when someone fired several shots near the bar.  One man was hit in the leg... He was taken to a wichita hospital 

in serious condition. 

 

2/17/11  6am 

A busy east Wichita intersection is back open this morning...after a police chase that ended with a three car crash. It's new this 

morning... The intersection of Douglas and Oliver was closed for several hours overnight. The chase started just before midnight at 

Lincoln and Bleckley...after police say they pulled over the driver of a stolen car. The driver then sped off...and tried to ditch police. 

The chase ended a few miles later when he crashed into two vehicles at Douglas and Oliver. Police say the driver was taken to the 

hospital with critical injuries. People in the two other cars suffered minor injuries. The Kansas highway patrol is investigating the 

chase and crash. 

 

2/18/11  5am 

An emporia woman accused of abandoning her newborn...goes to trial next month.  christina de-vine was in court thursday morning.   

prosecutors say the 24-year-old woman gave birth to a boy in december.   they say she then wrapped the newborn in trash bag, and left 

it in a dumpster.   in court thursday, devine's attorney asked that interviews she gave to police and s-r-s agents be thrown out. arguing 

that devine was not advised of her rights until *after* the interviews were done.  but a judge denied the request...saying devine 

understood her rights. 

 

2/21/11  5am 

Police officers in topeka are pushing for a bill that requires scrap metal dealers in kansas to be licensed.   Right now wichita and 

kansas city are the only cities that require it. That would change under the measure in the house.  The bill is designed to help officers 

fight increases in theft of copper, aluminum and other scrap metal. 

 

2/22/11  Noon 

The parents of a boy missing for twelve years are expected in court this afternoon. Doug and Valerie Herman are accused of financial 

crimes related to the disappearance of 11 year old Adam Herman. The couple never reported him missing... But are accused of 

continuing to accept state adoption payments while he was gone. Eyewitness news reporter Denise Hnytka has the latest on what to 

expect in court. 

 

2/23/11  6am 

When eric srack owner of the grind  gave our cameras a look at his popular product know as potpourri...he felt he was not doing 

anything wrong by selling it. Now he's in jail. "as long as people keep coming up with new designer drugs i think this will just keep on 

happening." Here's a list of all illegal drugs in kansas - you won't recognize them because they're listed by their chemical name.  

Prosecutors say what srack sold...is chemically - close enough to an illegal drug.  The law allows the kansas board of pharmacy to 



 

 

look at the potpourri's chemical compound...and decide whether it's legal or illegal."we are going to look at history and any patterns of 

abuse and risk to the public health." When we spoke to srack in december he choose not to say much about this potpourri. 

"if you know what is going on you know what is going on..if you don't we are not trying to let you in on it."  

The grind remains closed after being raided last week...the front door boarded up. No word if or when it will reopen. In salina karl 

man kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

2/24/11  6am 

New this morning.. Wiki leaks founder Julian Assange could be going to Sweden soon where he's accused of sex crimes. The judge 

ruled this morning that prosecutors have good reason to extradite Assange. His lawyers are expected to appeal the ruling...which could 

drag the case out for at least another month.  Assange says he's innocent and that the charges against him are part of a smear campaign  

 

2/28/11  5am 

A woman is taken to the hospital in serious condition following a shooting in north wichita. It happened in the 1300 block of north 

minneapolis around 9:30 sunday evening.   police believe the suspect walked up to the house and shot it.  a bullet went through the 

home and hit the woman in the arm.   the injuries are not considered life threatening. 

     no arrests have been made. 

 

3/1/11  noon 

An officer with the Ellsworth correctional facility is out on bond this morning... Accused of sex crimes. Our news partners at the 

Salina journal report the officer was talking with a Salina investigator posing as a 13-year-old girl. The man was arrested at his 

Ellsworth home on Friday, but posted a 50-thousand dollars bond. Salina officials say the alleged conversations occurred between may 

last year and February this year. 

 

3/2/11  noon  

A wichita police officer is under arrest -- accused of a sex crime.  police say the officer, who is 27 years old officer  

Was booked into jail yesterday.  according to an arrest sheet, he's suspected of aggravated sexual battery, indecent exposure and 

sexual battery. As a matter of policy, eyewitness news will not release the officer's name until he has been formally charged.  wichita 

police chief norman williams has called a news conference for 4 p.m. this afternoon to release more information about the case.   

expect eyewitness news to be there...to bring you the latest on air at five o'clock.  ...and look for updates this asfternoon online at 

kwch.com 

 

3/3/11  10pm 

Police are looking for the man who robbed a north east Salina liquor store last weekend. They're releasing this surveillance video. You 

can see a man breaking through the glass door. He then ran in grabbed some merchandise and left. If you have any information you 

are asked to call crimestoppers at 825-tips. 

 

3/4/11  5am 

Police are looking for the man who robbed a north east salina liquor store last weekend.  they're releasing this surveillance video.  you 

can see a man breaking through the glass door.   he then ran in grabbed some merchandise and left.  if you have any information you 

are asked to call crimestoppers at 825-tips. 

 

3/7/11  5am 

This was the scene friday night when fire-fighters responded to joyland amusement park. Sallee 26:57 huge ball of glowing 

fire...28:21 big orange flame     fire officials now say it was arson.     that doesn't suprise anyone who lives near there. Sallee 26:04 

stuff is always happening over there see people walking around    these neighbors have seen the park slowly deteriorate. Sax 23:03 a 

lot of vandalism...caught people stealing Sallee 26:20 kids throwing stuff shooting stuff.      it's gotten so bad that lindsay sallee doesn't 

feel safe in her own backyard. 27:33 nervous to be outside by myself because people always do not safe things there.      and friday's 

fire was the last straw.  they say it came dangerously close to their house. 28:43 the embers were landing in our yard...Sax 2:39 or 

25:15 the grass was dry we were all in trouble, standing by with our hoses. 27:11 sad to see something so great rotting away... 

     (standup)      "the owners say they are frustrated with the vandals as well but say there's not much they can do about it. They are 

still deciding what to do with the property that lays on 40 acres. One option is to sell it, but they have yet to put it on the market. Sax 

23:03 something needs to be done.   it closed five years ago..and hasn't brought anyone joy since then.   neighbors say it's time for 

action. Sax 24:12 security patrol it. 29:17 it would make a great park   in wichita, melody pettit kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

3/8/11  6PM 

a wichita city bus evacuated as the bomb squad disposes of a suspicious backpack... Tonight... We know what was inside the bag... 

We first told you about the incident near Tyler and McCormick last night... today... Police told us the bag contained drugs... not 

explosives. The man who left the bag on the bus was arrested... Investigators say he could face drug and threat charges. 

 

 



 

 

3/9/11  5am 

In the crimewatch...A saline county man receives probation for secretly video-taping his family. Our news partners at the salina 

journal report the bridgeport man used the videos for sexual gratification.  a woman living in the home discovered a hidden camera 

last september.  prosecutors and the defense agreed on probation after a plea agreement. 

3/11/11  6am 

Lisa clancy nolla hoped she'd be his last victim.  That didn't happen. lisa/ 5:50 it doesn't make sense. Wesley watson was supposed to 

spend 60 years in prison for raping lisa.  In 1980...when she was 14-year-old...he followed her from school... And attacked in her 

college hill home.  Since then...nola foulston's worked to make sure he stayed locked up. Nola/31:09 we tired, we tried really hard. But 

in 2009 the parole board decided to release watson...30 years early.  That's when the state stepped in. Nola/ 27:58 we knew he was a 

sexual predator and was a clear and present danger. Kansas has a sexually violent predator law.  It's meant to keep people like watson 

away from the public...even after being released from prison. Nola/ 25:04 i tried the very first ks sexual predator case. 

The law allows sex offenders to be committed to larned state hospital for indefinite treatment.  To end up here...a jury must agree the 

offender is a sexually violent predator.  Lisa/ 3:08 he fit the description of why this law is in effect.  When watson attacked lisa...he 

was on parole for attempting to rape another girl in 1977.  Before that...he was arrested 12 other times for sex crimes.   But the 

psychologists who reviewed his case disagreed on whether he was truly a threat. Lisa/ 6:02 it was the most ridiculous thing i've ever 

heard of in my life. According to transcripts from the 2009 hearing... A doctor with larned state hospital testified watson would most 

likely not re-offend.  Part of that was because of his good behavior in prison...the fact he hadn't attacked any female prison guards. 

Nola/29:52 it makes you wonder, there are no children in prison.  The doctor also thought watson was too old to be a threat. 

Lisa/ 5:28 i found it a little insulting, it's ridiculous to think a 52 year old not to be able to offend again. 

But another expert said watson fit the criteria of a sexually violent predator.  Based on his history, the doctor said the risk of watson 

re-offending was extraordinary. Lisa/8:00 anyone who looks at his past, of course logic is going to tell you that's going to happen 

again. Stand up:  jurors disagreed.  Watson's case resulted in a hung jury and he was released.    Foulston says they focused on the fact 

the attacks happened 30 years ago. Nola/ 30:40 it was astounding to me that they somehow thought a pedophilia would be cured just 

by length of time. Larned/ 14:28 these are some of the most difficult evaluations that our psychologists do. The superintendent of 

larned state hospital says when reviewing sexual predator cases... Psychologists find about half of the offenders to still be a threat. 

15:18 it's a risk assessment, not a risk prediction.  I'm not saying yes this person will re-offend or not re-offend. In watson's case...the 

larned assessment was wrong.  Last december...11 months after his release...he impersonated a police officer at this kansas city wal-

mart.  He took a woman and sexually assaulted her.  He's since plead guilty. 

7:22 deep down we knew this would happen, that there would be another victim. Watson's case is rare.  Of the 49 sexually violent 

predator cases over the last three years...a jury committed everyone but watson to larned.   

8:30 it's not a perfect world and the system isn't going to be perfect, but we can always try to learn from our mistakes. Lisa says 

although the law didn't work for her...she's grateful its there...trying to keep others from becoming victims.   Kh eyewitness news. 

 

3/15/11  10pm 

A new warning tonight from the better business bureau. Warmer weather means--door to door alarm system salesmen are already 

knocking. Police in Reno county have pulled the license on one company... While Haysville police are looking into another. Factfinder 

12 is also on it-- investigator Michael Schwanke shows you what you need to know. Haysville resident Marie--says she got a knock on 

the door--a salesman trying to sell her a security system. “it was a life alert police alert if someone broke in” the company she talked to 

- is called vivint. Based out of Utah...it recently changed names...it's formally a-p-x--if that name sounds familiar--it's because 

factfinder 12 has told you about them before...for operating without a license--and for high pressure sales tactics--including this line.... 

“he said burglaries were higher than they used to be” “don't let scare tactics pressure you into signing that contract.” The better 

business bureau says there are good companies...but you need to know what to ask. “for example they say we're going to give you the 

system for free and put a sign in your yard, but there's still monthly fees.” Marie and her neighbors were also told the system was free. 

I called the salesman who stopped by and talked to Marie he tells me they met their quota here in Haysville then moved on to Wichita, 

but that's about the only answer I got.  “you never told her that...you're telling me she's making that up that you told her burglaries are 

up in this area.” “did you tell her or not tell her burglaries were up in this area?” “the people we've talked to you're saying they're all 

making it up.” The conversation ended there. Marie says it didn't take long for her to become suspicious. “he was talking nicely but 

then I asked for brochures...that's all you got they didn't have anything official? No.” Nothing...but this handwritten note--enough for 

Marie to know...she didn't want to buy. “something you just get a gut feeling something isn't quite right.” 

 

 

3/16/11  5am 

In the crime watch... a dodge city man receives a ten-year prison sentence for child pornography.   kenneth wilhelm thought he was 

chatting online with a 13-year-old girl.  the girl turned out to be an undercover officer.  prosecutors say wilhelm sent the officer nude 

photos of himself.  wilhelm pled guilty to distributing child porn and obscene material to a minor. 

 

3/17/11  6am 

A Wichita police officer... Pleads not guilty to two sex crimes... That plea comes as Joseph McGill waives his right to a preliminary 

hearing in court today... McGill‟s charged with sexual battery in two separate incidents prosecutors say happened while he was duty, 

and in uniform... One last November... The other last month... His trial is set for June... 



 

 

 

3/18/11  5am 

A disabled army veteran accused of stalking a topeka church will appear in court at the end of the month.    ryan newell was supposed 

to appear thursday for his case...but the hearing was continued.     newell is charged with one felony and five misdemeanors crimes.   

he was arrested in november for stalking members of the controversial westboro baptist church. 

 

3/19/11  10pm 

in our crimewatch tonight. a teen is recovering tonight after being stabbed overnight. police say the 18-year old was stabbed early this 

morning at the parking lot of this convenience store at 31st street south and hillside.   he was found a block away and rushed to the 

hospital.  he is currently in stable condition.   no arrests have been made. 

 

3/20/11  10pm 

a wichita man is in stable condition after being shot early this morning.   Officers patrolling near 21st and grove said they heard 

several gunshots around 3-30 this morning.  They found a 31 year old man in a nearby home, with 3 gunshot wounds to the leg.   So 

far no one has been arrested. 

 

3/21/11  5am 

No arrests have been made in a weekend shooting in north wichita. Officers patrolling near 21st and grove said they heard several 

gunshots around 3-30 sunday morning.   they found a 31 year old man in a nearby home, with three gunshot wounds to the leg.  he 

was taken to the hospital in critical condition, but has since improved.   he is expected to recover. 

 

3/22/11  6am 

A tour bus driver facing criminal charges in a deadly accident speaks out. "I‟m hurt. I'm really hurt. I'm hurting about the whole 

situation."  Bus driver ophadell (ohh'fadell) williams still insists he was cut off by a tractor-trailer causing him to wreck on a New 

York highway. The crash killed 15 people. Williams' attorney says he tried to get passengers out of the bus after the crash. And his 

wife holly says he can't sleep at night. 

 

3/23/11  10pm 

A dry ice bomb explodes in a community mail box near 37th and Woodlawn in northeast Wichita  The bomb squad was called to the 

scene after the device detonated in a parcel locker  The neighborhood was not evacuated and no one was hurt. Police have not made 

any arrests.  

 

3/25/11  5am 

A school employee in sublette is under investigation.   The employee is accused of an inappropriate relationship with a student.  

Authorities aren't releasing much information.  The k-b-i is helping with the investigation. 

 

3/28/11  5am 

In the crimewatch.  Four people are injured, two of them critically, after they are attacked near downtown wichita. 

  police say it happened shortly after 4 sunday morning, at an apartment near broadway and central.   they say the victims in critical 

condition were beaten with a blunt object.  police have one person of interest in custody.   investigators say the victims don't know 

why they were attacked, but add they all knew the suspect. 

 

3/29/11  6am 

New tonight at five, .. A man found dead inside a building on his Harvey county property...is identified. Authorities say the death of 

78 year-old Richard Wiebe is considered suspicious. Eyewitness news reporter Brian heap speaks with neighbors. “It‟s peaceful out 

here. I'm surprised something like this happened. Eddie king was out of town this past weekend.  When he came home Sunday he 

couldn't believe his eyes. "we seen the cop cars first and then the crime scene tape.  We didn't really know what happened so we 

started calling neighbors to try to find out." the Harvey county sheriff's office says someone called Sunday morning requesting a 

welfare check on 78 year-old Richard wiebe. When deputies got there, they found wiebe dead inside a camper that was stored in this 

large metal shed. King says wiebe had lived in there for about the last 5-7 years. "he kind of kept to himself.  We didn't see him a lot 

just around the place where he lived there." at this point, authorities are calling wiebe's death suspicious.  But are waiting for an 

autopsy to determine if it's a homicide. Brian heap, kwch 12 eyewitness news.  

 

 

3/30/11  5am 

 Also in the crime watch. A garden city man dies after he's stabbed during a fight early tuesday morning. Police say two men were 

both hurt during an altercation in the 1900 block of sloan street.  One man took himself to a hospital where he was treated and 

released.  Police found the other man dead in a yard in the 18-hundred block of koster... 

     So far no one has been arrested. 

 



 

 

3/31/11  9pm 

Turning to tonight's fox crime scene... A Wichita man attacked over the weekend dies... 24 year old Joshua northcutt was beaten with 

a 2 foot long machine bolt.  He passed away this morning at via Christi. Northcutt's sister was also attacked. Her current condition is 

not known. One man has been arrested in connection with the case. Police are still looking for the weapon. 

 

 



 

 

 

COMMUNITY 
 

1/2/11  6am 

For most people getting buttered popcorn and a soda at the movies is no big deal.  but wellington residents used to have to travel a 

long way for that. I can't put into words how important this is for us...it's invaluable. 

     a group of five  businessmen thought the same thing.   they bought the theater and re-stored it to look like it did when it first 

opened in the 19-20's. It's a focal point a lot of memories and history here.   while rennovating the nationally registered historic 

building...they came across the orginal crown molding...now on prominate display. 

Retain history with all the modern day amentias.   they wouldn't disclose how much money they put into the project...they did say they 

went over-budget but that it was worth every penny.  residents agree. 

There is nothing like this experience...seeing a movie in an old fashioned theater. I have so many memories here as a kid, i'm glad it's 

back open.   the investors have many plans in place to keep it open this time and say it's too important to see it close. There's 

something nostalgic and special about seeing a movie in a small town theater. 

     in wellington, melody pettit kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

1/3/11  10pm 

After working more than a year without a contract, wichita city council members will vote on an agreement with the firefighters 

union.The biggest issues are wages and staffing.     last year, an independent fact finder was brought in to help the two sides come to a 

conclusion.    the report suggested the city council either give the firefighters union a half percent raise or promise to keep at least 118 

firefighters on duty at all times. 

 

1/4/11  5am 

A wichita homeowner says he's thankful for his neighbors after a house fire yesterday  they noticed his house on fire just moments 

before he did.   they'd already called the fire department by the time melvin wood and his family were able to make the call on their 

own.   wood says the fire started on the back patio. i was watching tv and my son was in the front room on the computer and he 

hollered and yelled oh my god and headed into the kitchen.  He came out of the kitchen hollering get out and call for the fire 

department, of course i jumped up and had to take a look too. > 

     wood says on top of calling the fire department, his neighbors gave him a coat to stay warm while he watched firefighters work.   

they also offered him a place to stay.  crews are working to figure out what caused the fire. 

 

1/5/11  5am 

No new tryouts for the andover high school boys basketball team.  a butler county judge says it would be too disruptive and 

impractical.  the parents of a boy who didn't make the team took the school district to court.   they argued the tryouts were tainted 

because several sets of parents had loaned the head coach money -- creating a conflict of interest.   the coach has since resigned.  the 

boys parents say this situation has been a learning experience for them and it's not the end of their son's basketball career. 

 

1/6/11  Noon 

the state fire marshal's office say... Investigators have not been able to find the cause of a fire at a popular kingman restaurant last 

month.   That fire destroyed Jeri's Kitchen.    Investigators say, while they know it started near a cooler... The fire's cause will be ruled 

"undetermined".    it is not considered suspicious.  The restaurant's owners plan to rebuild and re-open within six months. 

 

1/7/11  5am 

A homeless man is in serious condition after falling into water near murdock and waco thursday afternoon. 

Police say he fell off a bench - into the water.   two friends tried to help him out.   it's not known how long he was in the water.   police 

say alcohol may be a factor in the incident. 

 

1/9/11  10pm 

It's been a whirlwind of a year...brad paisley opened the intrust bank arena last january... It was great.since then...we've walked with 

dinosaurs...heard two of the best piano players...and watched acrobatic theatrics.  Through october...the arena's had 82 

performances...close to 400 thousand visitors...and profited almost two million dollars.we've exceeded our expectations and that's just 

a wonderful thing. Those involved with the arena say the success is all thanks to you...the ones buying tickets to events. The whole 

economy has been down. To be able to do what was achieved in 2010 makes it even more significant. Arena manager a-j boleski 

admits...there was a pent up demand for concerts...and other acts...so they have to work hard to keep the community interested in the 

future. The first year we call a honeymoon period. He says they'll continue to recruit major performers and host hockey games...but 

they want to focus sporting events...like the n-c-double-a tournament.our goal is a men's regional someday.  The nearest in 2014-

23015.  Those are our goals. Stand up:  one of the biggest controversies surrounding the arena was the parking, but after a year people 

realized it's not that big of a deal to walk a ways and more are taking public transportation. We've had few if any real complaints about 



 

 

the parking plan. Proving to assistant county manager ron holt...all of their pre-planning paid off. In every way you can look at this 

project, it has been a success.  The focus now...is making sure the arena stays a success in the future.  Kh eyewitness news. 

 

1/10/11  6am 

It's the only thing members of all saints catholic church can do. Supporting their friends and fellow members, the nettletons...they set 

up a small memorial for 26-year-old sergeant eric nettleton. I don't think there is any article or story that would be able to describe 

who my brother really was you really had to just know him to get a good essence of eric. Sunday, eric's family held a press conference 

in hopes of reminding the community someone, somewhere...is fighting for our country. For these other men and women serving and 

they are willing to give their lives for us and we need to not forget that.  But his family says eric would be hard to forget.  growing up 

in wichita, he graduated from west high school and joined the army in 2003...inspired after the events of 9/11.He just wanted to give 

back and do something, he was always very much a patriot.    ...as well as a brother and husband. Eric's wife, ashley says his upbeat 

personality and love for adventure made him a magnet for friends. He always had a smile on his face, always gave big hugs.   the last 

time he got to hug his family was thanksgiving.  always close, ashley and eric made it a point to come home as often as possible. 

Every moment that we spent together, we did it to the fullest. Now, as his family moves forward they say they intend to be brave...just 

like eric was. 

 

1/12/11  6am 

The project is now 10 years old, and many lawmakers are wondering if the state house's construction project will ever come to an end.   

the renovations called for making more room for offices and building a parking garage... And renovating some of the more historical 

aspects of the building.   the project is costing much more than originally planned... And the construction company in charge of the 

project says it's because of the age of the building. 

On the short term you can say yeah why were you spending that kind of money, on the long term you can say man this is going to give 

a lot of generations a beautiful building for years to come.  the final phases should be done in two years.  even though the project cost 

more than originally thought... It's paid for entirely by bonds...not taxes. 

 

1/14/11  5am 

tickets go on sale tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock for the tim mcgraw concert.  The arena will use a lottery system to give out tickets.  

So there's advantage to lining up early.   fans can start lining up at the box office at 7 in the morning.   At nine, they'll be given a ticket 

with a number.   Arena officials will then randomly draw a number...and that ticket holder will jump to the front of the line... everyone 

follows in numerical order.  tickets prices cost between 50 and 66 dollars. 

 

1/17/11  5am 

In honor of martin luther king junior day.... The wichita city offices will be closed today.    that includes all public libraries, 

neighborhood city halls, and park and rec centers.  city arts... Cowtown, century two, the indian center, the art museum, and botanica 

are also closed for the holiday.  There is no city bus service today and no mail delivery. 

 

1/18/11  6am 

Funeral services are today for Army Sergeant Eric Nettleton. He was killed two weeks ago in Afghanistan when an I-E-D exploded. 

The funeral is at the all saints catholic church. The 26 year old graduated from Wichita's West High School in 2-thousand-3. He joined 

the Army shortly after graduation, and was based in Germany. 

 

1/19/11  5am 

Good news for hunters and outdoor enthusiasts...cabela's is coming to wichita.   Tuesday, the outdoor superstore announced plans to 

open a wichita store in the spring of 2012.   this will the second store in kansas, in addition this kansas city location.   we're told the 

80-thousand-square-foot store will be built in the regency lakes shopping center at 21st street and greenwich road.   wichita mayor carl 

brewer says it's big news for the city. To have something of this caliber and we're starting out it's very exciting for us.   the mayor says 

the city did not have to put up any money to get cabela's to come it wichita.  cabela's stores employ up to 200 people.  it will be built 

near the super target at 21st and greenwich. 

 

1/20/11  10am 

Have you ever been so excited about something that you got a little loose with the facts?     it happened to a local hospital and 

eyewitness news viewers started raising eyebrows. Factfinder 12 investigator brian heap tells us about the radioactive math 

lesson...with a positive ending... Track: unless you're a math whiz...you might have driven by this billboard and not even noticed the 

error.   take another look.  The ad for galichia heart hospital says its new low dose c-t scanner uses "up to 300-percent less 

radiation."...than a traditional c-t scan.    eyewitness news viewer randy peck emailed us, saying he was both confused and amused by 

the mathematical impossibilty.  Randy asked "will this thing actually suck the residual radiation from my body?"    sot: steve bite #1 

"we just missed it."  track: galichia c-e-o steve harris says it was an honest mistake...and that the confusion is in the way percentage 

change is calculated   track: for example....let's say the new c-t scanner exposes a person to 5 units of radiation....compared to 20 units 

of radiation with the old machine.   going from 5 to 20 is a 300-percent jump...so you could say the old scanner uses 300% more 

radiation than the new one.   but when you flip the numbers around...and go from 20 units to 5.  That's a 75-percent reduction.  So the 



 

 

billboard should have said the new c-t scanner uses 75-percent less radiation.   sot: steve bite #2  "i think it speaks highly of the math 

iq of our residents and citizens in wichita."    track: harris hopes you won't be so focused on the math that you lose sight of all the good 

this new 2-million dollar machine can do...    sot: steve bite #3 "it's a very significant reduction in radiation and it's something we think 

is a very important technology for our patients and patients in wichita."   track: that's because medical research shows that over time 

the more radiation you're exposed to, the greater your risk of getting of cancer.    sot: bit fred #1 "you have the right coronary artery 

coming down on the right side here."  track: c-t technician fred meuller says the machine takes a 3-d scan of the heart... In less time 

and with greater visual detail   sot: fred bite #2 "our other machine was cool...but this one is really cool."   sot: doctor bite #1 "we are 

giving one-tenth the amount of radiation on some of these patients...so we really feel good about that."   track: cardiologist mark 

bowles says in the past, doctors have been reluctant to order multiple c-t scans for patients because of radiation concerns.   sot: doctor 

bite #2 "now with the low radiation we feel like we can repeat a study on somebody and not worry so much about it."  track: all that 

equals a plus for patients...no matter what kind of math you use.   brian heap, factfinder 12 investigators. 

 

1/21/11  10pm 

in the state legislature this week...  Lawmakers will discuss banning the sale of synthetically altered herbal potpourri .   Our news 

partners at the salina journal report that salina's police chief will testify before the joint corrections and juvenile justice committee...   

Police say people smoke the potpourri to get high.. Last session, the legislature banned a similar substance called k-2.  Authorities say 

this may be an alternative.  track bills and find out who represents you in topeka at k-w-c-h dot com... Just click 'legislature latest'. 

 

1/23/11  10pm 

Sports bars like this one are full of football fans...watching the big games that determine who will play in the super-bowl. Mos 1:24 

pittsburg steelers Mos 55:09 steelers Mos jets cant stand pitt...     nothings changed about the old rivalries... but something has 

changed in the bars.   its now been six months since kansas enacted the state-wide smoking ban. it's irritating... it def has hurt our 

business...   the manager of shooters, a pool hall says the smoking ban has brought business down 30 to 40 percent.   they're one of the 

places suing the state because of it. 

Gibson 51:27 people would just rather go home and smoke  but according to a study out of kansas city... The ban has had little effect 

on business...   but a large effect on how clean the air is... Inside places like this one.     

Mos 2:35 i actually go to more places because of no smoking...  the study says inside the newly smoke free bars... Air pollution is 

down by 94-percent... To levels similar to what you find outdoors. i like it feels cleaner...would think bars would get more people.  so 

while the smoking ban is hot topic that continues to spark debate...there's one thing both bars have in common. Football.   in wichita, 

melody pettit kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

1/25/11  6am 

 Guardrail--is this kdot crew's specialty.   and after the latest winter storm   20 very busy   there's plenty to do.  3:39 out of this storm 

i've got three weeks of work to do without even trying.   David lechner oversees this crew-- 

     and says winter storms take a toll...on the equipment you see on the road...and the state's budget--and guess where it gets the money 

to make repairs.   Out of the blue i got this letter from an attorney for an accident that happened a year ago.   Margaret kounter called 

factfinder 12 after receiving this bill for more than 18-hundred dollars (highlight the number)    her son jeff wrecked his car on icy 

conditions last winter i lost control of the car and tapped the gaurd rail  the kounters feeling...it was an accident and the state should 

pay.  we have police fire we have roads all this is supposed to be done for us...why are they coming after us for guard rail?  (standup--

splitscreen) 

this may help you understand why.   just last year...the wichita kdot office...submitted 587 claims--worth almost 430 thousand dollars 

for damage caused by wrecks.    that's not statewide...that's just sedgwick county. this crew did 11 thousand feet of guard rail...a little 

over two miles two miles of this type of work--with supplies, trucks, equipment, and a lot of labor.    3:505 everyone is responsible for 

themselves.   and lechner says...remember why it's there in the first place.   3:13 he's probably glad the gaurdrail was there is was there 

to protect him.   and he is...but   j- 42:06 i feel that i pay taxes and that should take care of it.   for fact finder 12 investigators, i'm 

michael schwanke.> 

 

1/26/11  5am 

We're learning more about the hollywood video collections letters we told you about earlier this week. A Wichita law firm has filed a 

lawsuit...challenging the legitimacy of the letters.  The attorney behind it te;;s Eyewitness News.  The Collections Agency...national 

credit solutions... is violating the kansas consumer protection act ...and using deceptive and unconscionable practices.    meantime, the 

kansas attorney general says the whole thing appears to be a scam.   attorney general derek schmidt issued a warning to 

consumers...urging them to call his office before paying any money to the company behind the letters.   dozens of kansans received 

letters saying they owe a hundred dollars, or more in late fees to the now bankrupt hollywood video chain.  the better business bureau 

says national credit solutions is a collections agency in good standing.   it says you can dispute the fees in writing. go to kwch-dot-com 

to find out what you need to do next. 

 

1/28/11  10pm 

We want to let you know… we're working to fix a problem with our transmitter...     we will turn off our trasmitter early saturday 

morning...to make final repairs.     this work will start at 12-37 saturday morning - and it's expected to take about two hours to 



 

 

complete..     it will affect viewers in the wichita area who watch t-v with an antenna.   if you watch us over the air, and lose channel 

12 overnight, do *not* rescan your tv or converter box.   just wait for channel 12 to come back saturday morning.   you can also find 

us at 33-point-2 on the dial…in standard definition. 

     some cable system viewers may not be able to watch us for those two hours… but these repairs will *not* affect  cox, dish and 

at&t subscribers.   if you are a directv subscriber and want to watch overnight, you'll need to find channel 12 in standard definition.    

you'll find more information at k-w-c-h dot-com.  thanks for your patience. 

 

1/29/11  10pm 

     from an old fashioned blacksmith...  to a traditional spanish dance(nats?)     the kaufmann museum in north newton has many ways 

to celebrate the 150th birthday of kansas. sesquinteniall...i had to practice awhile to say that. 

Mos it's fun...or something here.   a big mark in the state's history...but during the planning...state officials made it clear they had no 

extra money to spend on a party. 37:13 the realization that we weren't going to get any extra money...so we held our normal kansas 

day it's our 14th year we have our normal kinds of funding no special funding but we still invited community to be involved. 36:32 so 

instead of bemoaning that we asked how we can be creative? Events we already have... (nats hat parade)   like this hat parade...just one 

of the things the kaufmann museum came up with to have fun on the big day...without spending extra cash. 38:54 making kansas 

birthday hats...recycled papers crayons markers make something that's celebrative...applause of people, fun everybody can participate 

but doesn't cost a lot of money. 37:34 we built on what we were already were celebrating a theme the museum used to build up their 

annual kansas day celebration...to make it into a birthday resident's would enjoy.  Mos it's fun my daughter enjoys it. 38:00 you don't 

need money to throw a party, you have to say come it's time to do something together, unique in celebrating it's union.    in north 

newton, melody pettit, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

1/30/11  10pm 

The largest shark that ever lived is on display at exploration place. You're looking at was once known as mega-la-don.   it's one of the 

main attractions of the national traveling exhibit.  experts are also on hand to tell you everything you could possible want to known 

about the aquatic features.  The exhibit runs until may first. 

 

1/31/11  5am 

Horse enthusiats are looking forward to the new casino plan near mulvane.    this is what the casino will look like. 

     it's not the slot machines and blackjack tables that have equestrians happy.   it's the idea of a center big enough to hold horse 

events.   many competitions have been sent out of state because of the lack of adequate facilities.  the kansas quarter horse association 

says the facility at the casino would make kansas a destination for large horse shows. 

 

2/1/11  5am 

It will soon be a little easier to learn about the early days of kansas...On monday, governor sam brownback helped unveil a new 

database system at the state library in topeka...  the database collects old documents from when kansas became a territory in 1854... Up 

through 1865...  the materials include things like personal narratives, political speeches, sermons and period songs..."because the 

documents are scanned in, you can actually see how the documents looked in their original appearance." "we have fabulous history 

with a number of contributions to what's happened around the world that's happened here.  And this is part of making that more 

accessible and learning and seeing where we came from to know where we go." the database contains 197 documents and 20-thousand 

pages of text, photos and maps. 

 

2/2/11  6am 

Kid rock's concert went on last night.   Hundreds braved the winter weather to see him.   Fans say they didn't let that stop them. "really 

if you get out and drive the snow is not that bad." 51:48 RANDY "kid rock brought me out here tonight..i don't care about the weather, 

I don't care a bout nothing, you know. He's from the 313 you know, detroit" > 

     Arena officials opened the outer doors early so fans wouldn't have to wait outside in the snow and cold...  

 

2/3/11  10pm 

Six of them, at 5 thousand dollars a piece, may add up to a safer Wichita. The city begins testing a new type of cameras for police 

officers -- the kind they wear on their heads eyewitness news reporter Rebecca Gannon explains how they work...new at 10”  we 

currently have a dash mounted video camera system in our traffic vehicles.” For the last two years, the Wichita police department has 

used dash cameras. “that system only picks up what is in front of the vehicle.” But this -- isn't one of those. The video you're watching 

goes with police officers. “it sees exactly what the officer sees.”  The concept seems like something out of a futuristic movie. A 

camera mounted on the side of an officer's head. Wichita police officers demonstrated it Wednesday morning. “The city began testing 

the cameras last week.  And all 6 of them are on officers here at patrol north bureau.  And Wichita is the largest city to test these 

cameras in the u.s. 51”  “somehow, someone's recognizing that they are needed here.” For years, Sena Pe-den has championed the 

police cameras cause. “Our school busses have cameras.  Our malls have cameras.  They are everywhere.” Pe-den believes the 

cameras would be in the best interest of all parties. “it's an accountability issue for the officers, as well as the citizens.” And officers 

agree. “its the officers‟ word against the defendant in court.  With this type of camera system, it would all be on tape. We can submit 

that as evidence.” So next time you see a Wichita police officer... Smile.  You may be on camera. In Wichita, rg, kwch 12  



 

 

 

2/4/11  5am 

As some towns struggle to keep businesses open..others are taking risks to start new businesses.   In november, voters in oxford 

approved a city-wide loan for a grocery store.  If the store fails, taxpayer have to pick up the half a million dollar tab. 

 

2/6/11  10pm 

People across the country had their eyes glued to the big game tonight...   superbowl 45 in the books...with the green bay packers 

coming out on top.   the chalet sports bar in wichita was full of fans showing pride.  some were there for the grid-iron action...  other 

were there to enjoy the commercials.   no matter who or *what* they were rooting for... 

     they were all about enjoying the biggest football game of the year. Yeah it's been good, good atmosphere. Good drinks good food.>   

the sports bar was pretty evenly split between the packers and the steelers fans. 

      

2/7/11  5am 

People across the country had their eyes glued to the big game last night...The chalet (shall-lay) sports bar in wichita had packers and 

steelers fans showing their pride.  many were there for the grid-iron action...while some just came to socialize and check out the 

commercials.   either way it was about enjoying the the biggest game of the year... 

Yeah it's been good, good atmosphere. Good drinks good food.   this particular sports bar was pretty evenly split between packers and 

steelers fans. 

 

2/8/11  5pm 

A quick getaway would be tough in weather like this, and two accused bank robbers prove it. It's new at five tonight. Wichita police 

say the men walked into the Bank of America near Pawnee and Broadway this afternoon. They demanded money from the teller, plus 

the wallets of customers. They left running away from the bank with nothing. But they also left their footprints which led police right 

to them. Plus it didn't take police long to get there, .. Patrol south is also located at Pawnee and Broadway. 

 

2/9/11  5am 

In the last 24 hours... The dispatchers at Sedgwick county emergency communications have taken more than two hundred phone calls 

on accidents. And that's with the emergency accident reporting plan in effect. The total number of accidents called in for last week's 

storm was a lot less than that. We look at why there were so few last week, compared with so many now.... 

 

2/10/11  5pm 

Cabela's wants to open a store here at k-96 and greenwich.  But if you shop at the outdoor chain in the future...it may cost you a little 

more.  That's because cabela's is asking wichita for an incentive.  Not every city council member is sure it's a good idea we have to be 

very strategic and very careful and have pretty strict guidelines and how we utilize those    cabela's wants to be part of what's called a 

"community improvement district" or c-i-d.  It means if granted, you'll pay an extra one-point-two percent sales tax.  Cabela's says it 

needs the extra tax because this area is going to see an increase in traffic. One of the reasons cabela's wants the cid is to help finance 

new on and off ramps for k96. Because right now, the only direction you get on k96 from greenwhich is west bound there's good 

arguments for both of that when they start taking those dollars and putting them back into local infrastructure projects that would have 

historically been paid for out of the general fund or out of debt service what we don't know if whether cabela's abandon plans to build 

in wichita if it doesn't get the incentive.  A company spokesperson would only say without it...they'd have to go back to the drawing 

board. The wichita city council will likely make a decision next month.  In wichita dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

2/11/11  5am 

The pain at the pump just dug a little deeper, as prices have topped three-dollars a gallon in the wichita-area. 

     the last time it was this high was about three years ago.   experts say pump prices will go even higher in the summer months.   

drivers are simply trying to adjust...I'm actually planning on selling this truck right now because it kills me at the pump. I'm putting in 

20 dollars right now and it's going to get me four or five gallons...worth a couple of days and that's it.  a year ago, wichitans paid abou 

2-41 a gallon.  that's about a dollar a gallon more than it was ten years ago. 

 

2/13/11  10pm 

Rich fox isn't one to let things go---     29:00 i ain't paying them there ain't no way.   and he's sure not going to let anyone take 

advantage of him---or his custom street rod business.   25:59 my conversation is...what part of no do you not understand     fox called 

factfinder 12 to warn others about what happened to him.    he got a call from a company called local online yellowbook--based out of 

new jersey.    25:20 the first question she asked was are you the one that makes decision on adverting...when you say yes they got you.   

got you...because despite fox's repeated attempts to say...no--they recorded him saying yes.   4:09 they are very very pushy. He got a 

bill anyway...and a collection notice wanting 566 dollars.    25:39 what they do is alter the conversation.    fox says the company 

played back an altered recording of him saying yes--if that's the case...       15 it's called slamming    the better business bureau says--

it's common.    44 they tell you their recording it they chop it up and make it sound like you've accepted a listing with their directory 

and then they can start billing you and you have not.     What's the company--local online yellow book-- say about it? Factfinder 12 

tried to get a response--this is how it went on our end. 



 

 

      18:11 who's in charge there?   18:28 i can't talk to a supervisor?    11:18 who would that person be? 

     11:28 you can't give me your address?   13:51 who's your boss who do i need to talk to in your company? 

     14:36 do you have a supervisor i could speak with?   9:55 did i need an appointment to talk to you   we were eventually told to 

submit a written request--four days later we got this response.  a letter "demanding that we cease and desist"--even before we could 

tell them what the story was about.    it says--   "we demand that you supply us with all your evidence, documentation and the source 

of all your information that justifies and supports these slanderous and unfounded allegations"    we called again...but never heard 

back.   (nats)   fox isn't alone--he put us in contact with several other businesses...not only in kansas....but around the country. 27:47 

everybody has the same story...they told them they do not want it. 2:38 you have to question them and don't be afraid of it.  fox says 

he just wants the story out--and other businesses to know about his experience. 29:21 i want them to know this is a scam stay away.    

that's probably the best advice.   here's what happens next--   the kansas attorney general is investigating--and want to hear from others 

who may have been affected by this.   and after a call factfinder 12...the new jersey attorney general's office has opened an 

investigation.  we'll let you know what happens.   the better business bureau here and new jersey both say they have numerous 

outstanding complaints..   for fact finder 12 investigators...i'm michael schwanke. 

 

2/15/11  5am 

Kansas strip clubs and adult stores could face more regulations.  A house committee opened hearings monday on a proposal to keep 

these type of businesses at least a thousand feet from schools, libraries, daycares and churches.  Supporters of the plan say the 

businesses lower property values, which leads to higher crime.  The adult businesses will argue their case today.  They believe 

decisions like this should be made by local governments. 

 

2/16/11  5am 

We've lived here for 5 generations, our family for 5 generations. History has kept a wichita family at this spot for decades -Lynn 6:12 

a lot of history yeah Now their old house is about to *become* history. It stands in the way of a new bridge. City council 72 9:46:16 

we'd like to stay in our home Tuesday, the wichita city council voted for this plan to replace the south broadway bridge- Lynn 

campbell behnke (binky) tried to convince council members against the plan...that shows her house in green. City council 72 9:46:18 

our home is that green square that would be obliterated by the recommended construction on the ast side. The house is only one 

casualty -The family business will also be hurt. Tim 1 10:36 we grow plans...poinsetta plants..any kind of plant... Tim campbell's 

greenhouse is just south of the house. 11:25 i'm gonna lose my retail outlet there, i'm gonna lose the functioning of my turnout and 

parking 11:33 and i'm gonna lose my sister and my heritage and my history in this house. Council members listened to the arguments -

But in the end it came down to one thing -- safety. City council 77 57:13 i don't know how much longer this bridge will last and if we 

wait until collapses it's not going to be a good thing. But it's hard to convince one family this is the best thing. Tim 2 14:30 it just 

seems a shame they can't build the bridge in some manner that doesn't affect anybody along here Lynn 7:07 feel kind of like we're 

being exiled from family and the place (butto) 

Lynn 6:30  every little spot in it was precious, all the peeling wallpaper, it was still ours One old house down...for one new bridge to 

go up. Rg cornish. Kwch 12 ewn..  

 

2/17/11  6am 

Breaking news this morning from south Wichita.. A man is in critical condition after he was hit in the street. The accident is at Pawnee 

and Washington. Sedgwick county dispatchers tell us the man was struck by multiple vehicles. Paramedics are taking him to the 

hospital in critical condition. Police are asking you to avoid the area. The eastbound lane at Pawnee and Washington is shut down. 

Traffic is being diverted at Mosley street. We have a crew heading to the scene. 

 

2/18/11  5am 

Thursday's nice temps had many thinking about outdoor activities like biking.  crews continue to work on getting the redbud bike trail 

ready.   when finished the bike path will link the i-135 path at murdock northeast to the wsu campus.  the trail is funded from a two-

point-three million dollar grant awarded last summer.  it's expected to be finished in june. 

 

2/19/11  10pm 

Christmas cancer 7 20:23:25> irish drums It's a ceremony designed to honor one of their own... <nats pop sgt blank 14 20:26:07> 

*bag pipes* It's a ceremony to honor jonathon blank.. <0020or jonathon blank 9:31:06 - 9:31:21> i know that like everybody like 

supports me and i hear a lot about it, but i think now it's going to hit home cuz i'm actually going to see it i think it's going to be a big 

realization i don't know, it's just going to hit home Ever since jonathon was wounded in afghanistan, his home town of augusta and the 

surrounding areas have rallied behind him and his family...holding fundraisers...and at saturday's wichita thunder game...this pregame 

ceremony was held in his honor...<9:33:24 - 9:33:34 kevin elledge / jonathon's friend> he deserves it, he earned it that's for sure there's 

loss of words honestly, i don't know what to say oining jonathon are his family and friends... And us representative mike pompeo and 

*his family <9:37:58 - 9:38:05 susan pompeo / mike pompeo's wife> because jonathon represents the very best of america there's no 

question, we are so so proud of him and his family Congresman pompeo also presented jonathon with an american flag that flew 

above the capitol in washington d.c. <9:39:55 - 9:40:01> i'm sure mike would tell you that the most special and important thing that 

he'll get to do is to meet jonathon <nats >crowd roar With the roar of the crowd, jonathon knows his service is appreciated by 

everyone in attendance...in wichita, dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 



 

 

 

2/21/11  5am 

Jay,52:21-i will tell you i've gotten about four hours of sleep in the last three days.   jay wassal is exhausted. 

  since the salvation army announced the closure of its biddy basketball program, he has been working fast to resurrect it. Jay,52:15-

we kind of had a plan in place a little bit before knowing that something like this has happen. 

  in recent years, support for the program has dwindled and the non profit wants to focus on programs with greater need.  Jay,51:30-

we're hoping its going to be a smooth transition and go right into some programs we're going to have for the spring and summer.   

*where* teams will play is still up in the air. Biddy is now without a building and equipment.   but parents like jennifer hardwell 

believe the community will step up. Jennifer,11:01-we have a lot of people who are supporting us.  involved with biddy more than ten 

years, hardwell says she's relieved the program will continue.   she says its changed the lives of her own children and kept others on 

the right track. Jennifer,08:38-we have a lot of kids that could have went in the wrong direction but they went ahead and achieved and 

went to college.  and supporters say it's players who will experience the biggest changes. Jay,52:29-we don't want the kids to suffer.    

organizers plan to make biddy more of a community effort...forming parent and player led committees to offer input on ways to 

improve.   while many details are still unknown...one thing is for sure....Jay,56:59-biddy will be here in some form or fashion.   in 

wichita kara sewell kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

      

2/22/11  Noon 

Investigators say an electrical problem is likely the cause of a fire at a south Wichita restaurant. Crews put out the flames at the 

heritage restaurant Friday. Investigators say the damage estimate is a quarter of a million dollars. The fire marshal tells us he doesn't 

suspect arson...and he's ruled out every other cause except an electrical problem. He hopes an inspector for the insurance company can 

find a more exact cause. 

 

2/23/11  5am 

by foot and flashlight...searching through the rubble in greensburg wasn't easy in 2007, after a tornado destroyed the city. (nat)   fast 

forward four years...inside this 600 square foot workshop and far from the damage at greensburg...roger powers and his team at flint 

hills solutions are building unmanned aircrafts. Sot2,44:07-its very exciting technology.   that can fit on top of a desk...its the future in 

the first step to helping law inforcement with public safety and recovery efforts.  Sot1,31:42-small states can not afford to buy a multi 

million dollar system but the can afford to buy a fraction of that cost that has the same capability.   it looks like a helicopter and uses a 

g-p-s tracking device and auto pilot system that can be programed to fly. Sot1,29:39-hit a button, launch now and it will automatically 

take off for six hours.   and land exactly where it started, within a few inches. Sot2,44:44-we're giving them a capability that is very 

high tech, very advanced and it works.   but....it takes weeks before *this* unmanned aircraft will fly.  it begins with a frame... former 

commercial pilot, kirk demuth, first attaches a gas or electric engine.  to make sure it can fly...the aircraft is launched for a manual test 

run...then technology is added.  

(nat)  first, a gps antenna...called a magnetometer, which tells the aircraft which direction its flying.  then, a laser altimeter, which 

measures how far the aircraft is off the ground.   all of these parts are designed by flint hills solutions and made by local kansas 

companies. Sot5,08:40-the next step is to set the software up and the autopilot to communicate with all the systems. Sot4,46:44-

anyone, anyone including you could easily go through our training and in a couple of weeks you'll be able to fly one of these.   before 

it goes up, a camera is secured to the front end onto a plate that isolates any vibrations...preventing shaky video sent back to roger's 

computer program...which also happens to fly the unmanned aircraft.   *this* camera was bought at best buy. Flint(44)50:56-that's 

keeping your cost down. Its $500 versus forty thousand dollars.  Standup,inside this mobile command center is where the hardware 

and software finally come together. This is where the initial flight test takes place. Once the unmanned aircraft systems all check out it 

can be packaged and shipped to its customer.   and while it ships to just one customer...roger says these unmanned aircraft will help 

thousands of people.   in augusta kara sewell kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

2/24/11  6am 

The wait is almost over. We expect to learn today...who will be making the air force's new fleet of refueling tankers. Will Boeing be 

bringing thousands of jobs to Wichita? Or will European plane maker "eads" be sending those jobs to Alabama? Eyewitness news 

aviation reporter Megan Strader takes a closer look at the long awaited decision. They're around for the task of re-fueling planes in 

mid air...But these tankers...are running on empty. “I‟ve been working on this for 10 years and I want to see a successful conclusion 

and for me success means an American tanker made by American workers and an American company.” Former congressman Todd 

Tiahrt is among a delegation of Kansas lawmakers who've lobbied for the air force to to award the 35 billion dollar tanker contract to 

Boeing...not European based eads... Creating thousands of jobs in our area. “we have so many subcontractors throughout Kansas that 

make parts and do smaller jobs for Boeing and so we'd see a significant increase, not only in employment but additional jobs that 

occur across the state in meeting the needs of that contract” a majority of those jobs would be based in Wichita - where the aviation 

market has struggled in recent years. Local leaders say the additional jobs would not only help the city, they would help the industry. 

“just like those companies that thing there's a chance they may get it, we also look at the future of what opportunities are available to 

us and I‟m sure the state is looking at what the total revenue that they may be able to receive from it so there are a lot of people 

looking at a lot different things.” And with a decision expected Thursday afternoon...all anyone can do now...is wait. “there 's a lot 

riding on this...not just in the employees but the entire community and the state of Kansas.” In Wichita, megan strader kwch 12 

eyewitness news 



 

 

 

2/25/11  5am 

'The Chill' bike and car show Richard Bartel's dream is that someday soon, when people hear the word "chill," they'll automatically 

think of cool motorcycles and cars. The Chill is the easy-to-remember name that Bartel has given to his bike and car show, now in its 

second year. If you go: THE CHILL What: Motorcycle and car show Where: Kansas Pavilions, 85th Street North off I-135  When: 9 

a.m.-9 p.m. Sat., 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Sun. How much: $10; ages 12-under and active military free; two-day admission $15. Information, 

www.bartelproductions.com <http://www.bartelproductions.com>. 

 

2/28/11  6am 

Stand up: it's sure easy to take home electricity for granted.  Most of us don't even think about the complaicate power grid...until the 

lights go out.  So when a bunch of fumble around in the dark to call the electric company...are they making things better or worse? 

Fullscreen: after a recent snow storm knocked out power, a viewer named "pam" emailed asking "when my electricty goes out does 

westar know about it? Or do they only know about it if i call it in?  When i report my outage to their hotline do i help the problem or 

just cause more confusion? Sot phil #1: this particular substation has four transformers...four different circuits coming out. Track: we 

took the question to westar energy's operations manager phil sadler. Sot phil #2: "red boxes are good.if something were to happen the 

box would turn green and start flashing." Track: he gave us a tour of the utilty company's dispatch center.  This is where all the 

substations, main power lines and large breakers are monitored 'round the clock.  Large maps show him exactly where problems are 

happening... Sot phil #3: "right now we have a problem in topeka.  We have a transmission line off in topeka." Track: sadler says 

when a major outage occurs, the computers will alert dispatchers within seconds. Sot: phil #4 "so we know there's a problem just not 

where it is." Track: that's usually when the phone calls start pouring in....and sadler says they will provide the biggest help in pin-

pointing the problem.  It's the old knowledge is power rule. Sot phil #5 :"i would estimate we're lucky to get 25% of customers to call 

us in most outages. So a lot of people that are depending on their customer...or their neighbor to call it's not happening." 

Track: so to answer the original question...yes, westar needs your calls.  Brian heap, factfinder 12 investigators. 

 

3/1/11  Noon 

Maybe you forgot...or just didn't know. But today is election day. You can vote in the primary for city and school offices... 

 

3/2/11  5am 

continuing coverage this morning...on fundraising at wichita intersections --     some wanted it banned...but the city council came up 

with a compromise.   it approved putting limits on the fundraising --   organizations will now be limited to 25 intersections-    

participants will have to be at least 18 years old...They also must wear safety vests...and stay on the sidewalk or median unless 

someone in a car invites them over.    the city council will revisit the issue before the end of the year. 

 

3/3/11  10pm 

Police arrest a man they believe caused a disturbance in a southwest Wichita neighborhood. We first told you about it at six tonight. 

Police asked residents in the area to stay in their homes while they searched for a man believed to be armed. This is video of officers 

searching the area. The suspect was involved in an earlier disturbance with his brother at an apartment complex. Police tell us that man 

was arrested without any problems. 

 

 

3/4/11  5am 

The population of kansas increases over the last 10 years.  the u-s census bureau says the state's population grew by more than 6 

percent.   this is despite 77 of the state's 105 counties losing residents.  in wichita the population grew 11 percent...remaining the 

largest city in kansas. 

 

3/7/11  6am 

 their work opened their eyes to a world they had never seen before...<18:40:51 - 18:40:56 stacey gray 00278r> when you go and you 

see these little children, you know, it's everywhere there   stacey gray and laurie andrews travelled to cambodia as part of a church 

group at the end of january to work in a shelter for women and girls forced into prostitution...  they say they are kidnapped or sold to 

pimps.  for many it's the only life they know. 18:24:48 - 18:24:57 laurie andrews> we saw some beautiful beautiful young girls that 

just it was amazing to me how resilient they were because we knew some of their stories  <18:41:16 -18:41:18 stacey gray> the 

youngest one that was in the home was 6 Andrews and gray volunteered at the she rescue home in cambodia...they worked with many 

of the girls...prepairing meals and doing arts and crafts with them... <18:26:53 - 18:26:56 laurie andrews> so many of them, their 

childhood has kind of been stolen from them  Both women have a momento they wear all the time from their trip...a bracelet that the 

girls of the she rescue home make...on it... A slogan. <18:48:21 - 18:48:33 gray> "it's not ok." um obviously, prostitution, selling a 

little 6 year old, it's not ok that that happens. 18:29:18 - 18:29:25> you can't save everybody, but you can save this one and maybe you 

can save this one and maybe you can effect this one  

Two women who did what they could...and after a week they know that there's more to do...and want to go back... In augusta, dave 

roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news.> 

 



 

 

3/8/11  6PM 

Genesis health clubs is going into the ice rink business. New at six... The wichita city council approves genesis as the new manager of 

the ice center today. While some are concerned about the management change...genesis says it can handle the job. 

 

3/9/11  6am 

55 years of marriage...And for rose and gary miller - a majority of those were spent in greensburg kansas. 

That is until the night of may 4th, 2007. We started getting phone calls and we tried to contact the people we knew were there...it was 

quite an evening for us.> The millers were out of town the night an e-f 5 tornado ripped through the town - it wasn't until three days 

later they got to see what was left of the home rose was born in. 

- there were some walls still standing but everything else was gone, the roof was gone  and of course it had rained for two days and 

everything was just totally drenched.> In a matter of minutes it went from this...to this. Knowing they didn't want to rebuild, the 

miller's decided to move to pratt where one of their son's lived. It was not a difficult decision for us because of that, if we hadn't had 

kids that close it could have been a much more difficult decision.> 

But it was a decision a lot of people made. Recent census numbers show that while kiowa county's population dropped  - numbers in 

neighboring ford and pratt counties went up. Something people in greensburg say isn't such a bad thing. The loss is due to the 

tornado...almost all the loss we can point to it and say its because of the tornado, its not because of declining rural kansas.> 

Greensburg went from about 15 hundred people pre tornado - to about 900 today, so a drop in population *was expected. City leaders 

say the challenge now is to turn that around during the next ten years. We have healthcare, we have good quality education, good 

quality public services we have a good tax base and we're trying to build more housing so we have more affordable housing...put all 

the pieces of the puzzle together and we're optimistic for the future> And for bringing greensburg back to what it once was. Megan 

strader kwch 12 eyewitness news.> 

 

3/10/11  5AM 

The economy may be a bit rough still, but a recent report by the fdic says the banking industry in kansas is doing fairly well. The 

report shows the state's banks were slightly more profitable in 2010 than the year before. The Wichita eagle reporting that troubled 

loans moved lower. The report was based on information from more than three hundred fdic-insured banks in kansas. 

 

3/11/11  6am 

A million dollar plan to re-vamp those emergency siren's hits a snag.  in september the sedgwick county commission approved a one-

point-4 million dollar upgrade to the sirens.   it's part of an f-c-c mandate, that would also allow officials to turn on sirens only in 

specific areas that are in the path of a tornado.   the county set aside some of the money and was expecting a grant for the rest.   but the 

grant fell through.  now they are trying to decide how to pay for the project. "not having that grant money makes it a little bit of a 

financial challenge to find a way to make it work.">    officials say they will take what they money they do have, about 850-thousand 

dollars, and start up-grading what sirens they can.   they hope to start sometime this year. 

 

3/14/11  5am 

Construction begins today on a new lincoln street bridge.  the project will cost nearly 14-million dollars.  the city council approved the 

project last september.  the bridge has structural problems.   it will include new retaining walls and a boat and fish passage along the 

east bank.  the first phase of the project will be completed by the end of the year.   the second phase by the end of 20-12. 

 

3/16/11  5am 

the men's tournament is already underway with the first round play-in games last night. For the first time... The tournament is divided 

between c-b-s... And three other networks. Number 5 seed kansas state takes on utah state on thursday in tucson.   you can see that 

around 8:30 on trutv.   that's channel 64 on cox cable... And channel 20-64 in hd.  number one seed kansas will play boston university 

in tulsa on friday.   that game starts around five-fifty and will air on t-b-s.   that's channels 29 and 20-29 on cox cable.   if you don't 

have those channels contact your cable or satellite provider.  to find a complete list of who is playing where... Go to k-w-c-h dot-com.   

click on road to the final four to get scores, headlines and live coverage of each game.  you can even check out bruce and jenn's blogs 

from the road. 

 

3/17/11  5am 

Americans are expected to live longer than ever before.  A new report from the centers for disease control says that a baby born in 

2009 will live for 78 years and two months.  That's an all time high for life expectancy.  More than two million people died in the us in 

2009, which is nearly 40-thousand less deaths than the year before.  Experts say better medical treatment and public health measures 

against smoking are having an impact on the number of americans who die every year.  

 

3/18/11  5am 

Wildcats fans are celebrating this morning! 5-seed k-state was able to maintain their lead against 12-seed utah state. 

The cats pulled out a 73-68 win...despite a sick jacob pullen and a surge by utah state late in the game that cut in half a ten-point lead 

k-state held for the majority of the game.   the win means the cats will move on to play wisconsin saturday in tuscon.    for more 

highlights on the game...and a preview of the upcoming k-u game tonight...stick around for grant meech's sportswrap later this hour. 



 

 

 

3/21/11  5am 

March madness hits *wichita* in full force...  the intrust bank arena is hosting the first and second round games of the women's n-c 

double a tournament.. The arena is expecting about seven-thousand fans.   it's the first time wichita has hosted the women's 

tournament.   arena officials say it could be an annual event or a gateway to even bigger tournaments.    because of the high stakes, 

tournament officials added almost one-hundred volunteers in addition to the regular arena staff. They're crucial for something of this 

magnitude vital to have good people in key places.> 

     wichita is one of 16 sites that is hosting the first round of the tournament...  four teams are competing... 

     the games started last night and will end on tuesday. 

 

3/22/2011  6am 

Wichita police say a man's death Sunday morning is being considered a homicide. Authorities say 44-year-old Leonard Hecox was 

stabbed once in the chest. Neighbors say they first saw him laying in his front yard around nine in the morning. Someone called 911 a 

few hours later. So far no arrests have been made. 

 

3/23/11  6pm 

The state of Kansas will look like a fool. That's what one lawmaker says about the resolution to re-open the Sumner county casino 

process. The house was supposed to vote today on whether the attorney general should file a lawsuit against the lottery. They didn't 

get to the resolution...but it's still on the table. Eyewitness news reporter Kim Hynes explains why officials in both wellington and 

Mulvane say it's time to move on. Dirt is moving in Sumner county to make way for a casino.  But that doesn't stop  lawmakers in 

Topeka from trying to stop the project. “It‟s frustrating b/c at some point in time you need to accept the outcome and accept our 

commitments.” But some house members say the process to pick a casino was flawed.  They want the attorney general to file a lawsuit 

to reexamine the decision to give the contract to peninsula gaming.   “the state of Kansas will look foolish.” That's representative 

Vince Wetta.  He's the one who fought to put a casino in wellington instead of Mulvane.  Although it didn't go his way...he says the 

fight is over.    “it's time to come together.  I firmly am going to support peninsula gaming.” Both Wetta and Mulvane‟s city 

administrator say by second guessing the process...Kansas not only sets a bad precedent... “how reliable are we as business partners as 

a state.” The state also stands to lose millions of dollars...including 25 million already included in next year's budget. “they've spend 

$100 million and we tell them uh oh, contracts don't mean anything we're going to disallow.” While the debate continues...peninsula 

gaming moves forward. “they're doing everything in their power to fulfill the contract.“ a contract that officials here are counting 

on...for jobs...tax revenue...and economic development.  In Sumner county...kh eyewitness news. 

 

3/25/11  5am 

The east wichita ymca remains temporarily closed.  The branch usually opens at five o'clock... But is closed because of a downed 

transformer.   All activities and classes are cancelled for now. Officials hope to reopen the east branch before noon today.   All other 

ymca locations are still open. 

 

3/28/11  5am 

It's a final four with no top seeds.   connecticut, kentucky, butler and virginia commonwealth. All four *unlikely teams to head to the 

final four.  and on sunday... Kansas was knocked out of the tournament by number 11 seed v-c-u.  eyewitness sports director bruce 

haertl begins our coverage from san antonio. 

 

3/29/11  6am 

A pilot finds a hole in the fuselage of a u-s airways jet. The Boeing 7-37 arrived Monday at charlotte Douglas international airport 

without problems. A spokeswoman says the hole was found towards the rear of the plane during a routine inspection. The plane was 

taken out of service, and passengers on the flight were put on other planes. No one was hurt. It's not clear how the hole got there. The 

fbi is investigating the incident. 

 

3/30/11  5am 

Wichita state has a chance to win its first n-i-t championship. The shockers will play at madison square garden again thursday night.   

this time the team is up aginst alabama.   the crimson tide beat colorado last night in a close game. 

The final score was 62 to 61. Meanwhile, the shockers dominated its game last night against the other w-s-u.... Finishing with a 31 

point lead.  garrett stutz was the lead scorer with 24 points and 13 rebounds against the cougars.  

 toure' murry had 11 points while gabe blair had 10. Wichita state is opening koch arena so fans can watch the championship on the 

jumbo-tron.   doors open at 5:30, and it's free to the public.  again, the championship game will be thursday night at six o'clock.  you 

can watch it on espn 2. 

 

 



 

 

 

ECONOMY 
 

1/3/11  6am 

New this morning...Facebook could be worth 50-billion dollars.Today's new york times reports.. The estimate was made by 

investors.The paper cites sources who say goldman sachs and a russian investor have invested 500-million dollars in the social 

networking site.  facebook will reportedly use the funds to hire top tech talent, develop new products and even buy smaller companies.     

facebook and goldman sachs have declined to comment on the story.  

  if the 50-billion-dollar figure is accurate, it would make facebook worth more than media giants like timewarner or disney.  but the 

dollar amount is still less than facebook's top competitor... Google. 

 

1/6/11  6am 

Suzie hatcher--an employee at a valley center liquor store-- didn't even know it was happening. But she's not complaining.  Two 

percent is good they're not taking from me they're giving to me.   hatcher--like many americans will see her check increase this month. 

You're paycheck is going to increase for any payroll during 2011 it's one year moritorium reduction in tax.   mike porter is a certified 

public accountant-   he says the money is a tax reduction...a two percent decrease in the amount you pay in social security taxes.   you 

don't have to do anything...it's all on the employer to make the change. It's probably just a nice little not a lot of money but something 

you can set aside.  

 so how much is two percent--   here are a couple examples for someone making $40,000 annual income, the result will be another 

$800 in take-home pay. For someone earning $70,000, the boost is $1,400 a year.   now...what do you do with that money.    the nice 

thing about getting extra money is because you're not planning for it you can use it other ways and it won't affect your budget  chris 

wolgamott with meritrust credit union says make a plan now...and he has three ideas...taking care of your debt is one. Debt's 

great...especially if you have high interest credit cards or credit cards to pay off.  emergency funds are really great putting money aside 

for things that come up you weren't expecting. If you have a retirement account it's always a good idea to increase the amount you 

contribute.     hatcher--who was without work for nine months...is just glad to hear good news. i could use that two percent i don't 

know what it will be in my paycheck but it will be great.   michael schwanke, kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

1/7/11  5am 

All will be quiet at the wichita libraries today...     Today is the first of four shutdowns to save money. 

The library is using furlough days to save 80 thousand dollars.     The director of the library says she understands it's a disruption for 

customers...but is trying to make it as painless as possible. She says by shutting down for four extra days...they won't have to cut back 

on programs and materials.  Regular users of the library say it's disappointing...but they get it. want it to be open out of selfish need for 

me because of my lifestyle.  Do i understand they have to because of budget cuts, yes but i'll groan and roll my eyes. The library board 

planned far enough in advance that no books are due today...so don't worry about late fees.  

 

1/10/11  5am 

The Intrust bank arena opened it doors one year ago yesterday (Sunday). Since then...you...helped the arena exceed all expectations. 

It's making money...attracting major acts...and selling thousands of tickets. Eyewitness news reporter Kim Hynes sits down with the 

general manager to explain how they plan to continue the arenas success. It's been a whirlwind of a year...brad paisley opened the 

Intrust bank arena last January...since then...we've walked with dinosaurs...heard two of the best piano players...and watched acrobatic 

theatrics.  Through October...the arena's had 82 performances...close to 400 thousand visitors...and profited almost two million dollars. 

“we've exceeded our expectations and that's just a wonderful thing.” Those involved with the arena say the success is all thanks to 

you...the ones buying tickets to events. “the whole economy has been down. To be able to do what was achieved in 2010 makes it 

even more significant.” Arena manager AJ Boleski admits...there was a pent up demand for concerts...and other acts...so they have to 

work hard to keep the community interested in the future. “the first year we call a honeymoon period.” He says they'll continue to 

recruit major performers and host hockey games...but they want to focus sporting events...like the n-c-double-a tournament. “our goal 

is a men's regional someday.  The nearest in 2014-23015.  Those are our goals.” One of the biggest controversies surrounding the 

arena was the parking, but after a year people realized it's not that big of a deal to walk a ways and more are taking public 

transportation. “We‟ve had few if any real complaints about the parking plan.” Proving to assistant county manager Ron Holt...all of 

their pre-planning paid off. “in every way you can look at this project, it has been a success.” The focus now...is making sure the arena 

stays a success in the future.  KH eyewitness news. 

 

1/12/11  6am 

Make sure you have your resume,that's the first important thing to do for this week. In terms of this line...they're separated by only a 

few people. In terms of their situation...they couldn't be further apart. My dad's worked at boeing for years so i figured i would just 

follow in his step. You work for a place for 30 some years and you figure your secure and all of a sudden they start outsourcing jobs. 

Justin miller is looking for his first job in aviation... 



 

 

Rick henricks is looking for his first job in more than three decades. Lockhead and boeing is relocation...spirit is here in town. They're 

also looking at jobs 18 hundred miles apart from one another. My parents are moving to seattle and i hear they have openings up there 

so i'm putting in an app right now . I prefer to stay here in wichita. And the lines for those interested in staying in the air capital were 

by far the longest. Spirit aerosystems is looking to hire 200 production workers for plants here and in tulsa. You guys need to go 

online and apply for the specific position you feel like your qualified for. Do the math...all these people...fighting for just a few 

hundred jobs.  it's real steep, the competition cuz you got a lot of people out of work. In the end both henricks and miller had at least 

one thing in common...He's telling me to go back online, apply again, redo my resume before i apply again...so it sounded kind of 

hopeful...cross my fingers. Walking out the door at least a little more hopeful. Gotta keep the faith and keep trucking and hopefully 

something will come up. In wichita, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

1/14/11  5am 

 go to our website, k-w-c-h dot com to read the governor's entire budget proposal...     you can also find individual breakdowns of the 

cuts and changes he wants to make.   find it now on k-w-c-h dot-com. 

 

1/18/11  6am 

The city of Mulvane is considering the effect a new casino will have on safety. The city will hire consultants to do a public safety 

study...to determine whether the casino will call for more emergency services. If that's the case...the developer would pay for a new 

substation and vehicles. Construction on the Kansas star casino will start in the next few months. The contract says the interim casino 

has to open early next year. 

 

1/19/11  Noon 

American airlines is joining forces with priceline dot com. The 2 companies have signed a deal that lets the travel website use the 

carrier's technolgy to sell tickets on-line.  american severed ties with travel site orbitz last month over a dispute about fees... Shortly 

after expedia pulled american's flights from its website. 

 

1/23/11  10pm 

We should know this week how well the state's economy finished in 20-10. 

December's unemployment figures will be released. Fixing the economy, creating jobs and restructuring the government have been the 

main focus for republican  vernor sam brownback in his first two weeks. In november the unemployment rate was at 6 point eight 

percent. That was up slightly from the previous month. 

 

1/24/11  5am 

For the second year in a row, atlanta is home to some of the most frugal shoppers in the country.   According to coupons.com, people 

in atlanta used the site's online coupons more than any other city in the country.  They printed an average of one thousand dollars in 

coupons last year. Tampa remained the number two most frugal city followed by cincinnati, saint louis and minneapolis. 

 

1/25/11  noon 

Depending on where you live.. You may have to go a little further to buy those postage stamps.    the post office is considering 

shutting some 2-thousand post offices.  last year the the postal service lost 8 and a half billion dollars.       postal officials say more 

customers are using online services or postal machines in stores. 

 

1/28/11  6am 

In our aviation watch . We should find out next month-    who will get the 35 billion dollar contract to make refueling tankers for the 

air force.   but first congress is looking into the latest problem with the competition. 

The senate armed service committee heard testimony on a clerical error that mistakenly sent boeing and eads..the parent company of 

airbus information about the others bid.  two federal employees lost their jobs after the confidential information got out.   this is the 

pentagon's third attempt to award the contract to replace tankers that are now more than 50 years old. I'm just amazed when i learn 

about these breakdowns.  Not only is it not cost effective we're wasting taxpayer money, we're losing the confidence of the people we 

deal with- not only the average citizen but the individual businesses that we deal with senators are trying to decide if the release of 

information damaged this latest round of the competition to replace the air force tankers. 

 

1/31/11  5am 

Wichita children get a lesson in finances sunday. "mr. Cool money & gang" transformed the lobby at exploration place into a 

makeshift financial planning class.   dozens of kids worked with their parents, developing a budget that would allow them to save up 

for something they want to buy. after creating a spending plan, kids were entered to win a $250 dollar savings account.   organizers 

say it's a small incentive to teach kids about financial literacy. Looking at the crisis that we're in today, debt crisis, i feel like if we 

teach the concept of financial literacy at an early age then they practice that all through their life.  the group teaches a similar program 

at some wichita schools.  and its been so successful the district is considering adding a financial literacy class in all high schools for 

students to complete.  

 



 

 

2/1/11  6am 

It feels like the same story--it is...only this year...it's worse.   26:10 i think this could be a better budget year than what we could face in 

the next couple years and that's a sobering thought.   in a special meeting--wichita school board members heard first hand how serious 

the problem is.  because of state cuts...the district will be short five million dollars this school year--  that's on top of the 14 million the 

district already cut this year.  and next year...30 million dollars.   46:21 we can't come through this without dramatic changes in this 

district and we've been able to keep it away from the classroom and our kids and it's not going to happen this time and there's no time 

to waste-- 

     so at this meeting board members agreed with superintendent john allison's suggestion to put the next phase of the bond issue on 

hold.    i can't tell you how hard that is...that hits home when we may not be able to fullfil this promise to our community and kids.   

ms kwch 12 ewn. 

 

2/2/11  Noon 

and the world's first newspaper for i-pads is set to be unveiled today.    media mogul rupert murdoch will take the wraps off the tablet 

publication, called "the daily".    it will cover general news and entertainment and will also include video. 

 

2/3/11  Noon 

and you can log off now.. the internet's all full. the last few blocks of numerical i-p addresses will be distributed today by the 

international organization that doles them out. there is a new system ready to go that allows for trillions more...but some worry the 

transition might lead to some hiccups online in the short-term. 

 

2/4/11  6am 

A lot of people clip coupons.   but not a lot of people  ---  56.18 this last week i think i got 100 dollars in groceries, and i think i paid, 8 

dollars, yeah. 22     take it to the extreme melinda eddington does.  56.35~ the coupons even pay for the tax sometimes.  It's just crazy. 

39  eddington used to be a teacher.   but she wanted to be a stay at home mother.  55.39  i had to figure out a way to pay all of our 

expenses some other way. 45  so her family *started small, with coupons.   and then.... It grew.  now, her house is also a warehouse.   

nat pop of class  so she is combining the two things she knows best --   teaching a coupon class.  nats of teaching  stand up: 1.55.35 

now this couponing class is the largest yet.  More than 100 people came to the haysville public library for 2 hours of money saving 

tips.  This may be a sign of the economic downturn.  Maybe it's that frugal is a fad.  Or maybe, it's both. 49  yancy 2 1.53.07  i was 

shocked, actually.  I thought there would be, like, 10 people.   yancy kendrick drove an hour from hutchinson to sit in the class.   

yancy one 1.51.44  i met melinda at a yard sale, and i decided i needed to learn how to make this couponing work for me, and 

basically get free groceries.  54  around the room, there are stories just like kendrick's. 

     you can see people nod as they learn something new --   or are reminded of something they forgot.   and this part -- the part with 

the stage and the 200 eyes on eddington -- is her favorite part.     sot 9 1.08.55  they get excited, because this is money, you know, that 

they're not having to shell out of their pocket.  And that means a lot to people. 00  eddington puts all she knows into six pages of notes.   

such as...    - base your grocery list on coupons and sales. Use coupons on sale items for the biggest return. - search the internet for 

coupons. Eddington gets about a third of her coupons from the internet.  - watch for double coupon days.  Some will double a 50 cent 

coupon, others a dollar.  Check the fine print.  - buy multiples to see savings really add up.  What you don't use -- donate.   now, don't 

expect these few tips will land you with enough extra to fill a room.  eddington knows she takes things to an extraordinary level.   sot 

10 1.09.33 not everybody's going to do it like i do it, and i don't expect them to.  39  but if you practice some -- even one of her tips -- 

you may find there's a little more money in your wallet every time you look.  in wichita, rg, kwch 12 ewn. 

 

2/7/11  5am 

new this morning.. internet giant AOL is buying the "huffington post" for 315 million dollars.   Ariana Huffington ... the co-founder of 

the online news site will become editor in chief of the new media group.  The huffington post claims to have 25 million online visitors 

a day. 

 

2/8/11  10pm 

It's that time of year again -- possibly the only time you spend money on flowers. So you want to make sure you get a good deal. How 

do you choose? Whether it's ordering online...or buying from the supermarket... As Valentine‟s Day approaches, the flower business 

hits peak bloom. I need to send something to my mother-in-law, and I need to send something to my wife. Good idea.  So if this is the 

one time of year you buy flowers, David Hope of washington d-c's flower gallery, says be prepared. If you haven't bought flowers at 

all, and you're buying valentine's flowers, that's the most expensive period in the year for flowers.  Hope recommends talking with 

your florist to find an arrangement in a comfortable price range. That's miniature roses in a heart-shaped vase.  How much, 59?  When 

ordering from an out-of-town florist or a website, there may be slight variations from what you see in a brochure or online. They may 

not have the exact same flowers, depending upon the arrangement you've chosen, but they can do something very similar to the 

picture, based on the style and the color of the flowers in the picture.  If you're popping into the local supermarket for your bouquet,  

ask which day they get flower deliveries, pick them up then, and care for them at home to keep them freshest. And the most popular 

flower for the holiday, hope says, is the most expensive: the iconic red rose.  One less pricey alternative is the gerbera daisy, a favorite 

among his younger customers, in a wide range of colors. 

 



 

 

 

2/10/11  5pm 

Wichita awoke to an pleasant surprise thursday morning...<7:31:38 - i'm really sad that wichita has hit the $3.00 mark.>Three dollars 

and change. It's been years since prices have been this high...And people like sheila evans say they only expect them to go higher. 

Summertime...the prices will end up going up. So in the meantime people say they have to adjust to higher costs - which may mean 

making some changes. I'm actually planning on selling this truck right now because it kills me at the pump. I'm putting in 20 dollars 

right now and it's going to get me four or five gallons...worth a couple of days and that's it. What's more important to go to...a party 

with a friend or a child's school function and that kind of thing. Just one year ago wichitans were paying about 2 dollars and 41 cents 

for a gallon of gas. Five years ago it was as low as 2 dollars and 12 cents And ten years ago...this one hurts a little...gas was just a 

dollar 45. Enough fluctuation that people like sheila say it isn't worth worrying too much. 

 you just have to go with the flow.> 

 

2/11/11  5am 

When it comes to using tax dollars to subsidize low-fare airlines at mid continent....most people oppose.   that's according to the 

results of our exclusive fact finder 12 scientific survey. We asked 500 people if they oppose or support the idea.   57 percent are 

against using tax dollars.  31 percent support it.  the remaining 12 percent are not sure. 

 

2/14/11  5am 

President obama will unveil a 20-12 budget plan today that promises to slash more than 1 trillion dollars from the deficit over the next 

10 years.  (sot: president barack obama) "after a decade of rising deficits, this budget asks washington to live within its means, while 

at the same time investing in our future." two thirds of that belt tightening would come from a wide range of cuts including trimming 

military spending and freezing many domestic programs for five years.  100 billion dollars would also be cut from higher education 

programs like pell grants which provide college loans for low income students.  The savings would be used to keep the maximum 

college financial aid award at 5,550 dollars. (sot: jacob lew/white house budget director) (cnn state of the union) "you know, the 

notion that we can do this painlessly is - it's not possible to do it painlessly. We are going to make tough choices." (standup: michael 

herzenberg/cbs news/washington) but republicans say the president's plan isn't tough enough. Not only do they want much deeper cuts 

in next year's budget... They're still fighting for up to 100 billion in savings to the current budget.> (sot: rep. John boehner/speaker of 

the house) (nbc meet the press) "there's no limit to the amount of money that our members want to cut."  this week, house republicans 

will formally introduce their own budget plan which seeks to end 60 federal programs and cut hundreds of others. (sot: rep. Anthony 

weiner/d-ny) "they seem to be unwilling to touch some of their sacred cows. They're just slashing everyone else." the current 

legislation funding the government expires next month. If lawmakers can't agree, the entire federal government could be shut down. 

Michael herzenberg, cbs news, washington.> 

 

2/15/11  6am 

The latest from the state legislature A bill cutting state spending advances in the kansas senate.    that clears the way for final action in 

the senate today. The bill would leave the state with three point six million dollars in reserves...to carry into the next fiscal year.     that 

money would be applied to the expected shortfall for 2012.  Unlike the proposal passed by the house...the senate added 26 million 

dollars for special education funding to avoid losing federal aid in the future. If the bill passes, negotiations would begin with the 

house on a compromise. 

 

2/16/11  Noon 

and coke's big secret may be out.    a copy of what's *supposed* to be the hand-written original formula has surfaced.    it was found in 

an atlanta newspaper from 19-79.    it's potentially worth a fortune...but coke says while it *is* a recipe for cola, it's not theirs.   and 

even if you knew all the right ingredients...you'd still have to know how to put it all together. 

 

2/18/11  5am 

Kansas lawmakers say "we can start tomorrow"...if boeing gets the contract to build refueling tankers for the air force.  In our aviation 

watch.   senators pat roberts and jerry moran are part of a bi-partisan coalition pushing the air force to replace these tankers with a 

boeing model rather than one made by european manufacturer eads.   these tankers are more than 50 years old.   roberts say kansas has 

the skilled aviation workers needed to build the new planes..   and getting the contract will create thousands of new jobs in the state.   

boeing turned in its final plan last week.   the air force is expected to award the contract in weeks.  you can see more of sentors roberts 

and moran speaking about the tanker deal...and learn about the long history of the project...at k-w-c-h dot-com. 

 

2/21/11  5am 

many wichita businesses are close today in honor of presidents day.    including... city and neighborhood halls, all wichita public 

libraries, park and rec centers, museums, and century two.  The transit station will be closed and there will be no bus service.  Wichita 

Transit will resume normal business operations on Tuesday. 

 

2/22/11  Noon 



 

 

A Kansas senate committee votes today on a bill that would allow grocery and convenience stores to sell full strength beer...as well as 

wine and liquor. The bill will also allow liquor stores to carry ice, non-alcoholic drinks and food. If approved, the bill will then go to a 

full senate vote. Critics of the bill say it will hurt small liquor stores...but supporters claim the change will increase competition and 

create jobs. 

 

2/23/11  6am 

Anderson liquor has been around for 30 years here in newton. In that time owner murray anderson has seen a lot of changes in kansas 

laws...But none as extreme as the ones proposed right now in the state senate. It's gonna be on the aisle next to the bread...everybody is 

going to be exposed to alcohol.> Like most liquor store owners, he's concerned about what the bill would do to his business. But it 

goes deeper than that. He worries gas stations and grocery stores won't be able to monitor liquor shelves as well - meaning it could end 

up in the hand of underage drinkers more easily. They do have beer now but its really hard to stick a 12 pack in your pocket where as 

later in the evening, the liquor aisle is there and it will cause some problems.> A group backing the bill claims expanding liquor sales 

would create more than 15 thousand jobs... Nearly 350 million dollars in wages and bring in more than 70 million dollars in revenue. 

Anderson questions the groups research. But questions the need for change even more. Because of choice, jobs and enforcement this is 

an issue that we just need to say, 'hey it's working really well let's keep it the way it is> 

In newton, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

2/25/11  6am 

Also in the aviation watch...     hawker beechcraft expands its plant in mexico.   the 180-thousand square foot facility will do sheet 

metal assembly for hawker's king air turbo-props and some jet products.   this is what it will look like. 

   hawker's c-e-o says the company has received some incentives and support from the mexican government to expand there.   hawker 

has also received more than 40 million dollars in incentives from the state of kansas, sedgwick county, and wichita to remain in the air 

capital.   a portion of the money will go toward research and development...  and towards educating employees.  in return, the 

company must keep 4-thousand jobs in wichita for the next 10 years. 

 

2/28/11  6am 

 this week, congress will try to hammer out a spending measure to keep the government running. leading republicans plan to introduce 

a short-term bill that would offer funding for at least two more weeks.  without any action, the government could face a shutdown by 

friday.   even if the government were to shut down, social security pension checks would still go out, and troops would remain at their 

posts.   and virtually every essential government agency like the fbi, the border patrol, and the coast guard would operate. 

 

3/1/11  Noon 

He government will partially shutdown in three days unless republicans and Democrats can reach an agreement on the budget. The g-

o-p is proposing a temporary fix. Joel brown has details from capitol hill. To avoid a government shutdown on Friday republicans are 

trying to push through  an emergency bill  today. The measure would  fund  the government for two weeks - and includes 4 billion 

dollars in cuts. House speaker john Boehner says the u-s can't afford to keep spending at current levels. "in other words, we're broke, 

broke going on bankrupt." the g-o-p says the temporary fix would give congress time to hammer out a larger budget agreement for the 

rest of the year. but democrats say two weeks isn't long enough to make a deal  and that means uncertainty for businesses. "doing a 

budget for two weeks for the largest economy in the world is not adding stability." republicans say they came to Washington to cut 

spending. They want 60 "billion" dollars in budget reductions over the rest of this year... A deal that will need to be worked out once 

the temporary measure is passed. The president has said he would veto any  measure with  reductions that large - and democrats  in 

congress say  its the wrong way to go . "we have more than 300 economists that are saying the proposed cuts put forward by the 

republicans are going to hurt the economy." :10 if congress doesn't reach some  kind  of deal in 3 days the government will shut down. 

Essential agencies would continue to operate - but hundreds of thousands of federal workers would be sent home and tax refunds 

would be delayed. Something neither party wants to be blamed for. Joel brown, cbs news, capitol hill. 

 

3/2/11  5am 

New this morning...The hutchinson city council okays a new contract for its city manager.   the council met tuesday night.  the hutch 

news reports city manager john deardoff will get a merit raise of more than three percent.  deardoff manages more than three hundred 

employees and 60-million dollar budget.   here's a look at the contract.   the paper reports deardoff's salary is more than 129-thousand 

dollars.   deardoff gets a five hundred dollars a month allowance for using his own car for business inside of reno county.   he'll also 

get medical and life insurance.      

 

3/3/11  10pm 

In our aviation watch tonight. Eads is expected to concede after a decade long battle with Boeing over the tanker contract. The air 

force awarded the 30-billion dollar contract last week. Sources say eads could announce as early as tomorrow that it will not protest 

the decision. The contract means thousands of jobs for the Wichita area. 

 

 

3/4/11  5am 



 

 

in our aviation watch.   eads is expected to concede after a decade long battle with boeing over the tanker contract. 

The air force awarded the 30-billion dollar contract last week.   sources say eads could announce today that it will not protest the 

decision.  The contract means thousands of jobs for the wichita area. 

 

3/7/11  6am 

The derby school district is holding a public forum tonight. It wants feedback from parents, staff, and community members regarding 

its budget for next year.   the school distrcit could be facing 1-point-9 million dollars in cuts. 

     the meeting is tonight at 6-30 at the derby middle school auditorium. 

 

3/8/11  6PM 

Cabela's will receive a tax incentive to build in Wichita. And it says without it...the store wouldn't happen the Wichita city council 

approve a community improvement district for cabela's today.      That means you'll pay an extra sales tax to shop at the store. Cabela's 

will use the money generated to help fund the development and build an interchange at k-96 and Greenwich. Many spoke against the 

incentive...saying the city is giving cabela's an unfair advantage over other retailers. Other's told the council the extra tax is cheaper 

than driving to Kansas City to shop. In the end...council members supported the incentive. “having a destination store like cabela's is 

going to be great for all outdoorsman in Wichita.” Cabela's plans to break ground this summer and open in spring of next year . 

 

 

3/9/11  6am 

You'll pay more to shop at cabela's...once it opens in wichita. The wichita city council approved a community improvement district for 

the retailer.   cabela's plans to build at k-96 and greenwich.   the c-i-d means it can charge an extra sales tax to shoppers.   the money 

generated will help pay for the development and an interchange at k-96. 

     cabela's says when it planned the wichita store...it expected to get a c-i-d and without it...it wouldn't build. 

 

3/10/11  5am 

The latest from the Kansas legislature.. Kansas lawmakers say they're making progress on the budget. Negotiators from the house and 

senate are meeting to hammer out differences in spending bills. At issue is how to cover a shortfall in funding special education. States 

are required to maintain certain levels or lose federal funds. Governor Brownback wants to cut 35-million dollars from the current 

fiscal year budget ending in June. 

 

3/11/11  6am 

Coffee wakes up a lot of people every morning...but it's starting to not be the cheap pick me up that it used to be... 

<12:49:26 - 12:49:35 bob boewe (bay-we) / owner the spice merchant> i just placed an order this last monday for about 8000 pounds 

of coffee (12:49:31) which will cost me twice as much as it cost me last year That order ended up costing bob boewe (bay we) thirty 

two thousand dollars... <12:51:12 - 12:51:15> this is a fifteen year high in the cost of coffee  Boewe (bay we) attributes the rising cost 

not only to a shortage of central and south american coffee beans...but also the rising cost of fuel...Overnight...the price of unleaded 

jumped about ten cents a gallon...affecting a lot more than just coffee prices...from day to day life... <13:05:25 - 13:05:35 olivia 

thompson / cutting back on costs> there's not a lot of movies, there's not a lot of outtings anymore we have to be really aware of what 

we're spending from day to day To things that people don't immediately see...<13:03:24 - 13:03:29 sarah ring / > definitely less in our 

savings. There's less to put away to her future That's because fuel costs have affected the price of just about everything... According to 

government estimates, food prices rose three percent this year...It's also effecting the price of clothing...analysts say prices for clothes 

are up 10 percent ...And merchants say they *have* to pass their rising costs onto the consumer...because it's becoming more 

expensive for them to stay in business 

<12:55:15 - 12:55:29 boewe > cuz i've got 8 people working for me. I've got a lot of utilities to pay on a building this size weekly 

salary to match it's just one of the realities of life that we have to deal with A reality they wish they didn't have to deal with...in 

wichita, dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

3/12/11  10pm 

united airlines may ground some jets to save money on fuel.  the carrier says it burns 25 thousand dollars of fuel every minute.  it's 

considering taking some of its less efficient jets out of its fleet.  jet fuel is one of the largest costs for an airline and the price is up 28 

percent so far this year.  fuel accounts for about 40 percent of operating expenses at united. 

 

3/14/11  noon 

Oil prices slid on analysts expectations that japan's energy demand  will fall in the short term.   the country is the third largest oil 

consumer.   three of five major oil refineries in japan are shut down and authorities are still trying to stabilize a damaged nuclear 

power plant.   

 

3/15/2011 10pm 

The worldwide impact of the disaster is growing. The dow closed down 137 points. Investors fear the nuclear disaster -- in addition to 

the earthquake and tsunami -- will hurt the economic recovery. It's already morning in Tokyo and stocks there are actually up after the 



 

 

bank of Japan put more money into the economy. The death toll from last week's events has topped 33-hundred. While people 

continue to be found alive -- the death toll is expected to top 10-thousand. 

 

 

3/16/11  6am 

It's a typical tuesday night in wichita's old town old chicago.  but a few days from now... 4.00  sunday, i won't expect us to be able to 

stand up here, because hopefully we'll have standing room only waiting for seats. 07   the restaurant -- known for chicago style pizza 

and beer -- will host fans of women's n-c-double-a basketball.   chris 1.58  we're also really trying to talk to our staff and get them 

excited.  We're going to have fans and media from across the country.  We want to make sure  that this is an exciting event and the 

fans have a good time. 06   already, wichita residents realize they can impact the tournament's success.   dana 32.07  i just think we 

need to attend an event like that.  Because it's a huge deal; any ncaa tournament is a big deal. 13   jenny 31.17  we've never had 

anything like this here, and it's a big deal.   stand up:  the downtown hyatt is one of three wichita hotels the ncaa teams will stay in.  

And the staff tells me it expects reservations to start rolling in in the next couple of days -- as people make their travel plans from 

iowa, arkansas, and points beyond.  nats of showing off door hanger  and when fans check in --- they'll have their own, free, souvenirs 

custom made for the event.   from door hangers to n-c-double-a buttons -- 

  nats of pulling out button  each key to marketing the air capital.    maureen (1) 9.22  and what we think is, if we can prove that we 

can provide a great experience here, we'll have the chance to have many other ncaa events. 32 

 but the chance to host other events is years away.  for now -- businesses are just working for the weekend. 

     in wichita, rg, kwch 12 ewn.> 

 

3/17/10  5am 

A second attempt to cut the 20-11 Kansas budget has cleared the house...but it's uncertain if the measure will see senate debate. The 

house approved a bill yesterday that would give the state about 35 million dollars in reserves on June 30.  The bill would ratify cuts 

imposed last week by governor sam brownback.  He wants to make use of new federal dollars to replace a cut in the public school 

budget to get the state to break-even in June.  However, democrats argue Brownback‟s actions were legally premature. 

 

3/18/11  5am 

Diet coke is now the second most popular soft drink in the u-s...right behind coca-cola and ahead of rival pepsi.    a new study shows 

more cases of diet coke were sold last year than pepsi-cola - which used to be number two.   sales of soft drinks in the u-s have been 

on the decline in the last 6 years...as americans cut back on spending and switched to healthier alternatives. 

 

3/21/11  5am 

gas prices keep going up.    a new survey shows the average price of gasoline has soared seven cents in the past two weeks.   the 

average price of regular gas now stands at three dollars and fifty-seven cents a gallon.   california has some of the highest prices in the 

nation.  but prices here in wichita remain below the average.. Prices are around 3-32. 

 

3/22/2011  6am 

A push for jobs...steady work and new business opportunities. Today, thousands of aviation workers gather in Wichita for a rally. The 

key speaker - the nation's top transportation leader.  Eyewitness news reporter Kim Wilhelm says aviation companies wanted to send 

him a message. This rally is about you. Thousands of workers... “It‟s been a challenging couple of years...” An industry hit hard... “It‟s 

very exciting to see all of our brands in the same room and all of our people united on the same topic.” Cessna, hawker Beechcraft, 

bombardier Learjet - telling government keep our jobs...fight for aviation. “these are the messages that I want you to send to them and 

send to Washington so that they can in fact help and promote our industry.” Local, state and Kansas congressional leaders joined the 

heads of the three big general aviation companies for Monday‟s rally.  Transportation secretary ray LaHood was the guest speaker.  

Lahood told workers Washington is behind them. “once the economy is going you're going to have companies that will want to buy 

these planes.” “Kansas leaders say they are working on specific initiatives in Washington d.c. to help general aviation companies in 

Wichita.” “trade agreements making sure we have ability to sell our airplanes all over the world is absolutely critical to Kansas 

employees and we're working hard on it.” “i think they're pretty much genuine and the future of Kansas is what we have here and 

they're going to have to go with it.  (thinks Washington is going to stand behind us)” “i thought it had a really good message.  Gives 

you lots of hope.” To secure future jobs and growth for a workforce rallying around aviation.  Kim Wilhelm.  Kwch 12 eyewitness 

news. 

 

3/23/11  6pm 

A Hutchinson hospital is cutting jobs  and freezing wages -- new at six-- promise regional blames fewer patients...and less money 

coming in from insurance...promise regional will cut 23 jobs -- it will give employees up to 8 weeks severance pay. 26 other jobs will 

also be cut by either becoming part-time positions...or through attrition. The hospital will also freeze employee wages starting June 

30th. The vice president of marketing says...insurance reimbursements are down...and so are patient services. 

 

3/21/11  12pm 



 

 

For our eye on your money this noon... we're taking a look at the markets. the dow jones is up 69 at 12-1-55. and the nas-daq is up 29 

at 27-28 . we'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 

 

3/25/11  5am 

Security! Knock it off! Security! Get in the hall! Get out!   A new hampshire lawmaker screams at protestors at budget committee 

meeting thursday.  The committee was discussing an amendment that proposes limited collective bargaining rights.    The meeting was 

repeatedly interrupted, as government employees yelled at committee members, some of whom threatened to toss everyone out.   one 

lawmaker tried to ease tensions in the room. "we all made a commitment not to do this.  Please, let's respect the process. There will 

come a time when we have other opportunities." supporters of the amendment told protesters it would prevent layoffs, but union 

members say they'll fight it to the end.   

 

3/28/11  6am 

A lucky person in upstate new york has won the 319-million-dollars mega millions jackpot.  but no one's claimed it yet.   the winning 

ticket was sold here at the coulson's news center store in downtown albany.   the winner hasn't come forward, but lottery officials say 

the winner could claim the prize money as early as this morning. “it's great that somebody who comes in here... And hopefully it's a 

regular customer, maybe even a group of people from an office around here. That would be nice if it could be shared amongst a group 

of people, but we'll see." "i came in and said i asked for a winner but it wasn't me.  So,  i just hope it's someone else who's gonna have 

as much fun as i would have (laughs)."    if the winner picks the cash option when buying the ticket, he or she will receive a one-time, 

lump-sum payment of more than 202-point-million dollars. this was the sixth largest jackpot in mega millions history and the second 

highest pool for a single winning ticket.  

 

3/29/11  5am 

President Obama says nato will take control of the entire Libya operation on Wednesday.   In a speech last night, he defended the 

international military mission, saying it was necessary to prevent leader moammar qaddafi from slaughtering his own people.  The 

president did not give any indication as to how long the operation might last or how much it will cost. 

 

3/31/11  9PM 

The United Nations is urging Japan to widen its evacuation zone around the crippled nuclear power plant. Radiation has been found in 

milk as far away as the west coast of the u-s. That leads tonight's fox file on the world. Seawater around the plant now has more than 

43-hundred times the legal limit. Radiation has even made its way into soil 25 miles away and  beef  40 miles away  from the crippled 

reactor complex.  In the US, trace amounts of radioactive iodine  have now been found in milk in Washington State and California. “It 

travelled across the jet stream across the Pacific ocean and landed on our shores. It's hardly a surprise that that happened that was kind 

of expected." Health officials say consumers can still drink the milk and should not worry. The radioactivity is 5 thousand times below 

standards set by the FDA.  

 

 



 

 

 

EDUCATION 
 

1/2/11  10pm 

A conflict over high school basketball tryouts... Goes from the court to the courtroom.   Monday... Attorneys for the andover school 

district asked the judge to dismiss the case. Its an issue that belongs in front of the school to make the decision and the school made a 

decision.  The decision was to cut seven players during try-outs.   one of them was paul peffly's kid. When you chose a team someone 

is going to be left off but when you're left off you want it to be for the right reasons.   Peffly told eyewitness news that he loaned head 

coach jason stucky money. Peffly says he had trouble getting it back.  And even though he did... Peffly believes the deal may be the 

reason his boy was cut from the team. What i'm saying... It's not susie didn't make the team- wahh. That's not it. The challenge is that 

susie didn't get a fair try out.   The peffly's are asking for a second try out.   But now halfway through the season- the judge questioned 

how that would work. If in the process of that your client was elected to the team, that would mean someone else would have to go. 

Would his parents be able to file a lawsuit? The school district says... That could happen.   They believe coaches should be able to 

make decisions about who makes a team... Without ending up here. A fair tryout occured. Multiple coaches, multiple opinions plead in 

the decision. Now the decision is up to the judge. 

      

1/7/11  5am 

The school of rock is in session. "you remind me of jack black, no jack black reminds you of me" 

Each day inside this salina south middle school classroom "my kids as apart of my class we play a song by weezer called pork and 

beans" Matt gary is one part teacher one part rockstar "during our power chord week we were playing pork and beans the kids learned 

it and they are awesome at it."While the class was perfecting the weezer smash hit. "why don't i record them playing it and send it and 

see what happens." Gary found about a contest weezer was holding "hey weezer we are a music class at a public school in salina 

kansas." The contest: weezer wanted fans to send in a video asking the band to grant any wish. "our wish, i want you to teach these 

guys how to shread." "it's hard to resist seeing 23 kids play a song you wrote." "so weezer sees the video and they love it and they 

want to meet my kids."  The class took home the grand prize, gary is flying to chicago this saturday to meet weezer. "they want to do a 

live chat with me and weezer on one end a my kids on the other end." Via webcam the class is going to meet weezer and get some tips 

on rocking out. "they are just giddy they are so excited." Gary says he would not trade in the rush of teaching for the rock in roll life. 

"seriously this is the best job i could ever have in my whole entire life, i get to play guitar everyday, i get to work with kids that are 

awesome, everyday is living the dream this is just icing on the cake."  However the teaching duties are on the back burner for now. 

"no grading papers this weekend while im on the plane, i think i might be doing a little bit of research on weezer listening to some of 

their old albums so i know whats up." In salina karl man kwch 12 eyewitness news.    

 

1/12/11  6am 

The wichita school district has *canceled* classes and activities for today. Other districts have done the same... And others will start 

late.   you can see all school changes at the bottom of your screen...and kwch-dot-com.   there you can sign up for text me 12... To get 

the latest weather information sent to your cell phone or email.  

 

1/14/11  6am 

I've got as many questions as you do at this time. School officials across the state say they have a lot of studying to do...to fully grasp 

the governor's budget plan. Though it's a very complicated situation, we know as a school district we will have very difficult 

conversations over the next several months. Wichita superintendent john allison doesn't have a specific number yet.  But he says the 

district will lose millions of dollars in state aid next year...even though the governor says he's increasing spending for education. But if 

that doesn't come in a way to use to educate, from a school perspective that's not an increase in funding. Here's where it gets 

confusing.  The governor wants to increase spending per pupil.  But he wants to decrease funding for base state aid...and these are the 

dollars districts say go directly to the classroom. Its almost like smoke and mirrors kind of deal. The newton school superintendent 

says the increase per pupil would actually help finance things like teacher retirement and capital projects. Are those things that need to 

be done? Absolutely but not at the expense of direct instructional cost. Because school officials say that will cost the state more in the 

long run.  Kh eyewitness news.  

 

1/18/11  6am 

Some Kansas students will be boarding a different bus this morning for school. This is what theirs looks like. Authorities say... A 

mentally challenged teenager got into the parking lot of the southeast of saline campus...and found the bus with the keys in the 

ignition-  he didn't get far....but as eyewitness news reporter Rebecca Gannon shows us...the short drive caused 100-thousand dollar in 

damages. 

 

1/19/11  6am 



 

 

New this morning..   the hutchinson school board approves a 3-year contract for a new superintendent.. In its public schools. Dr. 

Shellaine "shelly" kiblinger will take over july 1st.  the hutchinson news reports her contract is worth more than 150-thousand-dollars 

in its first year.  dr. Kiblinger has more than 20 years of experience in education. 

     currently, she serves as the assistant superintendent in the garden city public school district. 

 

1/20/11  10pm 

You have to study and work hard to make the grade.   but several students went about getting their grades a different way.   they're 

accused of hacking into a computer at wellington high school and changing their grades.   now not only are they in trouble at 

school...but also with the law.  eyewitness news reporter kim hynes explains what happened. New at 10.  Something seemed off about 

some student's grades at wellington high school.  That prompted a teacher to do some checking. i thought it was crazy the kid would 

even try to hack into the school system. 

The wellington superintendent won't say how many...but several students are accused of hacking into the system and changing their 

grades. (8) mariah miller11:06 some people work really hard to get good grades and they came in and doctored theirs up. The students 

were caught...because a teacher became suspicious and compared the online grades with a hard copy. (8) 10:09 i'm surprised it would 

be so easy to get done Stand upthe students involved in the hacking incident have been suspended from wellington high school while 

the district investigates the situation and decides on the ultimate punishment that could be expulsion. Interview/ 8:22 when you're 

tampering with grades, it's a serious issue and should be dealt with. The school also turned the case over to police...who are 

investigating whether to file criminal charges.  In wellington...kh fox kansas eyewitness news. 

 

1/28/11  6pm 

Eighth grader kalon beeson turned in his pencil and backpack for a cape and a mask friday at brooks middle school. 

Beeson 32:57 i'm dressed like this because i'm a super safe hero.     he's part of the schools super-safe group that wants to stop 

bullying. Beeson 34:18 yeah i see it here...     the group is making a video illistrating specific ways kids get bullied. And how to stop 

it. Terhune 26:20 trying to get rid of bullying and look at small negative behaviors that kids don't realize may impact other students.     

school officials say it's important to get the message across...especially to middle-school aged children. Carroll 36:38 that's when they 

form a foundation of what healthy relationships look like.   to show others that everyone can be a super-hero. Beeson 33:25 i'm not the 

only super hero, i want everyone to be a superhero and stand up for what's right.   in wichita, melody pettit kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

2/1/11  6am 

It's the third snow day for wichita public schools.  usd 259 students and many more can go back to bed.   if you signed up for weather 

alerts through text me 12 -- you got a message about that just after midnight.   all of the latest school closings are scrolling at the 

bottom of your screen.  you can also catch the information at kwch.com.   the weather has forced wichita state university to cancel all 

of its classes and activities, including a basketball watch party at fox and hound tonight. 

 

2/2/11  10pm 

The break for Wichita public school students continues -- we just found out there will *no* school again in Wichita tomorrow. The 

school district says its because of the cold wind chill. However, teachers must still report to work for an in-service day... Again...no 

public school in Wichita again tomorrow. 

 

2/4/11  5am 

It's a drama..."oh my gosh what are we going to do." Within a drama. "with the weather we can;t go to rehearsal if we don't have 

school, so were like oh no what is going to happen!?" Cast and crew at salina south high school have spent three months learning 

lines, building sets,  and getting their voices ready all for one goal.... This week's debut of phantom of the opera. "when school was 

cancelled today i started to get a knot in my stomach." School has been out all week due to the winter storm...that means no rehearsal. 

"to lose some days this week with the weather made us a bit nervous....but we are going to get back on track and do a great job. 

Phantom of the opera is not an easy show to pull off, elaborate costumes, special effects, and multiple scene changes are something 

you just cant practice at home. "this is the biggest show i have ever been in...the biggest salina south has done." "it's a spectacle seeing 

all these students come together and working as hard as we've had and showing you these big amazing chorus numbers." ((stand 

up))"so the cast and crew of phantom of the opera have their problems getting to rehearsal because of all the ice and snow. One has to 

wonder...what would happen if the real phantom could not get to opera because of weather...hmmm"((end stand up))"the phantom 

would hire somebody to pick him up and drive him to the theater...or he would walk with some sort of heater to get to the theater." 

Less than 24 hours away from opening night....and all that can be said: good luck...."don't mess up the words....don't mess up the 

words and get your notes." 

I mean break a leg.... "they are ready! Kids have their game faces on." In salina karl man fox kansas eyewitness news. 

 

2/10/11  6am 

Parents...and students listen up.   wichita public schools are in session this morning.   usd 259 says buses may be running 15-30 

minutes behind schedule today because of road conditions.  parents are urged to make sure their children are bundled up.  you've heard 

mark say wind chills could be in the minus 20 range.  parents should keep their children inside or wait with them  -- if possible -- until 

their school bus arrives. 



 

 

 

2/11/11  5am 

Some school districts have already used up their snow days for the year.  the salina school district is making changes so it can keep up.   

its adding one day to the calendar and will keep adding if there's another round of extreme weather. The last day of school in salina 

will now be may 20th for all students-except seniors.   they get out a week earlier-but still have to attend one extra day. And starting in 

march-all high schoolers in the salina district will start each day at 7:35, instead of eight.     the district says the changes will help meet 

the state's classroom time requirements.   

 

2/13/11  10pm 

its sad to see her high school years end but its great to see the beginning of her future.   for jordan snide and her mother theresa...that 

future begins at friends university. ot3,57:22-i did cringe that's why i looked at her and said we're coming here today, she said i don't 

need to and i said no, we're coming here today.   put off long enough....the two are *here* for help with jordan's free application for 

federal student aid or fafsa.  ot4,00:46-the fafsa is the one that makes us all nervous.   its reputation precedes it.   and why most people 

here came to college goal sunday...where parents and students can get one-on-one assistance submitting their fafsa form.  sot2,47:34-

we have a lot of people that don't even know if they're going to qualify for financial aid so its always best just to fill out the fafsa.   

expert, brandon pierce says everyone qualifies for low interest student loans and some families are surprised how much aid they get 

toward college tuition.  ot2,48:20-there are grants that aren't just for the low income yes, they qualify for them as well.  but the biggest 

question, pierce hears sunday concerns taxes.  sot2,45:50-we do have people that haven't done their taxes yet which is completely 

normal.     with most university fafsa deadlines just two weeks away, pierce says many families have yet to file.   sunday, he has 

students enter estimates...once their families taxes are complete they can send the return to their institution's financial aid office.  

sot3,57:08,it was a breeze, it was a lot easier than i thought it was going to be.    with help...it took theresa and jordan less than 15 

minutes to complete the form that once intimidated them and will now likely improve her financial future.    in wichita kara sewell 

kwch 12 eyewitness news.> 

 

2/15/11  6am 

 i'm a little bit caught off guard. Scott pittman has been teaching for 16 years and can't remember a budget situation worse that the one 

right now. And looking at the the board of educations preliminary contract proposal...isn't giving him much hope things are getting 

better. <14:37 - the cost of living goes up...and i have no control over that but as my salary doesn't go up than i've got to give 

somewhere.> The proposal would be for a one or two year contract... 

It would require teachers to increase the detail in their lesson plans...And either freeze pay at where it was two years ago...or cut it by 

one percent. Pittman says he didn't expect to get more money...but also didn't expect the lesson plan issue. <13:25 - they're wanting 

them to be almost verbatim, is what i feel. This is what i'm going to say, this is where i'm going to be, this is what the children are 

going to do and you really can't control that kind of a thing. The board of education didn't want to comment on the proposal because 

it's so early in the contract process - negotiations aren't even set to start for nearly a month. But wichita's teacher's union said they 

were disappointed with the districts offers.  They may have been disappointed in our requests too, knowing that money is tight and yet 

we still asked for an increase. U-t-w wants to save money by reducing the number of days teachers work but cutting some inservice 

days...it also wants teachers to have more planning time...and increase their salaries by 3 percent. Setting the groundwork for some 

interesting negotiations throughout the next several months. We're not going to get whatever we want, their not going to get whatever 

they want so the whole thing is working together to come up with a common denominator that we can work together with. In wichita, 

megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

2/16/11  5am 

A kansas student will begin his professonal career working for google soon. Josh cech (check) grew up in goodland... And is now 

studying computer networking through fort hays state university.   he was recently hired by the internet giant as an internal technology 

resident.     cech says he still can't believe it...and says independent studies allowed him to expand on what he learned in the 

classroom.  I was able to do independent studies, through that i was able to expand my knowledge outside what they actually offered 

at fort hays.  Cech is currently completing his degree through fort hays state's virtual college while working in wichita.  he starts at 

google's headquarters in california's bay area in august. 

 

2/17/11  6am 

For the second day in a row, classes are canceled for the public schools in Madison, Wisconsin. That's because of a protest by teachers 

and other public employees... “we will not give up the fight, we will not give up the fight” they're upset over a bill that would take 

away their collective bargaining rights and increase their contributions for benefits. At least 10-thousand teachers...and other state 

union employees rallied Wednesday against the legislation. And Tuesday night... About 40 percent of the teacher sin Madison called 

in sick ... Forcing the district to cancel Wednesday‟s classes. "I think the message parents need to know is every single teacher thought 

about their students and their parents before they made the decision to go to school or stay home today" Wisconsin‟s governor 

supports the changes as part of a budget plan...to help off-set an expected budget deficit of three-point-six billion dollars over the next 

two years. 

 

2/18/11  5am 



 

 

The wichita school district's bond project is temporarily on hold.   for the first time, the committee overseeing the money hears why.   

the committee will help reorganize a plan for the projects.   district leaders says the problem isn't paying for projects like new schools 

and additions...   it's paying to staff them when they're done with the new projects.   but more than just committee members were 

interested in hearing more about the situation.   bev sauerwein (sour-wine) is the vice president of sauerwein construction and says 

wichita's construction industry is banking on the extra work bond projects provide. We have a lot of contractors from around the state 

who have come in to wichita just to bid these jobs because they have nothing going on in their area so we have picked up some extra 

contractors we don't normally have on our bid list...so it's going to hurt us.  no bond projects have been cancelled, but some may be 

delayed.   the committee will discuss a more detailed plan at its next meeting. 

 

2/21/11  5am 

Kansas journalism classes will continue to get extra cash from the state.   it's a story we first told you about last september.   the state 

high school association decided to take a more focussed approach on how it funds career classes.   that left stand alone journalism 

classes like this one at east high...on the chopping block.   journalism advisers have persuaded kansas education officials that they 

should continue receiving vocational funding.    it's money that many high schools depend on to produce their yearbooks and 

newspapers. 

 

2/22/11  Noon 

Property owners in the haven district could pay more for schools. The board voted last night to raise the mill levy by another two 

points..come fall. That's on top of a two mill increase that had already been approved. Altogether, the levy will rise from four mills to 

eight -- the highest level allowed by the state. Taxpayers can protest the board's latest decision.   The school board also discussed a 

proposal that could shut down school buildings in mount hope. Members decided to save that decision for a special meeting at a later 

date. 

 

2/23/11  6am 

Wichita's teacher's union says the profession has a reached a point of crisis.    those are words in a letter to members this week that 

says teachers are under attack in the kansas legislature.   the letter encourages teachers to become involved.   it points out several 

issues, including a bill that would prohibit labor unions in kansas... From using membership dues to engage in political activity.   it's 

also critical of the board's proposal to teachers for their next contract. 

 

2/24/11  6am 

Schools in Salina are taking extra steps to warn students about the dangers of certain potpourri and bath salts. They've been all the talk 

in the hallways of Salina central high school for the past three months. A week ago, a store called "the grind" was raided and shut 

down for selling potpourri. The drug prevention coordinator for Salina public schools says people use the substances to get high.: 

"students did really know what it was or that it was harmful, and parents had no idea what it was."  school employees hope to continue 

to inform students and parents of the dangers. Salina police held training sessions with school staff.  The sessions help tell them what 

to look for in students who may have used the salts or potpourri.  

 

2/25/11  7am 

New this morning... Parents of students in head start programs in six kansas counties will have to find alternatives for their children, at 

least for a little while.  A letter sent home to parents in newton says the program is transitioning to a new group, called the community 

development institute or c-d-i.  The letter says the centers will all reopen within a matter of days.   the change affects parents in 

harvey, greenwood, butler, pawnee, barton, and rice counties.  the programs in sedgwick and harper counties are not impacted by the 

change. 

      

2/28/11  6am 

new this morning..  students at goddard high school will see the downside of snow days today.   they're in classes an additional 10 

minutes each day until the end of the school year.    it's because the district used up all of its snow days, plus an extra day for a water 

main break.   goddard seniors also have to go to school an extra two days this year. 

       

3/2/11  5am 

Board member kevass harding says it best. they got a lot to deal with...a lot to deal with.  after eight years--harding has decided not to 

run again--someone new will fill his seat.  it's a lot of work and a lot of commitment.     harding says--challenge doesn't begin to 

describe what the new board members are up against--but he can list them   budget then the bond issue after that i see dealing with 

salaries and then fourth would be our boundaries.   and not one will make a board member popular. we will be cutting jobs... these cuts 

go behind chairs pencils and paper we're talking about people.   (standup)   the new board members will take over the first meeting in 

july--the budget is due the very next month--harding says they have to be ready to make some decisions--and none will be easy. the 

next person who comes in hopefully they have some sense.     michael schwanke kwch 12 eyewitness news.> 

 

 3/9/11  6am 



 

 

A key legislative committee endorses cutting base aid for public schools in kansas.  the senate ways and means committee wants a 2-

hundred-26 dollar cut per student. That's close to the cuts governor brownback proposed in his budget.   instead of going to students -- 

the money cut would go to special ed, pensions and other areas.   many school districts oppose the changes.   they say the per student 

funding is the most important money they receive. 

 

3/10/11  5am 

A flight carrying Marshall University football coaches was forced to make an emergency landing at a Kentucky airport Wednesday. 

The event was a bit unnerving for those who remember the 1970 plane crash that killed most of the university's football team.   The 

Comair plane's landing gear failed during its planned landing in west Virginia.   That's when the flight headed to Kentucky.  As the 

plane attempted to make a second descent, the landing gear worked, and the plane landed safely.  ”Well there's a lot of confidence in 

the pilots and you know, there was no fear or anything like that, there wasn't any panic. The airline did a great job.” Marshall‟s tight 

ends coach, told a west Virginia newspaper... once on the ground the coaches decided to rent a vehicle and drive home.   

 

3/14/11  5am 

It's not the news budget strapped schools wanted to hear. Late friday--the governor announced he's cutting 50 million dollars from this 

year education budget.    it's sure to be on the agenda for tonight's (monday) wichita school board meeting.  the district is already 

working to cut 30 million from next year's budget.   the latest cut will mean about five million for wichita schools.  the district says the 

money will have to come from its reserve fund. 

That's what we operate off of when the state is late on their payments to us...and they have been late many months this year.   board 

president connie dietz told us this weekend that the cut didn't come as a surprise. it will leave wichita schools with about 12 million 

dollars in savings, but the district has a monthly payroll of about 35 million dollars. 

 

3/15/11  10pm 

Help from around the world continues to arrive in Japan. New at ten...  students at emporia state university are raising money for 

family, friends and strangers back home. For every donation received, students will create origami cranes. The cranes will be hung in 

the memorial union. Aki Notomi's family is safe... But says things are getting worse."People don't have enough water, clean water. So, 

we need to give the money to buy new, clear water." Donations may be dropped off at the Center for Student Involvement office in the 

Memorial Union. Donations will be accepted through April 8.  All money raised will be given to the Red Cross for use in Japan.  

 

 

3/16/11  5am 

Helping other students is a regular part of jared jamis' week...But the east high senior experienced something on tuesday that took him 

entirely by surprise. He pulled me out and we went out on the front lawn and my parents were there and the principals and a bunch of 

people i had never seen before, it as kind of an ambush.> 

Jamis was given the  charles and joanne mcilwaine foundation scholarship, worth 40 thousand dollars to the university of kansas. I got 

a call about last wednesday so i've known the news for a little while and of course i had to be really secretive and i called dave 

immediately otherwise we haven't told anybody so its been a big secret.> 

Along with after school tutoring,  jamis is an eagle scout and very involved in the community. Both he and his parents say it's a good 

example of the *good things young people are doing in wichita. He's always been a good kid and a really hard worker so its nice to see 

all of his work in scouting and his work in school finally pay off for him.> 

I'm not saying it will happen in every situation but i feel like its definitely motivation for others to get out there and work hard in their 

communities.> It could be worth 40 thousand dollars. In wichita, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news.> 

 

3/17/11  6am 

It was a blow out at the w-s-u roundhouse last night. That's right. The men's shocker team played their first game in the n-i-t 

tournament and knocked Nebraska for a loop, with a final score of 76 to 49. For all the details and highlights, stick around. Sports 

reporter Grant Meech has more on the game later this morning. 

 

3/25/11  5am 

A school employee in sublette is under investigation.   The employee is accused of an inappropriate relationship with a student.  

Authorities aren't releasing much information.  The k-b-i is helping with the investigation. 

 

3/28/11  6am 

The mall.   If anyone knew anything about texting...  We knew we'd find them here.  Sound 1 zach 17.54 (do you text pretty often?) 

Uh, most times of the day. 57   Sound 2 sayrah 25.30  all day, every day, whenever i'm bored and free - except when i'm doing my 

school work (wide eyes.). 35   And we knew they'd be able to decipher all those words they type on their cell phones.   Sound 1 zach 

18.29  lmao   Sound 2 sayrah 25.47~ laugh out loud.  50  (and what's the laugh out loud?) Lol. 55   Sound1 18.12 zach uh, can't say 

that one on t-v.  15 Sound 2 sayrah 26.02  and oh my god is o-m-g.  (dictionary video) so when we told them some of those words are 

now recognized in a revered tome of the english language. Sound 2 stephanie 27.34  it's interesting.   Because, like, it's an abbreviated 

word.  37   



 

 

Sound 1 zach 19.10  it's kind of acronym-ish.  So if they're putting other acronymns, it makes sense.  Sound 1 christina pitts 19.30  

they're not real words. (how so?) They are, but like, separately.  But not together. 36    And that's where we run into a vocabulary 

controversy. These newly-inaugurated words stand for other words.... And are mostly typed with thumbs, rarely vocalized with 

tongues.  Sound 2 stephanie 28.03  if i'm really excited, i'll run up to someone like, oh my god!  I won't say o-m-g! 06  i just think 

that's weird.08   But just like the technology that made these phrases common -- the english language also evolves. Sound 1 zach 

20.04 enough people started saying bling, then they started - they put it in the dictionary. 07  i mean, if everybody uses it, and that's 

what we understand each other as, then it makes sense. 11  And if you don't understand what the word means... That's why its in the 

dictionary. In wichita, rg, kwch 12 ewn. 

      

3/30/11  5am 

By the time school let out tuesday afternoon. Parents were still wondering what led up to the phone call they got just one day earlier.  

it rang so i just answered it and got an automated message saying the principal had resigned as of yesterday and the assistant principal 

would be taking over affective yesterday. The same message that pops up on the circle school districts home page. It says principal, 

allen sersland resigned due to personal reasons...but makes no mention of an arrest that happened less than two weeks ago. Records 

here at the andover police department show that on march 18 sersland was arrested for two things driving under the influence and 

attempting to evade and elude police. The documents say he was arrested here...between andover and augusta. The butler county 

sheriff's office tells us sersland hit a mailbox before stopping. We called the circle school district and were told it had no comment on 

sersland's arrest. In butler county, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

3/31/11  9pm 

After 20 years. A local non-profit agency faces some hard financial decisions. "Erin is hope" is an intensive clinic that combines 

speech, writing, and physical therapies... Teaching children with special needs how to communicate. But Erin is hope needs some help 

of its own. The agency has waiting on delayed insurance and Medicaid payments. And at the same time, the number of families 

needing help is up. The clinic is doing what it can to stay open, including cutbacks and layoffs. “some things worth fighting for” “kids 

and families most important, may be small but we've got a big voice want to be heard” Erin-is-hope helps about 50 kids a week. The 

kids range from two to twenty years old. 

 

 



 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
 

1/2/11  10pm 

California also saw snow.  The high desert of palmday was coated with powder. It only happens every couple of years. The weather 

caused major highways to be shut down for hours.   Residents say the snow may be an inconvenience - but they enjoy the view. 

 

1/6/11  6am 

It's very dry out here and of course you've got a little wind and it doesn't take much and here you go. By three o'clock wednesday 

afternoon...this was just one of three fires burning in harvey county. But this was..the biggest. I got just to the west side of walton and i 

saw the smoke. Terry schwab's home sits right in the middle of the blaze firefighters were trying to put out..Which made it the focus 

of their efforts. It's within probably 10 feet in the back of the house...the lawn being mowed short saves it. You can see here just how 

close it got. By early evening crews had the fires under control - no one hurt, no buildings damaged. Still...fighting a grass fire in 

january...it certainly makes this one unique. A little unusual yes, we should have snow on the ground or something but here we are. In 

harvey county, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

1/10/11  6am  

Up to three inches of snow has fallen in atlanta this morning.  forcing delta and airtran to cancel flights "to and from" wichita today.   

airtran says it expects big problems today at the hub in atlanta because of the storm.   a state of emergency has been declared in 

georgia...as well as alabama and louisiana. 

 

1/12/11  6am 

When the cold weather moves in.  And you think you have it bad  just think of rex carmichael     we spend all day and you have to be 

there.   Carmichael runs a dairy. every day...twice a day these cows have to be milked--no matter what the temperature.   When it gets 

this cold...the chores never end. Make sure the animals have food and water and make sure the heaters are working   you may not run a 

dairy--but there are some chores you want to think about. Pipes can freeze and break--"especially if that faucet is on an outside wall, 

moving water won't freeze, it will help keep the pipes from freezing. You can also leave a bathtub running, just a trickle"   dave riskin 

with reddi rooter says you can also leave your cabinet doors open--that lets the heat get in and if you have a weak car battery--this cold 

snap will put it to the test...so if you're not sure leave yourself some extra time.  And remember--you could be doing this....and you 

won't hear carmichael complaining. The cold adds just a little extra to it. 

 

1/17/11  5am 

If you take a walk down just about any big city street in america, you are likely to see it littered with cigarette butts.  

A non-profit group in san diego is trying to do something about it.  the group "ripple life" held its first "cigarette butt redemption" this 

weekend.  people were encouraged to collect cigarette butts off the streets...and recycle them for cash.  "today was actually a very 

successful first event. We collected over 11,200 cigarette (covered by ms of butts) butts from local streets in the neighborhood"  for 

every pound of cigarettes, the group gave three dollars. 

     a pound is roughly equal to a full gallon size ziploc bag. 

 

1/20/11  10pm 

We missed out on most of the snow in the wichita area.   but that was not the case in northeast kansas.   this is what topeka looked like 

this morning.   as much as eight inches fell in the state's capitol.  snow is also a problem in k-c where snow covered roads created 

problems for drivers.  in kansas city, missouri school is canceled tomorrow after being closed down today. 

 

1/24/11  6pm 

It was just grey for most of us in kansas today...But folks in the northwest saw some white this morning...     take a look at these shots 

from colby community college...You can see the light snow falling on the campus this morning... 

     there was very little accumulation...     share your weather pictures... Just send them to stormshots at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

1/28/11  6am 

The u.s. Department of agriculture has designated four counties in kansas as natural disaster areas.   The agency says excessive rain, 

heat and then drought between april and november of last year are the reasons. The counties:  coffey, osage, shawnee and wabaunsee.  

Farmers there are eligible for low interest emergency loans. 

 

1/29/11  10pm 

It started as a controlled burn but quickly turned into a  a wall of flame.    an afternoon grassfire burned over 4-hundred acres and  

landed two fire fighters in a hospital. It broke out saturday afternoon, north of i-70, in lincoln county. Over 100 fire fighters responded 

to the blaze, 30 engines also reported to the scene. Crews knew of the controlled burn, they said they were notified earlier this week. 



 

 

They say that high winds caused the controlled burn to spread very fast and put those on scene at risk. Eyewitness news spoke to 

officials about what they first saw on scene and how the blaze was finally contained. Well i was one of the first on scene and their was 

a very large wall of fire moving at a very high rate of speed. We have very excellent fire departments in lincoln county but in our 

surrounding counties. The speed they respond is tremendous it helps us get the fire under control rapidly.   crews were able to contain 

the fire early this evening.   the two injured firefighters are expected to be okay. 

 

1/31/11  10pm 

The snow doesn't seem all that much tonight --  this scene out of salina this evening.   but it could be trouble by the time you wake 

up...and all day tomorrow...And the snow is just one reason wichita schools have *cancelled* classes for tomorrow.  the district 

says...it's also worried about the dangerous wind chills... wichita is only one of many district that will be closed tomorrow... You can 

find all those at the bottom of your screen... so what's making the weather so dangerous? Storm team 12 chief meteorologist merril 

teller's on winter weather alert... Tracking it all... 

 

2/1/11  5am 

the kansas statehouse is also closed today.   House democrats tweeted this yesterday...   legislative activities canceled tuesday due to 

inclement weather.  that includes all business in the house and senate...and their committees...   other state offices will be closed in the 

topeka area today. 

 

2/2/11  noon 

While the snow and ice has ended in kansas...it's paralyzing a lot of the rest of the midwest.   it's the third worst snowstorm in 

chicago's history.   manuel gallegus is there. 

 

2/3/11  10pm 

Think the snow's bad where you are? Watch this -- this commercial building in Massachusetts couldn't take any more snow -- the front 

of it collapsed under the weight - all the workers got out safely just before the collapse -- the building's a total loss. 

 

2/8/11  5pm 

Chicago just dug out of one its biggest winter storms ever, .. And one man had to do it without his shovel. His neighbor took it, .. And 

he got her back. David wells noticed his snow shovel was missing so he checked out his surveillance camera. It shows his neighbor 

come in his yard and take it, so she could dig out her car. But she never returned it. Wells got revenge, .. He got out his snow blower. 

“I got a little, I guess, passive aggressive. And, i got a new snow blower so I was kind of excited to bury her car.” Then he watched the 

woman come by the next morning. She started to brush the snow off her car. She didn't have the shovel this time. It took her four 

hours to get her car out. 

 

2/9/11  5am 

Snow continued to fall overnight....  Now Wichita is seeing a record snowfall amount. The city has seen seven inches since the snow 

started. 

 

2/10/11  5am 

You get one to jack knife and then there you go...it just starts a chain.> potatoes over here....piles of grain over there.delicious 

additions to your dinner table...A big mess on the interstate. We're at the 13 mile maker here...there's another bad one at the one and 

then there's more wrecks at the two mile marker. Charlie strickland's road service company was kept plenty busy wednesday. His 

crews have been cleaning up accidents along this stretch of i-35 in cowley county all day.not all of them literally covering the road in 

mashed potatoes....but all dangerous. 

This one, probably, they came up on the traffic shutdown where we were trying to clear the lane and that's usually what starts the 

chain reaction.> strickland says a lot of the accidents he saw wednesday could have been avoided...something drivers traveling the 

interstate couldn't agree with more smart people slow down and they make it no problem. It's going to take some time before the all 

the potatoes and grain are cleaned up... Crews are focusing on getting the semis and cars loaded up and hauled away. Crews that wish 

people would have used some better judgement before heading out on the roads. <29:33 - slow down, stay home if you can. There's no 

need to even be out here  unless its life threatening...one way of the other it's life threatening just don't even get out on these roads.> 

because too often...eyes end up on wrecks like this one, and not the road. In cowley county, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

2/15/11  5am 

All over your home...Nats of him working   are ways to save money on energy. but they're often hard to see. 

unless you look through shawn patterson's eyes. 18:11 that's what i help them identify, what they can do cost effectively and what they 

need to hire someone or forego all together.    patterson is an energy auditor. 

     and he's the first step to trimming your electric bills through a new westar energy program.:29 the whole idea is to cut use, more 

comfortable and save money in the long run.     its called smart savings.   it allows home-owners to pay for upgrades to their homes... 

In monthly installments on their electricity bills.  nats of him setting up... 

     it begins with a home audit...  patterson uses several gadgets... To find places where air is leaking in a home. 



 

 

     the whole process can take three to four hours.  but when he's done... He can offer a plan of action.  

27:47 in every audit there is a quote so you can hand it to a contractor, very specifically what needs to be done to an area.  once the 

work is done...    and a follow-up audit complete...     the repair bill can be tacked on to your energy bill.  a bill... That could be as 

much as 20-percent lower once upgrades are complete.  denise hnyytka kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

2/16/11  5am 

the fog is creating dangerous driving conditions this morning.   in some cases...visibility may not be more than a car length.   so what 

should you do while you're on your way to work or school?   keep your distance from other vehicles.  slow down. many fog-related 

accidents happen because someone was driving too fast and couldn't stop in time.   use low beams. using your brights directs the light 

up into the fog making it difficult for you to see the road. 

  and if you have to pull over, make sure to turn on your flashers.  make sure your windows are clear. 

 

2/21/11  5am 

Cooler temperatures for us today..   but many other states in the midwest are getting hammered by a winter storm. 

     forecasters say the system could dump up to 15 inches of snow in minneapolis by midday.   and new this morning.... Flights out of 

mid-continent airport to chicago and minneapolis have been canceled or delayed. 

     hundreds of flights across the country have been canceled... At major midwest airports.  in minnesota..a team of young hockey 

players heading home to phoenix..are among the thousands stranded passengers with time to kill... 

<sot verbatim: we boarded the plane and.. The plane got cancelled and we had to get off and now here we are playing hockey.>   the 

team hopes to fly out by tuesday. 

 

2/22/11  Noon 

Oil prices are spiking as investors worry that violent protests in Libya could disrupt the country's oil production. Crude is closing in on 

a hundred dollars a barrel. It's up 7 percent today to 96 dollars a barrel.  Libya is the world's 18th largest oil producer -- it also sits atop 

the largest oil reserves in Africa.  

 

2/23/11  6am 

nasa scrubs the launch of its new climate satellite. The "glory" satellite was scheduled to launch this morning from vandenberg air 

force base in california.   nasa says the mission was delayed because of a technical engineering problem.   it will try again tomorrow.   

the satellite is expected to help scientists learn more about how the sun and atmospheric particles affect the earth's climate.   experts 

think the information will be valuable in predicting future climate changes. 

 

2/24/11  6am 

Anti-government protesters in Libya are calling for another round of demonstrations today. Ruler Muammar Gaddafi is clinging to 

power. And governments around the world are scrambling to get their citizens out of the country before the situation gets any worse.  

Wednesday, president Obama called the bloodshed outrageous and unacceptable.  The white house and the European union are 

vowing to consider sanctions against Libya for its fierce crackdown on anti-government protesters.  He's sending secretary of state 

Hillary Clinton to Geneva next week for international talks aimed at stopping the violence. 

 

2/25/11  5am 

"2... 1...  And the final liftoff of discovery"     after months of delays...  space shuttle discovery lifts off on its final mission.   the crew 

of six is headed to the international space station with supplies, a storage module...  and a first of its kind humanoid robot for 

maintenance tasks.   since 19-85, discovery has been the flagship of nasa's shuttle fleet... 

     nasa has only two more shuttle missions left before the program is retired. 

 

2/28/11  5am 

Kansans are already feeling the change in seasons, and it won't be long before we'll begin to see them too. Large hail, destructive 

winds, and tornadoes are all just part of spring and summer in Kansas. The 2010 storm season was very slow to start. There were no 

tornadoes recorded in March.  But while a tornado didn't hit a major metro area, there were still 80 reported in all of 2010, slightly 

above average. The strongest received an EF2 in Kingman county. One of the biggest storm events last year was the big hail storm 

that hit the Wichita area on Sept. 15th, causing millions in damage. So what about this year? Just like our winter was influenced by La 

Nina, the unseasonably cool water in the equatorial Pacific will be an influence in the spring storm season ahead. Spring 2008 was 

influenced by La Nina and KS had 185 tornadoes that year & 5 consecutive days in May with tornadoes Spring 2000 was another La 

Nina spring, but it wasn't as busy with just one tornado outbreak in June And remember May 3, 1999 when OKC and Haysville took 

direct hits, that was also a La Nina spring. It's impossible to say how many tornadoes we'll see this year, but spring in KS usually 

results in a storm coming out of the desert southwest, running into Gulf of Mexico moisture, and firing off storms across the central 

Plains. Recent changes in the weather pattern would suggest the tornado season may start earlier this year and if it does, we'll likely 

see more tornadoes than average, keeping the storm team busy in the months ahead. Here is a summary of our 2010-11 Winter: Our 

average highs were 2-6 degrees warmer than our average high temperatures in the winter of 2009-10 There were as many as 4 cold 

outbreaks that hit the state. When we refer to a cold outbreak, we are talking about periods where highs were only in the teens. There 



 

 

were 3 major winter storms to hit Kansas. The first hit on January 10th, followed by a second storm on February 1st, and then on 

February 8th. Northeast Kansas had as many as 6 different winter storms producing significant snows this winter. Storm Team 12 

forecasted periods of warmer weather this winter and we had those too. In fact, there were 2 cases of record highs of 70 degree 

temperatures reported.  

 

3/1/11  Noon 

Thousands of refugees fought through crowds at Libya‟s border . They're trying to escape the violence  as Libyan leader Moamma 

qaddafi tries to hold on to power. Asked if he would ever leave....qaddafi said 'why would anyone leave his country?' but America‟s 

ambassador to the un urged  qadaffi to 'get off the stage' and avoid a humanitarian disaster. The international community is not going 

to tolerate the slaughter of innocents so we are doing contingency planning with nato allies and others for all sorts  of options. 

Qadaffi's son  says  ambassador rice doesn't know what she's talking about. "should mind her own business"  the us has moved 

warships into the area.. But the ambassador stopped short of saying whether  the us would back imposing a no fly-zone over libya  to 

prevent qaddafi from bombing his own people..British officials say a no fly zone is on the table, and they're considering sending 

fighter jets to the region to help enforce it. It is not acceptable to have a situation where colonel gaddafi can be murdering his own 

people using airplanes and helicopter gunships and the like. Qaddafi supporters repeated  h is accusations --- that al qaeda and the west 

are plotting to steal libya's oil. This is against all the libyan people. This is Osama bin laden... And qaddafi  seems convinced his 

people are  still  behind him. U-s officials say not only is he losing his grip on power -- he may be losing his grip on reality too. 

Charlie d'agata, cbs news. 

 

3/2/11  noon 

It's the last spacewalk for shuttle discovery.   two astronauts will perform maintenance work on the international space station today.   

the spacewalk is expected to last approximately 6 1/2 hours.  discovery...na-sa's most traveled shuttle...will be retired after this 

mission.  

 

3/3/11  10pm 

The population of Kansas increases over the last 10 years. The u-s census bureau says the state's population grew by more than 6 

percent. This is despite 77 of the state's 105 counties losing residents. In Wichita the population grew 11 percent...remaining the 

largest city in Kansas. 

 

3/7/11  5am 

Cash-strapped kansas schools are being cited for fire code violations.   it's a requirement for schools to block smoke from making its 

way into hallways so buildings can be evacuated safely.   the code has been in existance since the 70's, but inspectors are getting new 

training about it... And have now fined 56 schools.   districts have either replace dozens of doors, or add more fire alarms to comply 

with the code.   many schools say it's too costly to fix the problem. 

 

3/8/11  6PM 

Concerns about lack of moisture for Kansas winter wheat continue... As the crop breaks dormancy... The Kansas agricultural statistics 

service rates about 40-percent of the crop in poor condition and 35 percent in fair. Only 23 percent are rated good... And just two 

percent excellent... The service reports, while farmers in western Kansas worry about lack of moisture... Those in eastern Kansas are 

more optimistic about their crops. 

 

3/9/11  Noon 

Good afternoon.   all goes smoothly for the shuttle discovery.  today's landing--just an hour ago--- marks an end to discovery's 39th 

and final mission. The shuttle safely landed back at kennedy space center.  discovery spent eight days in space working on repairs at 

the international space station.   crews moved a broken ammonia pump outside the space station, and put on a new extension cable and 

did other chores. two more shuttle flights are planned before nasa's 30-year-old shuttle program is grounded for good.  the shuttle 

endeavour and atlantis are expected to fly once more in the next few months.   then they, too, will be retired. 

 

3/10/11  5am 

The pain at the pump continues this morning... Gas prices jumped ten cents overnight. Take a look. A gallon of gas is now 3-39 in 

some areas - this is near 235 and central. Even though prices are high, the average price of gas around the nation is 3-50 a gallon. 

 

3/11/11  5am 

A wall of water 30 foot high raced across farmland in northeastern japan - Sweeping cars and even buildings aside. 

A massive 8.9 earthquake off the coast triggered a tsunami that washed away Everything in its path. Cars bobbed in the water in the 

port city of kamaishi......as another 33 foot wave struck the northern city of sendai. People raced to  

Higher ground. The quake sparked fires that burned out of control up and down the coast - and One at an oil refinery east of tokyo. A 

government spokesman urged people to stay calm...office workers were caught In swaying buildings in tokyo. The quake struck in the 

middle of the afternoon....japan's prime minster was Addressing parliament at the moment it hit. They're used to quakes in japan, but 

this was a biggest one to strike the  



 

 

Country in 140 years. The pacific tsunami warning center issued a warning for hawaii, stretching  From the phillipines to taiwan, 

indonesia -- and as far away as russia,  Colombia and peru. Officials issued a tsunami watch for the entire western coast of the united  

States and canada from the mexican border to alaska. The red cross has warned that the height of the wave is higher than some low 

Lying islands in the pacific? Japan's army is struggling to reach survivors inland. The un says it has 30 international search and rescue 

teams on alert, ready to  

Help.> 

 

3/15/11  10pm 

Now the latest on the unfolding disaster in Japan... Where workers evacuate a damaged nuclear power plant. They're giving up efforts 

to put out a fire in storage pond containing spent nuclear fuel.  The government says a surge in radiation means workers can't continue 

even minimal efforts.  There have been three explosions at the facility since last week's earthquake-caused tsunami. People closest to 

the plant have evacuated. The government is telling 140-thousand more to seal their homes to prevent exposure. 

 

3/16/11 5am 

A federal judge rules a nebraska gas company has the right to seize nearly ten-thousand acres of land in kansas. 

northern natural gas says it needs to contain gas spreading from an underground storage facility.   residents in pratt, reno and kingman 

counties say they own the land where the gas is being drilled...  northern gas plans to use eminent domain to take control of the land.   

more than 170 property owners are affected.   there's no word yet on how they will be compensated. 

 

3/17/11 6am 

Japanese officials are expressing optimism they can prevent a nuclear meltdown. They say they're close to finishing a new power line 

that could restore cooling systems at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. Helicopters have already dumped water on the 

facility in an attempt to cool overheated fuel rods. 

 

3/18/11  5am 

The nuclear crisis in japan continues to deepen..as its nuclear agency raises the severity rating of the nuclear accident from 4 to 5 on 7-

level scale.  charlie d'agata has the latest... 

 

3/21/11  5am 

the supermoon rises over toledo saturday night.  this is the closest the moon has been to earth in nearly 20 years.  it won't be this close 

again until 2029. 

 

3/22/2011  6am 

It's day four of operation odyssey dawn... The allied air mission over Libya.  The u-s is starting to scale back its role in the operation. 

They say the days of attacks on the regime's ground troops are working. American troops have fired more than 100 cruise missiles - 

including one that hit leader moammar qaddafi's compound.  International forces led most of Monday‟s missions and president Obama 

says soon...  The u-s will hand over full control. But u-s lawmakers still question the president's actions. “we don't want it to be long 

we don't want it to be expanded. We're fighting two wars already." "I do think the president showed poor leadership he should have 

been out in front. You cannot have a situation like this in such a major part of the world and have the president sit back, and let the 

European nations be out there.”  President Obama defended his strategy in a letter to congress Monday... Saying that preventing a 

humanitarian disaster in Libya would support American‟s national interest. 

 

3/23/2011  10pm 

The threat of more grass fires remains high across the state... A day after flames burned more than 38-thousand acres in western 

Kansas. This is what yesterday's fire in Stanton county looked like from the air. No one was hurt --  but the fire destroyed some out 

buildings and farm equipment. Today -- a grass fire burned an area south of Leon in Butler county. Firefighters from eight different 

departments helped put out the flames. Another fire... This one in Reno county near Cheney Lake burned several acres. We're told a a 

shed caught fire but crews kept the flames away from a nearby home. This was the scene at Kellogg and eye-235 near towne west mall 

this afternoon. A driver had pulled over after seeing a fire in the back of his truck. He got out... But the truck rolled across the 

median... Across the northbound lanes of eye-235, down the hill, through a fence and into two other vehicles. One of them caught fire 

-- along with grass. A viewer captured the whole scene on his cell phone. Luckily... No one was hurt. You can watch the video in its 

entirety.  Just go to k-w-c-h dot-com and click on top stories. 

 

3/24/11  12pm 

and in Japan... The owner of the crippled nuclear plant says the two workers who were treated at a hospital today had stepped in 

contaminated water while laying electrical cables.  He claims the water seeped over the top of their boots and onto their legs.  

According to a nuclear official, the workers tested at radiation levels well below levels allowed for workers.  More than two dozen 

people have been injured trying to bring the plant under control. 

 

3/25/11  5am 



 

 

Some early morning rain east of Wichita will end with skies turning partly cloudy. Highs will range from the mid 60s in the southwest 

to the lower to middle 50s across northeastern Kansas. Winds will be out of the east or northeast through the day. There's going to be 

another chance for more showers and storms Friday night into Saturday. The least likely area to see rain Friday night will be 

southwest Kansas.  Parts of northwestern Kansas could see a few flakes of snow by early Saturday morning. Sunshine will be limited 

on Saturday with highs in the 40s and 50s for much of Kansas. Expect more clouds Sunday with some flurries in the morning then 

some showers later as temperatures rise to the upper 30s to lower 40s. 

 

3/28/11  6am 

A series of weak weather-makers will continue to parade across our region through midweek. Kansas will see off and on chances for 

passing showers, light rain or even a few flurries. Mostly cloudy skies will rule Monday with some dense fog early, especially over 

western Kansas. Rain showers will develop across the north and west late in the day then move eastward through the evening and 

overnight. Highs will only struggle into the mid to upper 40s under the gray skies. Some of the light rain could briefly change to light 

snow across parts of Kansas late Monday night into early Tuesday morning but no measurable snow is expected.  Tuesday afternoon 

highs will moderate a bit into the 40s and 50s before more showers arrive Wednesday along with a return to slightly cooler 

temperatures. 

Thursday and into our weekend we can expect fair skies and a significant warming trend with afternoon highs climbing into the 70s by 

Friday. 

 

3/29/11  6am 

Japanese engineers discover new pools of highly radioactive water at the damaged nuclear power plant. It's the latest this morning.. 

Crews also detected plutonium in the soil outside the facility.  Plutonium is a key ingredient in nuclear weapons. Power officials insist 

the discovery is small and poses no threat to public health. 

 

3/30/11  5am 

Mostly cloudy skies will prevail once again Wednesday but afternoon temperatures will not be as chilly. 

The next system, in parade of weak weather-makers, will move into Kansas from our west Wednesday  

keeping the skies mostly cloudy and bringing a few afternoon showers. A few rumbles of thunder could roll  

across parts of the west but severe weather is not expected. Afternoon highs should be a little warmer  

Wednesday too climbing into the 50s for the west and upper 40s over northern Kansas. 

Despite partly to mostly cloudy skies Thursday, expect the temperatures to warm a bit with highs in the 60s. 

Friday and into our weekend our weather will be dry with fair skies and even warmer temperatures. Afternoon  

highs should climb to near 70 Friday and stay in the 70s through our weekend. 

 

3/31/11  9pm 

All outdoor burning in parts of Kansas is banned for the month of April. The month long ban affects 16 counties, including Sedgwick. 

The ban was started because smoke traveling into neighboring counties and states can effect the air quality... To help keep ozone 

levels in areas like Wichita at federal standards, the ban limits outdoor burning and even outdoor chimineas...  It does not include 

barbecue grills.. 

 

 



 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 
 

1/4/11  6am 

A blood test to detect cancer could soon be at your doctor's office.  ...and that's tonight's fox health-beat. 

   scientists in boston are teaming up with 'johnson and johnson' for the test.  four of the nations top cancer centers will start studies 

this year using the *experimental tests.  doctors want to use the test to determine which treatments will be most effective. <what we'd 

like to do is essentially interrogate the cells in the blood and look within hours or days of receiving a treatment is it having an effect?>    

doctors think the test will be available within the next 5 years. 

 

1/7/11  5am 

I was shot a little more than 2 years ago and I took a lot of blood. Without it I wouldn't died.  wichita police officer derek purcell says 

blood donations helped save his life.   Purcell and fiance Sarah Etheridge spoke at the Red Cross's Battle of the Badges Thursday.  

Etheridge's husband Brian was shot in 2009 while serving for the Sedgwick County Sheriff's department.   He received 28 pints of 

blood in the hospital before he died.   purcell and etheridge share another bond.   They plan to get married next month.   as for the 

blood drive... this year the fire department won the challenge. 

 

 

1/9/11  10pm 

Snow has been coming down pretty steady since this after-noon.   while road crews are out...   the roads are creating problems for 

some...    this is an accident on kellogg near 143rd street.   police say the people involved went to the hospital with minor injuries...     

tow trucks have been busy most of the evening...dealing with situations like this one...    emergency crews have responded dozens of 

accidents in the past few hours. officials report major roads, including i-135, 235, k-96, and kellogg are especially slick.   in 

wichita..."earp" is in effect...that's the emergency accident reporting plan...  it means you only need to call police to report crash, if 

someone is hurt, or if drugs or alcohol are involved.   other places in kansas are getting snow as well... this is from hays kansas...  

they're getting enough to blanket streets and sidewalks...  hays officials say there were a few minor accidents earlier this afternoon.   

but say it's been quiet this evening.    check out this photo...   viewers have been sending us pictures of the white stuff...  like this one...    

this is in lucas kansas...  and these photos were sent into us from northwest kansas near colby this afternoon.   the snow plows were out 

but driving conditions were still difficult for some.  all this snow is a good reminder for us all to take it easy on the roads.  here are 

some tips from the triple a...hey say to give extra space between you and the car in front of you...   accelerate and decelerate slowly.   

allow for extra time when starting and stopping  and you shouldn't power up hills...   besides driving carefully this is also a good time 

to make sure you have an emergency kit in your car...  items like blankets, food, water, a shovel are good to have, just in case.  bottom 

line...take it slow on the roads and be prepared. 

 

1/10/11  6am 

Power outages in northern sedgwick county leaves hundreds of valley center residents in the dark.   westar reporting more than 24-

hundred power outages there this omrning.   we don't know why the power is out. 

 

1/12/11  6am 

From melody's 10 p pkg saturday:  tiahrt: 41:07 it's not something you expect, hundreds of times i was in the position she was in and 

apparently just as vulnerable. That's what former congressman todd ti-hart said on saturday..   Hours after a an arizona congress-

woman was shot at point blank range.   Now, just days later, the questions turn to security.   I don't think there will be any difference 

in the way they approach their jobs.   chuck knapp worked under todd tiahrt... Who often held town hall-style meetings with voters.   

Knapp is now deputy chief of staff for newly-elected congressman mike pompeo... And doesn't see anything changing. town hall 

meetings will continue.  He will be out in the district meeting the people.  He will be doing everything he had done before the tragedy 

in arizona.   Melody's tiahrt pkg: tiahrt this will change the way congress does business. Even local officials will have to think about 

personal safety...  Some suggest security officers at events. It's impractical to think that every member of congress could have an 

armed security guard. It really takes about 14 people to really protect someone.   Knapp says what happened in arizona isn't common -

-   and shouldn't be treated that way.  I look both ways before i cross the street.  We just have to be careful in our everyday life.  

Things like this don't happen very often.     Walking a fine line between security --     and accessibility -- to a representative of the 

people.  In wichita, rg, kwch 12 ewn. 

 

1/14/11  Noon 

The red cross is working with victims...after a fire left some seniors without a home.  the fire broke out on the third floor of a senior 

living center in hays last night.   officials say it was caused by smoking.   they say the building's sprinkler system did work. "so the fire 

department spent their effort getting the people out of that hallway and moved down where they could be evaluated by ems. "   eight 

people from the centennial towers were taken to hays medical center for treatment.   we don't know what kind of injuries they have.   



 

 

folks who live on the other side of the building were later allowed back in their apartments.   red cross says it provided 15 people with 

places to stay.   

     volunteers are also helping victims with food, clothes and coats. 

 

1/18/11  6am 

New this morning... An early morning accident kills one person in southern Sedgwick county. It happened shortly after midnight...just 

north of the Sedgwick-Sumner county line. Sedgwick county deputies say they found the car in a ditch and the driver's body in a 

field....at 119th street south and south meridian. Investigators say the driver may have swerved to avoid an animal and lost control. 

Sergeant Tim Forshee says the driver was thrown out when the car rolled...and wasn't wearing a seat belt. “I want you guys to wear 

your seat belts that way, hopefully, people can survive high speed crashes like this.” Investigators say the driver was 31 years-old.  His 

name has not been released. 

 

1/19/11  5am 

The sedgwick county health department is now offering free chickenpox vaccinations for children ages 10 to 18... While supplies last.  

The county is getting help with special funding.   Last week, west high school announced it had one case of the chickenpox.  But the 

county says two dozen cases have been reported in the last six weeks.  No appointment is needed to get your vaccination. 

 

1/20/11  10pm 

“i feel like i don't really have any choice... “   hundreds brave the cold for a shot at free dental care. The clinic doesn't open until 

tomorrow morning at the state fairgrounds in hutchinson.  But patients have been lining up since 8 this morning. The kansas mission 

of mercy dental project welcomes people of all ages and all income levels. And as eyewitness news reporter megan strader shows us 

that's enough incentive to have people waiting hours in the cold. It's new at 10. With a line stretching around the building... “my son in 

law came earlier and tucked me all in and gave me blankets and a towel.” Hundreds bundled up and braved the cold... “i got on three 

pairs of socks, three pair of sweatpants and then insulated coverall pants.” For their shot at getting in here. A dental clinic that's 

warm...and in everyone's pricerange. “i've already gotten bids from other people and what i need would normally cost me around 

3,000 dollars and from what i understand they'll do it all for free here.” It's called the kansas mission of mercy dental project. With just 

shy of one thousand volunteers, it provides free dental care to anyone who needs it. “based on the number of people here and based on 

the emails and the facebook posts that we've been getting we really expect that we're going to have at least 1000 each day that want to 

get in and get care.” And whether it took a blowdryer to stay warm....or a hot cup of coffee...these people were determined to be 

among the first one thousand. “when you're poor you gotta do the things you gotta do to get the things done...even if that means sitting 

out here for eight hours in the cold.” In hutchinson, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness  news. 

 

1/24/11  5am 

it's been six months since the state wide smoking ban went into effect...    now experts say you could see sgnificant health benefits.  

fans fill this popular sports bar to watch the big football games...  a new study says the air quality at bars like this one have a 94 

percent decrease in indoor air particle pollution from smoking...  that's since the ban took effect.    while some people say they enjoy 

the cleaner air...  others are still upset and say business is suffering as a result.  the new study says the improved air quality will result 

in better quality of life and health outcomes.  there is still a lawsuit by local bars suing the state because of loss of business. 

 

1/25/11  Noon 

a motel room is slightly damaged by an early morning fire.    It happened just after one...at the Mark 8 Inn on North Broadway.   

Firefighters tell our news partners at KFDI the fire was started by a candle left burning. One room has fire damage...and a few others 

have water damage.   No one was hurt. 

 

1/28/11  5am 

Deadly car and motorcycle accidents are up in wichita.  Wichita police says 29 people died on wichita roads in 2010.   eleven of those 

accidents involved motorcycles...which is an 83 percent increase over the year before.    joe gattenby says the numbers are upsetting.   

he teaches motorcycle safety and says all riders can benefit from taking it.   he says motorcycles are different than cars...and riders 

need to be constantly thinking about how to stay safe. If a car is at an intersection, what am i going to do if it pulls out because it will 

pulls out.  You should have an escape plan.      Here's a look at the top five reason for traffic accidents in wichita.  they are...failing to 

yield...inattentive driving...following too close...running a red light...and driving under the influence. 

 

1/29/11  10pm 

It started as a controlled burn but quickly turned into a  a wall of flame.  an afternoon grassfire burned over 4-hundred acres and  

landed two fire fighters in a hospital.It broke out saturday afternoon, north of i-70, in lincoln county. Over 100 fire fighters responded 

to the blaze, 30 engines also reported to the scene. Crews knew of the controlled burn, they said they were notified earlier this week. 

They say that high winds caused the controlled burn to spread very fast and pt those on scene at risk. Eyewitness news spoke to 

officials about what they first saw on scene and how the blaze was finally contained. Well I was one of the first on scene and their was 

a very large wall of fire moving at a very high rate of speed. We have very excellent fire departments in lincoln county but in our 



 

 

surrounding counties. The speed they respond is tremendous it helps us get the fire under control rapidly.  Crews were able to contain 

the fire early this evening.   The two injured firefighters are expected to be okay. 

 

1/31/11  5am 

Storm team 12 wants you to be prepared for the winter storm. Are you ready? Winter storms can also knock out power, or leave you 

stranded on the road. So prepare a storm kit.   it should include a list of emergency numbers... Flashlights and batteries... A radio.... 

Bottled water... ... And non-perishable foods.   also have blankets... A tool kit and a first aid kit with medications... And sand.   also 

pack extra clothing with you. 

 

2/1/11  10pm 

It's at least 8 inches deep if not more.  It's just the wind making it horrible.   rebecca mentioned it... And it's the biggest problem we've 

heard from drivers all day...   getting stuck in drifting snow...  high winds continue to whip-up those drifts tonight...  so if you *do* get 

stuck... What should you do?   factfinder 12 learned there are some easy steps to take...  put your car in its lowest gear... And try 

rocking back and forth...   if you have a shovel... Remove as much snow as you can from around the wheels...  you can also put down 

sand, salt, cat litter... Even a piece of old carpet in front of the wheels that are slipping...  there's always muscle power... Ask some 

friends or passers-by if they can help push...  before you head out make sure you have a cell phone... So if you *do* get stuck, you can 

call someone to help.  find more tips at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

2/2/11  10pm 

Two Topeka police officers are called heroes tonight - they pulled an 80-year-old man from a freezing creek. This was the scene when 

the man's car rolled down a 15-foot embankment and into a ditch... A witness called 9-1-1... And officers jumped in the icy water and 

pulled the man through a window. The man was treated for hypothermia but he's expected to be o-k.    

 

2/8/11  5pm 

We know now that Toyota‟s sudden acceleration problems have nothing to do with a car's electronics. The mechanical defects already 

fixed by Toyota were the problem. 

 

2/9/11  5am 

Authorities in Mississippi are investigating a deadly highway crash involving two school buses and a big rig. Police say the truck 

sideswiped one bus...and then struck the second bus head-on. Three adults were killed and more than a dozen high school students 

injured. The buses were bringing students home from a tour of the ole miss campus in oxford. 

 

2/10/11  10pm 

Chances are you are had to dig out after this week's winter storm. Some areas of kansas saw more than a foot of snow.     so where do 

crews put all that white stuff? In salina workers form a caravan...one machine blows the snow while a large truck collects it. they 

dump the snow on open land near the banks of the smoky hill river. 

     the snow will melt and flow into it.  as for wichita.  crews spent the evening loading up piles of snow around the intrust bank arena.   

they then haul that snow to an open lot. 

 

2/11/11  Noon 

The search begins for clues in a deadly gas main explosion in pennsylvania.      officials are trying to figure out what caused the 83 

year-old underground main to blow. We just heard boom! My whole body shook and i got hit right in my back.    antonio arroyo is 

among those looking for a new place to live.  he survived wednesday's explosion. 

     five people were killed, including a baby and an elderly couple.  eight homes were destroyed and dozens more damaged by the 

explosion.  the fire burned for several hours, while utility crews punched through ice and concrete to seal the main and shut off the 

gas.  experts say this is one example of a bigger story involving the safety of the nation's aging underground gas lines.      

 

2/13/11  10pm 

A crash in south wichita kills one person... And injures six others. It happened around 11-30 this morning, at the intersection of harry 

and george washington boulevard.     wichita police say a car heading east bound on harry ran a red light and hit an s-u-v.   a 68 year 

old man died in the accident.  six others were transported to wichita hospitals for non-life threatening injuries. 

 

2/15/11  5am 

Westar energy offers a program... To help pay for energy efficient upgrades to your home. Its called smart savings.    It allows home-

owners to pay off the cost of upgrades in monthly payments on their electric bills.   Customers would first need to get an energy audit 

of the home. 

     from there, they can get an idea of what changes could be made to save energy and money. 

In every audit there is a quote so you can hand it to a contractor, very specifically what needs to be done to an area.    The loan is 

interest free.   But homeowners have to pay for the audit and a two hundred fifty dollar administrative fee.   The program was created 

through federal stimulus funds. 



 

 

 

2/16/11  5am 

The latest this morning on breaking news we told you at 10 o'clock last night.   a man has been upgraded to serious condition after 

being hit by a car tuesday night.   The accident happened just before ten at 17th and hillside in northeast wichita.    wichita police say 

the driver believed she had the right away...when she accidentally hit the man.   he was taken to the hospital with a broken leg.   police 

also say traffic lights may have malfunctioned. 

 

2/17/11  6am 

New this morning... 17 people are dead ...and more than a hundred wounded...after a series of explosions at an army base in Tanzania. 

The country's prime minister says the accidental blasts happened an ammunition depot on the base. Officials say several homes were 

destroyed...and thousands of people were forced to leave a neighborhood near the base. 

 

2/18/11  Noon 

A wichita daycare is shut down by the state.   it's the place where a one-year-old child was found dead earlier this week.   that's new at 

noon... Police say the toddler suffocated in a playpen wednesday at "amy's lil angels" home day care.     it's in the 38-hundred block of 

east orme... Near kellogg and hillside...  today... We learned the state has suspended the day care provider's license...   the suspension 

report cites a lack of sound judgement...understanding of children...and supervision...   it also says the provider was using a level of 

the home that had not been approved for use by a fire inspector...   police believe the child's death this week was accidental... they're 

waiting on a coroner's report for the official cause of death...  no charges have been filed. 

 

2/19/11  10pm 

A MAN IS KILLED... WHEN HE IS HIT BY A CAR ON A BUSY WICHITA HIGHWAY. Police say around 2 this morning, the 

24-year-old was walking home from a bar with a friend. He decided to cross the eye-235 bypass on foot and was hit by a car heading 

north.  He died at the hospital.  Police say alcohol may have been involved... On the part of the driver and the pedestrian. 

 

2/21/11  5am 

in the health watch...     a new study out today... finds many videos on you-tube serve as a "how-to" for people who want to hurt 

themselves.    the study says thousands of videos show people cutting their arms or legs with razors or sharp objects.. and few of them 

discourage it.   psychologists say the videos might be triggering more young people to hurt themselves.   therapists say people who 

hurt themselves are angry, sad, depressed, or have some other emotional trouble.  the study is in the online medical journal 

"pediatrics." 

 

2/22/11  Noon 

A rescue team from the U-S is heading to New Zealand...to help in the search for suvivors of a major earthquake. The 6-point-3 quake 

struck the city of Christchurch, killing at least 65 people. Rescuers say more than a hundred people may still be trapped in 

rubble."condolences go to the loved ones who of course will be deeply worried and anxious for the people who are missing." The 

Prime Minister warns the death count is likely to rise in what he calls New Zealand's 'darkest day.' 

 

2/23/11  6am 

the u-s state department will begin ferrying americans out of libya today.. because of the rising violence between the government and 

pro-democracy demonstrators.   In a defiant speech Tuesday, ruler Muammar Gaddafi refused to step down and vowed to fight until 

the last drop of blood.   He also called on his supporters to take to the streets today against anti-government protesters. 

 

2/25/11  5am 

Fire investigators are working to find the cause of a hotel fire in west wichita.  the fire broke out last night...in the five thousand block 

of west kellogg -- near i-235.   firefighters say it started in a room that was vacant...and caused minor damage.   four people were 

treated at the scene for smoke inhalation. 

 

2/28/11  5am 

Chill out.   that's what doctors want parents of young children to do when their child has a fever.   the study out today.... Advises 

against treatment everytime a child has a high temperature.   fevers are generally caused by viruses and they'll go away without 

medicine and without causing any damage.   the study says a fever is not an illness, but a mechanism that helps fight an infection.   but 

it doesn't recommend any tempearture cutoffs for when to treat or call the doctor.   the study will be released online today, in the 

journal pediatrics. 

 

3/3/11  10pm 

He thought he just had sore muscles...but a tough workout landed him in the i-c-u for nearly a week. Tonight a Wichita man has a 

warning for anyone wanting to step up their exercise routine...pushing it...may mean pushing your muscles too far. Eyewitness news 

reporter Megan Strader has his story...new at 10. Out of the hospital for a week now...Justin Mcclure still has a hard time believing 

what came out of just one tough session with a personal trainer. “you work out and was like oh i over did it i worked out too hard, my 



 

 

muscles are soar i just stretch and keep drinking  a lot of water.” But less than a day after landing in Colorado for a vacation with his 

family...Mcclure knew by the color of his urine, he had something more than just sore muscles. “it went from a tea to a rust to literally 

black.” Mcclure was immediately admitted to the hospital with protein levels more than 50 times what they should be. It's a condition 

called rhabdomyolysis - and it happens when your muscles put too much protein in the blood and your kidney's can't handle it. “i had 

no idea, absolutely no idea that you could work out and end up in the hospital  for a week and a half.” Dr. Aaron lentz treated Mcclure 

after he returned to Wichita. He says the condition itself isn't that unusual - but having it caused by exercising is. “this is a serious 

hospitalization because, again, it can lead to kidney failure and that would mean dialysis for life.” Luckily, mcclures case was caught 

early and he's expected to make a full recovery. Now he just wants other people know this can happen. “it's easy when you're working 

out by yourself it's another things to have somebody in your face telling you to keep going.“ he urges people to listen to their bodies 

and pay attention to symptoms... Sometimes it's more than just sore muscles. In Wichita, Megan Strader kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

 

3/4/11  5am 

All it took was one hard workout...and a wichita man was hospitalized for nearly a week.   justin mcclure was vacation in colorado 

with his family when he noticed his urine had turned black.   he thought he was suffering from sore muscles but he was diagnosed 

with rhabdomyolysis (rab-doh-my-oluh-sis).   it caused when your muscles put too much protein in your blood and your kidneys can't 

handle it.   doctors say the condition isn't rare but having it brought on by exercise is. I had no idea, absolutely no idea that you could 

work out and end up in the hospital  for a week and a half>   mcclure wants people to know about the disorder and what can happen if 

you push yourself too far.  doctors say you should always consult a physician before started any new strenuous workouts. 

 

3/7/11  5am 

A wichita home is heavily damaged in an overnight fire. It's new this morning... the fire broke out about 12:45 this morning at central 

and topeka.  officials say the apartment was fully engulfed in flames when they arrived.  the home has fire, smoke, and water damage 

throughout the whole place, but the majority of it is in one unit.  no one was hurt.  officials say the apartment appears to be vacant. 

 

3/10/11  5AM 

A reminder... Today is the statewide tornado drill. The sirens will go off at one-30. The drill was originally scheduled for Tuesday, but 

the state delayed it because of storms. 

 

3/11/11  5am 

An arkansas city packing plant recalls more than seven tons of ground beef... After lab tests detect e-coli... 

     creekstone farms says the tainted meat was produced february 22nd...  it was shipped to ten states... But kansas was not among 

them.   the u-s-d-a says it has not received any reports of illness. 

 

3/14/11  5am 

One person is dead after this wreck in stafford county sunday afternoon.    authorities say that the driver of the car was driving 

southbound when he slid off the road and landed in the ditch.   He was thrown from the vehicle, and died at the scene.  This was just 

one of many accidents in stafford county sunday. 

 

3/15/11  10pm 

Workers at Kansas' only nuclear power plant are watching the events in Japan. Our continuing coverage takes us to Burlington where 

18 percent of the state's electricity comes from the wolf creek generating station. Ceo matt sunseri says safety is the plant's top 

priority. He says the building is strong enough to withstand tornados and earthquakes. They also have safety plans in place... Including 

back up diesel generators to pump water to cool down the reactor. ”we need to learn from these events in Japan to strengthen our 

position but i feel very confident it's a reliable, safe source of energy  for our country.” Wolf creek can generate enough electricity to 

power 800 thousand homes. The white house says it is committed to nuclear power as part of the country's energy strategy. No nuclear 

reactors have been approved in the u-s since the three-mile island incident in 19-79. 

 

 

3/16/11  5am 

A man is in fair condition after crashing a mini-bike in north wichita.  the accident happened just after six o'clock last night at 16th and 

estelle.   police say the rider flew over the handle-bars and hit his head.  an officer says the bike malfunctioned... Causing it to 

suddenly stop.   paramedics took the man to wesley medical center. 

 

3/18/11  5am 

2 people are seriously hurt after getting hit by a vehicle in old town. That's new this morning... It happened in front of emerson and 

biggins near douglas and mosley around 2 this morning.   police say, according to witnesses, the two men were running in and out of 

traffic there.   the men were taken to the hospital..and are in critical and fair condition.   police are investigating whether the men may 

have been intoxicated. 

 



 

 

3/21/11  5am 

 new recommendations from the american academy of pediatrics may change the way many parents buckle up their kids.  The a-a-p 

recommends keeping toddlers in rear-facing car seats until the age of two, or until they reach the maximum height and weight allowed 

for their car seat.   that's one year *longer than previous guidelines.   the group also advises kids to ride in booster seats until they're 

about 8 years old.  children under 13 years old should stay in the back seats.   doctors say the steps will help protect small children in 

car crashes.  the guidelines are in today's issue of "pediatrics."  

 

3/22/2011  6am 

An Arizona judge orders the suspect in deadly shooting rampage in Arizona... To undergo a mental evaluation as soon as possible.  

24-year-old Jared Loughner will be examined at a specialized facility in Springfield, Missouri.  Videotapes of the evaluation will be 

shared with prosecutors and the defense. Loughner is accused of killing six people and wounding 13 others outside a Tucson grocery 

store. He's also accused of trying to assassinate congresswoman Gabrielle Gifford‟s. 

 

3/23/2011  10pm 

Investigators try to figure out why a driver was going the wrong way on interstate-70. The man's vehicle hit a Kansas couple head-on 

near Wilson early this morning. The crash killed all three. 22-year-old Kyle Thornburg and 20-year-old Kylie Jobe from Wichita died 

in the collision. The couple was returning to Kansas from a spring break trip in Colorado. Friends say they had been high school 

sweethearts and graduated from maize high school. "I think they would've spent the rest of their lives together. I feel like they now 

they will they'll be together forever." the driver of the other vehicle has been identified as 27-year-old Joseph Pena. He was from 

Corpus Christi, Texas. 

 

3/24/11  12pm 

Federal officials are investigating after an air traffic controller in Washington d-c reportedly fell asleep on the job. Two passenger jets 

that were ready to land... Couldn't reach anybody in the control tower. Joel brown has the latest from Reagan national airport. 

American airlines 7-37 was approaching Reagan national airport but couldn't reach anyone in the control tower. The pilot finally 

reached  a regional controller 40 miles away. "American 1012, ah called a couple of times on a landline, and ah tried to call on 

commercial line, and there was no answer."(American 1012 pilot) "They‟re not answering on the line either." the only controller in the 

tower reportedly fell asleep. The pilot of the American airlines flight landed without assistance. Moments later, a united plane  

carrying  63 passengers encountered the same problem. “United 628, just so you're aware, we just had one aircraft go into dca and the 

ah, umm, tower is apparently unmanned. Called on the phone, and nobody's answering, so that aircraft went in just as an uncontrolled 

airport”  that plane also landed on its own.   Within minutes, the missing controller turned up. Transportation secretary ray LaHood   

has now ordered the f-a-a to add a second controller to the midnight shift at Reagan. .. Which is just miles from the white house, 

capitol and pentagon. Following this incident, LaHood said, (gfx in) "it is not acceptable to have just one controller in the tower 

managing air traffic in this critical air space." aviation expert mark Weiss says pilots have to be prepared for anything but he's never 

heard of a controller falling asleep. "it's so unusual, in the 20 plus years that i flew for the airline i did, it's never happened." the federal 

aviation administration is now  reviewing tower staffing at airports across the country  joel brown, cbs news, washigton 

 

3/25/11  5am 

His face was blue and he was not breathing.  but thanks to quick thinking by emergency workers...he's out of the hospital.   the man 

was trapped inside this vehicle wednesday following a crash at 11th and wabash in wichita. 

     he appeared to be dead.   but when ambulance crews arrived, they immediately noticed his airway was cut off because of how he 

was hanging in the vehicle.  they got him out quickly...straightened his neck...and he started to breathe. If you could've seen it it was 

one fluid process.  Once we were able to secure him on the spine board secure it onto the cot and on the truck we went.  It was just that 

smoothly.   crews also credit two off-duty emergency workers who happened to be in the area.   they were able to call 9-1-1...and get 

help there even faster. 

 

3/28/11  6am 

a wichita man gets sick after smoking potpourri over the weekend.  he was treated and released from a local hospital.   officers say the 

potpourri package cleary stated that it was not fit for human consumption.   police say they received a number of cases like this in 

recent months. 

 

3/29/11  6am 

Dr. Tom 5.27  this is like playing Russian roulette.  You have no idea what's in there, there is no oversight.  It's becoming a dangerous 

trend right here in Kansas -- what was inside this bag...could make you sick...  More teenagers and young adults are smoking incense, 

and potpourri to get high --  a man went to the hospital this weekend after he got sick smoking potpourri. So how can it harm you? 

Eyewitness news reporter Rebecca Gannon looks into the side effects. Emergency rooms see just about every thing imaginable come 

through these halls. The via Christi - st francis staff saw something that's becoming more common in Kansas. “it has made its way to 

Wichita.  It is popular, it is out there.  And from what i read, it is becoming more prevalent.” And it is smoking potpourri... As a way 

to get high without breaking any laws. Wichita police say a man bought a package of potpourri at this store this past weekend. “after 

returning home, the victim hand-rolled a cigarette using the potpourri, and approx. Five minutes later, began violently vomiting.” That 



 

 

sick man came here -- and dr. Tom higgins kept the potpourri packaging. It's called 'head trip'. “we don't know what it is, but that 

doesn't mean you aren't at risk.” The bag is labeled as not for human consumption -- “I‟m not sure why you would feel the need to say 

that, if you didn't think this was going to be used in that manne.” But what isn't labeled is the potpourri ingredients. “this is dangerous.  

You have no idea what's in there.  You have no oversight, you have no fda approval.” Dr. Higgins says that makes it hard to predict 

how the body will react to the substance. “what we see is someone becoming ill because the substance is disagreeable, or potentially 

toxic.” Bottom line --  any time you put something into your body, you're risking your health. In ict, rg, kwch 12 ewn. 

 

3/30/11  5am 

Alabama health officials are investigating a deadly outbreak at a half-dozen hospitals. Officials say 19 patients got a lethal bacterial 

infection from a contaminated i-v bag.  nine of those patients died.  Workers at a birmingham hospital noticed a certain bacteria was 

infecting an unusual amount of patients.  So it called for an investigation.   The bag is now discontinued, and all hospitals have been 

ordered to stop using it.   State officials say patients are no longer at risk.   

 

3/31/11  9pm 

The battle between qadaffi loyalists and Libyan rebels now centers around a key port city The two sides have been fighting back and 

forth over the key oil city since the uprising began. Meanwhile, two members of Qadaffi's regime, including his foreign minister have 

resigned. Coalition leaders see it as a sign Qaddafi's regime is falling apart. But in Washington, lawmakers are growing increasingly 

frustrated by the lack of clarity over the next step in Libya. “How long do you anticipate our military mission will last?" "no one can 

predict for you how long it will take." c-i-a operatives are now on the ground, assisting the rebels in Libya. Pentagon officials say the 

agents will not take the lead in arming and training rebels. 

 

 



 

 

 

POLITICS 
 

1/2/11  10pm 

Is voter fraud enough of a problem in Kansas that new legislation is needed?  The answer is no, according to a coalition of voting 

rights groups meeting tonight in Wichita. The group is fighting a proposal by secretary of state-elect Kris Kobach to require voters to 

show a photo i-d. it says the current registration system is working just fine. "over the last six years there have  been six reports of 

voter fraud, only one prosecution during that time period, although there have been nearly 10-million votes cast"  Myles says the voter 

i-d system would cost millions at a time when the state is already facing budget problems. 

 

1/4/11  6am 

Is voter fraud enough of a problem in Kansas that new legislation is needed?    the answer is no, according to a coalition of voting 

rights groups who met last night in Wichita. The group is fighting a proposal by secretary of state-elect kris kobach to require voters to 

show a photo i-d.  it says the current registration system is working just fine. "over the last six years there have  been six reports of 

voter fraud, only one prosecution during that time period, although there have been nearly 10-million votes cast"  That's kevin myles 

of the local n-double-a-c-p..he says the voter i-d system would also cost millions at a time when the state is already facing budget 

problems. 

 

1/5/11  5am 
Kansas lawmakers are also heading back to their jobs..with the legislative session beginning next week. 

Members of the south central Kansas delegation heard from their constituents last night.  the lawmakers held a public forum at the 

Sedgwick county courthouse.   those in attendance talked about what they want to see accomplished in Topeka in the next few months.    

they included local businessman, Eugene Anderson. "we're trying to get the legislature to take a look at its spending policies..not only 

at the state level, but at the local level as it relates to the expenditures they make with African American-owned, disadvantaged as well 

as women-owned businesses. We think there's a problem there"   eyewitness news will be in Topeka next week as the new legislature 

begins its work. 

 

1/10/11  6am 

The inauguration of governor-elect Sam Brownback will go on as planned today.... Despite the snow storm.     Brownback‟s team will 

decide later today whether to hold the swearing-in ceremony outside...on the steps of the Kansas statehouse.   a prep choir from hays 

and another high school band will not be at the event because of travel safety concerns.  We'll have a live stream of the governor's 

inauguration this morning on kwch dot com. It begins at 11 a-m.  And during the legislative session, get the latest on the bills 

lawmakers are working on.   It's under the "change of leadership" section at kwch dot com. 

 

1/12/11  6am 

You can find out what's happening at the statehouse...from the comfort of your home.   the state launched the legislature website 

Tuesday.   it's redesigned from previous years.  computer officials tell us the new format is more user friendly.  you'll find a link at 

kwch dot com...look under news and legislature. 

 

1/14/11  6am 

Governor Sam Brownback releases his state budget... And some cuts are pretty steep.   his budget calls for a six percent reduction in 

overall spending and no matter what you do...The state's money troubles will likely affect you one way or the other.    governor 

Brownback‟s budget for next fiscal year is 13-point-9 billion dollars --   here's a look at what stands out in his plan --   2-thousand 

vacant positions will not be filled -   eight agencies will either be cut...or absorbed by other state groups --     among them...the Kansas 

parole board.    also... State arts money will be phased out... To save more than half a million dollars – 

 

1/18/11  6am 

The house will be back in session today after business was delayed a week because of the deadly shooting in Arizona. One of the first 

orders of business...is the republican effort to repeal the controversial health care law. Debate on the issue begins today, with a vote 

expected tomorrow. If the healthcare repeal passes the house...it's not likely to get through the senate, where democrats still hold a 

majority. 

 

1/20/11  10pm 

"ask not what your  country can do for you -- ask what you can do for your country." For many...that challenge from john f. Kennedy 

still echoes today. It was 50 years ago that the nation's 35th president took the oath of office. Today...Kennedy‟s family joined 

lawmakers and guests in the capitol rotunda to honor his memory and celebrate his legacy.  The legacy of the Kennedy family is 

fading in Washington. For the first time in 63 years...there's not one elected official in the family. "it makes me sad - my family grew 

up believing that politics was an honorable profession.  I hope that among all those cousins there today, somebody will run one day." 



 

 

Leaders from both parties spoke today about their desire to see past their differences for the good of the country- Going back to that 

speech Kennedy made 50 years ago. 

 

1/24/11  6pm 

also new at six... Kansas governor Sam Brownback signs an executive order today... restructuring the Kansas Commission on 

Disability Concerns...  the commission had been under the department of commerce...  under the order it will now fall under the office 

of the governor...  the commission works to ensure Kansans with disabilities have equal access to employment and living 

arrangements...  the governor says the move should give the commission a direct line to his office... the legislature has 60 days to 

reject the order... if lawmakers don't act, the order become law july first. 

 

1/28/11  5am 

U-s supreme court justice Sonia Sotomayor was at k-state Thursday...as part of the Landon lecture series - but she didn't deliver a 

lecture -  instead she answered questions....and gave students some advice about their careers. Sotomayor says...her job as a supreme 

court justice is to use everything she knows...to interpret how the law applies in each situation.  sotomayor's been a justice since 2009. 

 

2/7/11  5am 

Two former u-s politicians will speak in Salina Friday.  our news partners at the Salina journal report... Republican former u.s. house 

speaker newt gingrich and democratic former u.s. sen. Bill Bradley... Will speak at the Salina area chamber of commerce's 2011 

annual meeting.   gingrich and bradley will speak..then take questions from the audience.   the two will exchange views on everything 

from politics to health care to global trade. 

 

2/9/11  6am 

President Obama is kicking the habit. First lady Michelle Obama said Tuesday the president has quit smoking after lighting up for a 

decade.      Mrs. Obama says her husband hasn't had a cigarette in almost a year. White house spokesman Robert Gibbs says the 

president was able to quit with the help of the first lady and aides who also stopped smoking. The first lady also credits their 

daughters.  She says if they ever ask the president whether he smokes, he wants to be able to say no. Many Americans say they 

support Obama‟s change. "even though I‟m a republican, go Obama!" "I think it's great." "It‟s being an example and that's what the 

president should be even in the smallest things." about 46 million Americans smoke and brain research has shown nicotine is 

addictive.  Three out of four smokers who try to quit... Relapse within six months. 

 

2/10/11  Noon 

Just in the last hour... Kansas governor sam brownback  unveils what he calls his economic plan for kansas.. 

 

  among other things the governor says he wants to establish a council economic advisors.  he wants a tax plan that he says will treat 

all businesses equally. The governor proposes what he calls funding changes for colleges and universities. A plan to develop rural 

kansas..And getting the best results from roads and highways across the state.    the plan has to be approved by the legislature. You 

can see the complete plan by heading to kwch.com and clicking on top stories.. 

 

2/11/11  5am 

Reducing taxes and better coordination.   Governor sam brownback says those are the keys to improving our economy. He unveiled 

his economic plan for the state thursday.   The plan reorganizes economic development agencies and creates a council of economic 

advisors.   It also changes tax policies.  Brownback's administration says it should help kansas grow more businesses. "we're looking 

to create an environment and a long term fix, you know, so often, the legislature the administration come in and we want the quick 

fix."  Brownback also calls for more rural growth.  He proposes individual income tax rebates for people to relocate to counties that 

have seen double-digit population drops. 

 

2/15/11  5am 

The latest from the state legislature. A bill cutting state spending advances in the kansas senate. 

     that clears the way for final action in the senate today. The bill would leave the state with three point six million dollars in 

reserves...to carry into the next fiscal year.      that money would be applied to the expected shortfall for 2012.    unlike the proposal 

passed by the house...the senate added 26 million dollars for special education funding to avoid losing federal aid in the future.  if the 

bill passes, negotiations would begin with the house on a compromise. 

 

2/16/11  5am 

Opponents of changes to the kansas liquor laws will testify in topeka today.   they're speaking out against a bill that allows grocery and 

covenience store owners to sell full-strength beer...along with wine, and liquor.  currently kansas allows the stores to sell beer that is 

no more than "three-point-two percent" alcohol.   only *liquor* stores can sell stronger beer, wine or liquor...  backers of the bill say it 

will increase competition and generate new jobs and revenue.  but critics say the change would only benefit big grocery and 

convenience store chains...and put family owned liquor stores out of business. 

 



 

 

2/17/11  6am 

Massachusetts senator Scott Brown reveals haunting secrets from his past...saying he was sexually and physically abused as a child.  

He made the bombshell revelation in an interview with cbs' 60 minutes that will air this Sunday night.  Brown said he was sexually 

abused several times by a camp counselor and suffered physical abuse by his stepfather. The 51-year-old senator describes himself as 

being lost as a child...and that coming from a broken home made him more vulnerable to sexual predators. Brown writes about his 

experiences in an upcoming book. "the thing they have over you is that they make you believe that no one will believe you." brown 

says he's never reported the sexual abuse and admits even his own mother didn't know. 

 

2/18/11  5am 

angry protesters are jamming the capitol.. Nat protesters..  Crowds showing up for another day in this noisy battle between organized 

labor and  wisconsin's new republican governor. Kill the bill! The deadlock here will likely go on through the day.  Senate democrats 

have left the state to avoid voting on a controversial budget bill and say they won't return until saturday. State sen. Jon erpenbach/d-

middleton  The only option we had to slow it down so people could be heard was to do what we are doing The bill takes direct aim at 

the state's powerful unions... (graphic) requiring most public employees to contribute more to their pensions and health care plans. 

And it ends collective bargaining rights for most public workers. Manuel gallegus/madison wisconsinCrowds here have been building 

through the morning...thousands of public workers are keeping up the pressure, saying this bill goes too far. 

(brian lang/prison guard)  it is a complete dictatorship. It is facism at its finest 

Many teachers and students have come to protest  ..shutting down  schools  around   the state  for another day.   

Governor scott walker says what he's asking for is fair. (gov. Scott walker/(r) wisconsin) Asking employees to pay half the national 

average for health care is truly a modest request. Republicans say they have the votes to pass the bill...  And that the democrats need to 

come back and do their job. But those missing democrats say they're continuing their boycott for another day to give workers more 

time to voice their anger. Manuel gallegus, cbs news, madison wisconsin > 

 

2/19/11  10pm 

 cyclists say it's the most frustrating aspect of riding a motorcycle. Troxel 3:35 it's happened to all of us who ride... 

Heyer 8:28 every morning when i go to work.    stuck at a red light because it doesn't know you're there...   some stop lights have 

sensors that only change when the weight of a car sets it off.   but often... Motorcycles are too light.   and red... Never turns green. 

Troxel 5:27 yeah it's frustrating...i just wait until it's safe to go.  so they run the red light. These motorcyclists say it happens all the 

time. eyer 8:46 i usually wait 2 cycles then go. roxel 5:48 i don't consider it running the red light. If i'm stopped what else am i 

supposed to do. (standup)   "while motorcyclists think it's okay to run a red light, wichita police say otherwise. If you run a red light 

motorcycle or not...they say to expect a hefty ticket." Police 19:21 it's never safe to run a red light...that's why there's lights there...it's 

unprotected. 

     riders say it's a catch 22...that's why some want to make it legal.  Heyer 10:20 you can't just sit there.   the proposed bill is called 

"dead red" and would change state law to allow motorcyclists to ride through a red lite after waiting areasonble length of time for the 

light to change...as long as it's safe. Troxel 4:41 as long as i look both ways and no cars are coming... but that's the problem.   police 

say there's no way to know if it's safe to run that red. 

Police 18:06 better to wait than to risk harming yourself or someone else.   in wichita, melody pettit fox kansas eyewitness news.  in 

wichita, melody pettit kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

2/22/11  Noon 

A four day hostage drama off the east African coast ends badly. Pirates shot and killed four Americans on board a yacht that was 

hijacked Friday.   A u-s navy ship had been trailing the yacht after the hijacking -- and sailors took action after hearing gunfire on 

board. Joel brown has the latest. Four Americans held hostage by Somali pirates are dead -- following a shootout between their 

captors, and us forces. Scott and Jean Adam - along with Phyllis MacKay and Bob Riggle had been sailing on the Adams' yacht - 

called "quest" - with a group of other boats, headed for the Mediterranean. But, for some reason - they broke away, and decided to sail 

alone.  The pirates moved in shortly afterwards. Four u-s navy warships had been trailing them since shortly after the hijacking.  The 

pentagon says - shots were heard on board the yacht, and the navy took action. Four pirates were killed in all. "President Obama was 

told about what happened on board the yacht - just before 5-o clock this morning.  He'd authorized the use of force - if there was a 

threat to the lives of the American hostages." members of the Adams' church say that since 2004 the couple have been sailing the 

world six months a year, stopping in remote areas to hand out bibles. The four were mourned this morning -- at a mass in Santa 

Monica. A statement from us central command all four Americans were shot by their captors and that us sailors tried but failed to save 

their lives. The statement also expresses condolences to their families. Joel brown, cbs news, the white house. 

 

2/23/11  5am 

welcome back.   it was almost an all nighter for state assembly in wisconsin.   democrats launched a filibuster that continued well into 

the night. they're hoping the extended debate will prevent a vote on a controversial budget bill. 

 the republican sponsored bill would strip most public workers of their collective bargaining rights and force them to pay more for 

health and retirement benefits.  wiscionsin's governor says if the bill isn't passed 15-hundred state workers will be laid off by 

july...with more layoffs coming in the next two years. 

 



 

 

2/24/11  6am 

Hawaii makes history. It's now the seventh state to recognize civil unions. The state's governor signed the bill into law Wednesday 

afternoon in front of about 100 people. A civil union gives same-sex couples the same rights and responsibilities as married couples. 

The governor says civil unions gives equal rights to all.  “here in Hawaii, we do not let our diversity divide us.  It indeed defines us 

and this bill defines us” deborah cohn/ maui resident- what this means is i can finally have my friends, my family be able to give us a 

big cheer of being together. Eileen mckee/ maui resident - that feels great too, and that he recognizes our relationship. The law takes 

effect January 1st, 2012. 

 

2/25/11  5am 

The state of Washington will also play a role in building the tanker.  Workers there are rejoicing as well. The governor of Washington 

says 11-thousand aerospace workers will help assemble the new tanker. 

 

2/28/11  5am 

Protesters at the wisconsin capitol are allowed to stay. Police didn't force hundreds of pro-union demonstrators to leave the capitol 

after earlier asking them to leave sunday.   the wisconsin capitol police chief says the protesters will be allowed to stay as long as they 

continue to obey the law. the pro-union demonstrators are upset over a new bill in the state that takes away collective bargaining 

rights. 

 

3/1/2011  noon 

Consumer reports has named Japanese automakers Honda, Subaru and Toyota the best all-around car makers for the third year in a 

row.  In its annual car issue, the magazine also said ford improved the most since last year.  Chrysler came in last, g-m was close to 

the bottom. 

 

3/2/11  5am 

the primary elections were tuesday and many races have already been counted.   this year... Four  wichita city council seats are up for 

grabs.  three of them had a primary...and some are still pretty tight... 

Let's begin with the seat sue schlapp now holds - she's not running for re-election. It's district 2...it covers most of east wichita.  two 

people advance to the general election in april.  they are..charlie stevens ...a real estate investor... With 30-percent of the vote.  and 

pete meitzner...a business man and contractor... With 28-percent of the vote.  the man who placed third...steve harris is only 10 votes 

behind...but he says he will not challenge the results. 

 

3/4/11  5am 

This refinery is more important than any other place in libya.    that's what one rebel commander says after libyan warplanes bombed 

the area around one of it's key oil refineries.  the un has imposed economic sanctions on libya while qaddafi continues to attack his 

own people.   his son defends the bombings .. Saying they're intended to scare people not kill them .  rebel leaders say it is too late for 

diplomacy…and  promise to keep fighting until qaddafi's 40-year regime is brought down. 

 

3/7/11  noon 

rebel fighters are trying to fight off libyan warplanes - but the opposition admits it's outgunned. The military is using air strikes in an 

attempt to take back a key oil port and stop the rebels from advancing.   qaddafi made an appearance last night in tripoli once again 

downplaying the violence.   there are estimates that thousands of people have been killed in the uprising - but   qaddafi insists no more 

than 2-hundred have died.   two top lawmakers are calling for the white house to impose a "no fly" zone over libya.    the obama 

administration is resisting that idea - saying a no fly zone would have to start with an attack on libya.  

 

3/8/11  6pm 

New hours...no touching and nowhere near churches, schools or daycares today...Kansas lawmakers advance a bill which puts new 

regulations on adult businesses. Those for it say there should be more rules for adult clubs. But strip club owners say it will run them 

out of business. Eyewitness news reporter Kim Wilhelm has both sides...even before Michelle‟s beach house in derby sees its first 

customer...there's a battle brewing in Topeka over what should be allowed here.  Tuesday...house lawmakers advanced a bill...putting 

new restrictions on sexually-oriented businesses.   “the state has an interest in regulating these type of businesses.”  The bill bans full 

nudity...requires businesses to close from midnight to 6am...keeps performers 6 feet from clients and forbids dancers from touching 

customers. “the real reason behind the bill is to put these businesses out of business.” Attorney Charlie O‟Hara represents Michelle‟s 

beach house and says the bill isn't about ethics but politics.  “what they do is get these people in front of a crowd and they say well 

you're going to vote for nude dancing and anyone running for office has to think twice before they do that because then they will be 

criticized.” Other strip club owners say it's a matter of economics.  At a time when the state is out of money...why punish those who 

bring it in. “pays over 200,000 a year in tax and we generate a payroll of over 900,000 and that's not counting earnings of 

entertainers.” But those who support the new regulations don't believe it will have a significant economic impact.   “it doesn't put 

anybody out of business but it does say there are certain rules and regulations that government would be opposing on them.” The bill 

advances to a final house vote wednesday. Kim wilhelm. Kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 



 

 

3/9/11  6am 

Kansas lawmakers push forward a bill which puts new regulations on sexually oriented businesses. The bill bans full nudity, changes 

hours of operation and forbids dancers from touching customers.  It also regulates where a new sexually oriented business can locate.  

new businesses would have to be more than one-thousand feet from churches, schools or daycares. 

 

3/10/11  5AM 

The Wisconsin state assembly is expected to take up a controversial measure today. Republicans in the state senate voted Wednesday 

to strip nearly all collective bargaining rights from state workers.  The republicans used a procedural move to pass the proposal last 

night without any democrats present. Democrats left the state weeks ago to prevent a vote... Wisconsin's governor praised the move. 

Democrats and union allies vow to challenge how the vote took place... And recall the governor and other republican lawmakers. 

 

3/11/11  5am 

Covering the kansas legislature.    supporters of the kansas human rights commission gather at the state capital to speak out. They're 

upset about the plan to close the civil rights organization.   governor brownback proposed eliminating the commission and making it a 

part of the attorney general's office.   civil rights activists say the governor's policies will hold the state back. but when our rights are 

being trampled, and when they are being threatened by our leadership, i think we are at a point where we can not sit idle and not do 

any thing."      we contacted governor brownback's office and they gave us this response.  "transferring the kansas human rights 

commission to the kansas attorney general's office will give the commissioner more enforcement power than ever before." 

 

3/14/11  5am 

State department spokesman p.j. crowley steps down. He resigned sunday after calling the military treatment of army private bradley 

manning ridiculous and stupid.      manning is accused of leaking classified information to whistleblowing website wikileaks.    the 23 

year old is being held in solitary confinement for all but an hour every day.   crowley's remarks put him in direct confrontation with 

the pentagon... Which  prompted a response from president obama. “with respect to private manning, i have actually asked the 

pentagon whether or not the procedures that have been taken in terms of his confinement are appropriate and are meeting our basic 

standards.  They assured me that they are."   secretary of state hillary clinton said crowley has served our nation with distinction for 

more than three decades. 

 

3/15/11  10pm 

New at ten... A federal judge rules a Nebraska gas company has the right to seize nearly ten-thousand acres of land in Kansas. 

Northern natural gas says it needs to contain gas spreading from an underground storage facility. Residents in Pratt, Reno and 

Kingman counties say they own the land where the gas is being drilled... Northern gas plans to use eminent domain to take control of 

the land. More than 170 property owners are affected. There's no word yet on how they will be compensated. 

 

 

3/16/11  5am 

A bill to cut 35-million dollars from this year's budget gains ground in topeka. The house has given initial approval for the measure.   a 

vote today would send it to the senate.   republicans want to give the state a financial cushion when the new fiscal year begins july 

first.   governor brownback announced his own plan last week.   it includes 56-million dollars in cuts. 

 

3/17/11  6am 

We've all tried to get out of tickets before -- but what if your elected representative did it? Records show officers pulled over state 

senator oletha faust-goudeau three times in three years. Twice, she talked her way out of it. And as eyewitness news reporter Rebecca 

Gannon shows us... Both times were caught on camera. “you realize this is the second time I‟ve pulled you over, you remember that?  

It's always something.  For speeding.” This video -- taken last month -- shows senator oletha faust-goudeau in her white Plymouth p-t 

cruiser... Talking with Wichita police officers. And here she is in october of two-thousand-nine... Using the police chief's name, and a 

trinket, as if to see if it would get her out of trouble. “I‟ve had this for, like, four years and Norman Williams said if I ever have to use 

it, use it.  So you can tell Norman that i finally had to use the little he gave me.” On Wednesday, police chief Norman Williams 

addressed the trinket -- saying it was a commemorative coin like this one, not a way to get out of trouble. Chief williams also 

addressed the ticketing issue. “it is the policy to treat residents equal, regardless of who they are.” We just showed you two incidents -- 

recorded with Wichita police department cameras.  There are about 10 of those mounted on cars -- and 6 that officers can wear on 

their bodies.  And officers say they are intended for cases just like this one. “it is the best evidence. If you have it on camera, there's 

not not much to testify to, it's right there in front of you -- what happened” officer Jeff Kampling -- who recorded faust-goudeau's 

february incident -- demonstrated the camera he used. It mounts near his eyes and captures video -- which can be viewed on a monitor 

at his belt. It catches everything he sees -- and hears. “it's equipped with two microphones, it picks up our conversation right now” the 

department is considering buying more body cameras -- but doesn't know if it has enough money in the budget to do so. “enjoy the 

rest of the day” in Wichita, rg, kwch 12 ewn. 

 

3/18/11  5am 



 

 

The obama administration is preparing to help enforce the no-fly zone in libya. The resolution was approved by the u-n security 

council yesterday.   officials say an attempt to ground muammar qaddafi's air force could begin by sunday or monday.   qaddafi is 

vowing to crush opposition forces with an assault on the rebel stronghold of benghazi.   europe's air traffic agency is now saying libya 

has closed its air space to all flights. 

 

3/21/11  5am 

We are just weeks away from the general election. Wichitans will vote for a new mayor, new city council and school board members 

april 5th.  Tonight you'll get the chance to hear from mayoral candidates and city council candidates in a forum.   It will be at 5-30 at 

the mary jane teall theater at century two.  there will be a meet and greet at 4-30. 

     go to kwch-dot-com to see the full list of candidates running for election. 

 

3/22/11  6am 

The u-s military says an air force jet crashed in Libya after an equipment malfunction. Both crew members ejected from the jet and are 

safe. Officials say both have minor injuries. 

 

3/23/11  10pm 

Election Day is less than two weeks away... April 5th. Tonight -- candidates for city council and mayor answered questions from the 

Wichita‟s independent neighborhood association. What did voters think? Eyewitness news reporter Megan Strader has reaction in this 

campaign twenty-11 report. For David Babich....Wednesday night's forum was something he's been waiting for. “I‟ve been looking 

forward to a forum where all the candidates for mayor and city council can give us their positions.” Babich is an undecided voter. So 

he, along with about two dozen other listeners heard where the men and women stand on things like construction regulations, trash 

franchising and whether the city needs a new airport. And answers often drew a clear line between what current leaders support and 

what challengers want to see change. Not pleasing everyone in the room... “probably a lot better ways in terms of how things could 

have been answered. I'm not willing to step up and do it so I have to go with what they have.” But Thursday‟s answers were enough to 

give these voters a better idea of who'll they'll cast their ballot for on April 5th...That's what Babich was hoping for. “i like to think I 

have an open mind until April the 5th but I‟m encouraged by the quality of candidates we have generally.” In Wichita, Megan Strader 

kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

3/24/11  12pm 

Hello this noon, I‟m Kara Sewell. Kim Setty is on vacation. Butler county sheriff Craig Murphy says health concerns have prompted 

him to resign. 68-year-old Murphy announced yesterday that he will step down immediately, although he won't officially retire until 

April 17.  He has been with the butler county sheriff's department for 34 years. Butler county administrator will Johnson says 

undersheriff Kelly herzet will serve as interim sheriff. Johnson says the butler county republican party will meet within 21 days to 

nominate a new sheriff.  Governor Sam Brownback will make the official appointment. 

 

3/25/11  5am 

Security! Knock it off! Security! GET IN THE HALL! GET OUT!  a new hampshire lawmaker screams at protestors at budget 

committee meeting thursday.  The committee was discussing an amendment that proposes limited collective bargaining rights.  The 

meeting was repeatedly interrupted, as government employees yelled at committee members, some of whom threatened to toss 

everyone out.   One lawmaker tried to ease tensions in the room.  We all made a commitment not to do this.  Please, let's respect the 

process. There will come a time when we have other opportunities."  Supporters of the amendment told protesters it would prevent 

layoffs, but union members say they'll fight it to the end.   

 

3/28/11  6am 

President obama will address the nation tonight about the ongoing crisis in libya.   he's expected to discuss a reduced u-s military role 

in the operation and the transition to nato command.   sunday, nato's top decision making body voted to take control of all aerial 

missions in the country.   the president's address will be broadcast live at 6-30 right here on kwch. 

 

3/29/11  6am 

In the aviation watch..  A federal judge refuses to reconsider an age discrimination lawsuit against Boeing and spirit Aerosystems. 90 

former Boeing workers filed the lawsuit - they say they lost their jobs when Boeing sold its commercial plant in Wichita because of 

age discrimination. The judge ruled for the companies last year - now he says...he did not make an error when he didn't consider 

comments by low-level managers. 

 

3/30/11  5am 

Governor sam brownback is expected to sign two controversial pieces of legislation. kansas lawmakers approved the bill that requires 

voters to show i-d before casting a ballot.   that starts next year.   approved i-d includes a driver's license, a state i-d card or passport.   

a free state i-d card will be available to anyone as long they sign an affidavit stating they plan to vote and don't have any other form of 

i-d.  in 2-thousand-13-- you'll have to prove your citizenship before registering to vote.  a birth certificate or passport would be 



 

 

accepted.  opponents of the changes say it will reduce turnout among minorities, college students and the poor.  the second bill limits 

when a woman can get an abortion.  the measure bans abortions after 21 weeks. 



 

 

KBS (Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc.) airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for 
various nonprofit organizations.   
 

 
PSA Title Length KWCH KBSD KBSH KBSL 

904 Flu Prevention :30 54 19 29 9 

905 Flu Prevention :30 44 19 24 8 

907 Goodwill “Greenscreen” :30 34 21 30 10 

908 Goodwill “Thinking Twice :30 34 15 29 7 

912 Pet Adoption :30 15 14 32 13 

914 Pet Adoption :30 6 14 21 14 

915 Pet Adoption :30 13 12 25 21 

916 Literacy “Tangled” :30 5 12 20 22 

918 Mental Health :60 138 80 86 82 

919 Mental Health :60 136 78 92 90 

930 Wichita Habitat/Humanity Restore :20 35 13 34 35 

934 NAB "Performance Tax" :60 126 92 114 88 

935 Ad Council Veteran Support “Camo” :60 106 72 94 74 

936 Ad Council Veteran Support "Alone" :60 106 84 86 98 

937 Fed Citizens Info Center "For the People" :60 82 86 94 88 

938 Dave Thomas/Fnd for Adoption "I'm just a kid" :60 68 90 92 88 

943 United Way "Live United" NFL :30 2 11 16 28 

944 Marines "America's Marines" :60 66 104 78 88 

945 Marines "For Country" :60 58 100 86 94 

946 American Diabetes Assoc "Woman Exercising" :60 56 96 98 102 

947 Am Vet Med Assoc "Dog/Cat Healthy" :60 58 98 90 100 

948 March of Dimes "Soccer Baby" :30 4 16 15 36 

950 Making Home Affordable :60 32 90 80 78 

951 Emergency Prep “World Upside Down” :60 28 90 86 74 

955 Fnd for a Better Life "Basketball" :60 44 112 96 100 

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 26 100 88 92 

963 Kansas American Legion :30 4 17 20 38 

965 Community Service w/ Bon Jovi :60 26 94 100 88 

970 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Hospital" :30 2 43 16 31 

971 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Ambulance" :30 2 31 21 26 

973 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Mug Shot" :10 43 48 45 43 

975 Dr Phil “Bullying” :20 10 32 12 11 

980 NAB “Future of TV” :30 13 58 40 55 

995 Haiti Earthquake w/ Mrs. Obama :30 2 27 27 15 

999 KAB “60th Anniversary” :30 3 28 31 13 

 
 
 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by providing an online 

Community Calendar to our viewing public. The Community Calendar is available for local 

groups and individuals to promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three 

of our websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We‟ve designed our calendar to 

be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we list hundreds of events that 

happen throughout our viewing area that services nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of 

these events include, but are not limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club 

meetings, city hall meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

FCC Report 

First Quarter 2011 

 

Tours 
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  Tours are tailored to the 

individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-age children.  It focuses on the history of the 

broadcasting facility and explains the types of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the 

Promotions Department, and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME       NUMBER  TYPE______________ 

January 2011 
01/19/11  11:30   4             Adults 

01/25/11  11:30   11  8
th

 Grade Students 

01/27/11  4:30   10  Boy Scouts 

 

February 2011 

02/03/11  11:30   10  High School Students   

02/14/11  4:30   8  Boy Scouts 

02/16/11  9:00   7  High School Students 

02/18/11  1:00   10  Jr. Girl Scouts 

02/23/11  4:30   6  Cub Scouts    

 

March 2011 

03/11/11  11:30   11  6
TH

 Grade Students 

03/14/11  11:00   5  High School Students 

03/16/11  10:30   7  Adults 

03/23/11  4:30   8  Tiger Troops 



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our employees emcee, educate, 

entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

January 2011 

13 Community Advisory Board Meeting 12 Joan Barrett 

14 Jackson ES Career Fair 40 Rodney Price 

19 WCS Board Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

20 USD 259 Battle of the books 30 Mark Larson 

21 Wichita Schools  Battle of the Books 30 Cindy Klose 

24 Woodman Elementary Weather talk 70 Mark Larson 

26 CKP  selection Call 5 Joan Barrett 

27 Chamber of Commerce Lunch/Meeting  Joan Barrett 

31 Via Christi Hospital Deliver flowers to patients 20 Cindy Klose 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

February 2011 

05 Valley Center Schools Celebrity Poker tourney 278 Roger Cornish 

09 Christ Lutheran Church Falcon Fellowship 150 Mark Larson 

10 Wichita Public Schools All-City Honor Orchestra 

Concert 

500 Emily Deaver 

10  Bryant Core. Magnet 4
th

. Gd. Weather Talk 120 Mark Larson 

11 Kapun Mt Carmel YEK Class 15 Brian McDonough 

15 WCS Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

16 Kansas Food Bank Board Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

17 Anderson Elementary 2
nd

 Gd. Weather Talk 80 Mark Larson 

18 WCC Board Meeting 10 Joan Barrett 

19 Heights HS Homecoming Greeter 200 Mark Larson 

22  USD 259 Honor Choir Concert MC 2300 Mark Larson 

23 Wichita State University Classroom 12 Brian McDonough 

23 Wichita State University Classroom 12 Shawn Hilferty 

24 Chamber of Commerce Board Meeting  Joan Barrett 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

March 2011 

01 Wichita Schools  Read to Students  Cindy Klose 

03 Wichita Garden Show MC Hat contest  Cindy Klose 

04 ITT  Capstone Project Demo 50 Les Bach 

04 ICT Home School Assoc. Weather office tour/talk 38 Mark Larson 

06 ICT Garden Show Art Contest Emcee  100 Mark Larson 

08 South High School Career Fair  Joan Barrett 

09 Christ Lutheran Church Falcon Fellowship 150 Mark Larson 

10 Rainbows United, Wichita Pre-school Weather Talk 80 Mark Larson 

11 Kapaun Mt Carmel YEK Class 15 Brian McDonough 

15 Gammon Elementary “Watch Dog” volunteer 400 Mark Larson 

16 WCS Board Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

18 American Heart Assoc. Volunteer Lunch Speaker 140 Mark Larson 

21-22 East High School Senior Project Mentor 1 Mark Larson 

24 Community Advisory Board Meeting 13 Emily Deaver 

24 CAB Meeting 15 Joan Barrett 

24 Chamber Board Meeting  Joan Barrett 

30 WTI Advisory Board Meeting 18 Todd Crane 

 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 
 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Elliott School of Communications Advisory Board  

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project for Responsible Journalism Board of Directors 

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Boy Scouts of America Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate School Board of Directors 

Tallgrass Swim Team Parent Council 

 Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Green Biz Wichita Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Kim Setty, Anchor 

Deacon and Sunday School Teacher, Riverside Christian Church 

Girl Scout Leader 

PTO member, McCollom Elementary 

Cub Scout Den Volunteer 

Site Council, Wilbur Middle School 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Senior HS Sunday School teacher 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Board of Youth Council Representative 

Heights Baseball League assistant Baseball Coach 

American Heart Association Survivor 2011 

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children‟s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

President, Monday Keglers bowling league 

 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

Brooks Leadership program  

Northeast Magnet High School JROTC program.  
 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Felicia Rolfe, Reporter 

Jack and Jill of America, Inc. President of local chapter  

Links Inc. member  

Church volunteer-Saint Mark United Methodist Church  

Wichita Collegiate Association of Parents- volunteer 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 



 

 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, KBSD Local Sales Manager 

Dodge City Ford County Economic Development Corporation, Management Board, Secretary 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, Vice President 

Boot Hill Redevelopment Committee, Marketing Chair 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Administrative Council, Chairperson 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Worship Committee 

Ford County 4-H Foundation Member 

Ford County 4-H Lucky Clover Parent Volunteer 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Ex-Officio Trustee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Finance Committee Member & Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Member 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Chris Durden, Producer & Internship Coordinator 

K-State Career Fair – Manhattan, KS 

KU Career Fair – Lawrence, KS 

 

Michelle Loss, Special Projects 

Church Pianist and Youth Leader, Freedom Bible Fellowship 

Circle Middle School, Career Day 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259‟s Digital Production Advisory Committee-Vice Chair 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Board Member – Ballet Wichita (formerly Wichita Metropolitan Ballet) 

Board Chair – Higher Ground Substance Abuse Counseling Center 

Board Member – SER Corporation 

Screening Committee- Tallgrass Film Festival 

Volunteer – Habitat for Humanity 

Volunteer – Catholic Charities (Cruise Night) 

Volunteer – YMCA (Denim and Diamonds fund raiser) 

Volunteer – Kansas Food Bank 

Volunteer – Maude Carpenter Children‟s Home 

 



 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Brian McDonough 

Youth Entrepreneurs of Kansas Volunteer 

Wichita Hispanic Chamber Marketing advisory committee 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association‟s Go Red for Women 

KWCH 2011 Bowl for Kid‟s Sake Coordinator & Team Leader – Big Brothers Big Sisters 

 

Emily Deaver, KSCW Crew/Special Projects 

Miss Kansas Organization – volunteer  

Kansas Advisory Group on Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention – member & sit on Grants Committee 

Dress for Success – Model for Annual Spring Fling 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

Festival of Trees committee member  



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

01/02/11 Guests: Representative Michele Bachmann (R-MN) (1); Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D-FL) (1); 

Representative Anthony Weiner (D-NY) (1); Representative-elect Mike Kelly (R-PA) (1); Representative Darrell 

Issa (R-CA) (2) 

Guest Moderator: Harry Smith, Senior Correspondent, CBS News 

1) Topics include: whether or not the political attitude for the upcoming session in the House of Representatives will 

be partisan or bipartisan; vote to raise the debt ceiling / possibility of a government shutdown; Republican plan to 

repeal health care / Democratic opposition to that agenda 

2) Topics include: clarification of Representative Issa‟s statement to radio personality Rush Limbaugh that President 

Obama is one of the most corrupt presidents in modern history; top priorities as the new chairman of the House 

Oversight and Government Reform Committee 

 

01/09/11 Guests: Ben Tracy, CBS News National Correspondent (1); Dr. Steven Rayle, Witness (2); Senator Jon Kyl (R-

AZ), Republican Whip (3); Representative Steny Hoyer (D-MD), Democratic Whip (4) & (5); Senator Chuck 

Schumer (D-NY), Chairman of Democratic Policy Committee (4) & (5); Bob Orr, Justice and Homeland Security 

Correspondent, CBS News (4) & (5); Jan Crawford, Chief Legal Correspondent, CBS News (5); Nancy Cordes, 

Congressional Correspondent, CBS News (5) 

1) Topics include: update on yesterday‟s shooting rampage at a Tucson, Arizona shopping mall by twenty-two-year-

old Jared Loughner, who remains in custody.  A total of nineteen people were shot, six fatally.  Among those injured 

is Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords (D-AZ), who remains in critical condition. 

2) Topics include: eyewitness account of yesterday‟s incident in Tucson 

3) Topics include: names of the people killed in yesterday‟s attack / personal remembrance of federal judge John 

Roll, a friend killed in yesterday‟s shooting / reaction to a statement by the Pima County sheriff blaming the 

“vitriolic political rhetoric that has consumed the country” for yesterday‟s violence 

4) Topics include: Senator Schumer‟s briefing from Capitol Police that there has not been any recent increase in 

threats against members of Congress / impact of yesterdays‟ shooting on members and staff of Congress / reaction to 

videotape of Representative Giffords criticizing the divisive rhetoric, specifically Sarah Palin‟s website targeting 

herself and others with crosshairs for supporting the health care bill / Representative Hoyer‟s support for the 

statement made by the Pima County sheriff / update on the investigation, including the search for a second person of 

interest 

5) Topics include: the important role that meeting with their constituents plays for members of the House of 

Representatives / lack of security, if any, for all 435 members of the House of Representatives due to cost / 

possibility of an increase in safeguards for members of Congress; belief that Judge Roll was not targeted / a rise in 

the number of threats received by judges / call for federal judges to receive more protection; new information 

detailing a past interaction between the shooter, Jared Loughner, and Representative Giffords / belief expressed by 

astronaut Mark Kelly, Representative Giffords‟ husband, that angry rhetoric incites people to target those in 

authority 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

01/16/11 Guests: Senator Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY) (1) & (4); Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D-FL) (1) & (4); 

former New York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani (R-NY) (2); Governor Ed Rendell (D-PA) (3); Representative Jeff 

Flake (R-AZ) (4) 

1) Topics include: update on Representative Gabrielle Gifford‟s condition 

2) Topics include: reasons behind the differences in both the public and political reaction to the Tucson shooting and 

the events of 9/11; need for both Congress and the American people to have a civil discussion on gun laws, mental 

health issues, and eventually, immigration; Sarah Palin‟s reaction to the Tucson shootings and subsequent public 

criticism for her perceived role as instigator 

3) Topics include: need for Congress to rededicate itself to civil discourse and work on important issues such as 

deficit reduction, education, establishing an energy initiative, and gun control / support for President Obama‟s 

remarks at the January 12th memorial service in Tucson; call for Republicans to work with President Obama on 

health care, instead of going forward with their plan to repeal the legislation; Governor Rendell‟s thoughts on how 

political dialogue has changed and a message to America as he prepares to leave office 

4) Topics include: Representative Flake‟s belief that the debate to repeal health care will be more civil when 

discussed this week in the House of Representatives; Senator Gillibrand‟s support for Congress to sit together, 

instead of by political party, during President Obama‟s upcoming State of the Union address; agreement with 

Governor Rendell‟s call to move the health care debate to “what about the bill do you want to change”; 

Representative Wasserman Shultz‟s commitment to a more civil discourse 

 

01/23/11 Guests: Senator John McCain (R-AZ) (1); Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY) (2) 

1) Topics include: plan to sit with Democratic Senator Tom Udall of New Mexico during President Obama‟s 

upcoming State of the Union address; praise for President Obama‟s speech at the January 12th memorial service in 

Tucson; support for Republican leader Mitch McConnell‟s decision to try to force a Senate vote on repealing health 

care reform; call for spending cuts, including possible cuts in cancer research; delay in the closing of Guantanamo 

Bay due to the Obama administration‟s decision to increase the use of military commissions to prosecute detainees 

2) Topics include: reaction to Senator McConnell‟s call for a vote on repealing health care / Senator Schumer‟s 

letter to Republican Representative Eric Cantor on the impact of repealing health care; commitment to focusing on 

spending cuts / reaction to possible cuts in cancer research; plan to sit with Republican Senator Tom Coburn of 

Oklahoma during President Obama‟s upcoming State of the Union address 

 

01/30/11 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1) & (6); Hillary Clinton, U.S. Secretary of State (2); Dr. 

Mohamed ElBaradei, Egyptian opposition leader (3); David Sanger, The New York Times (4); William Daley, 

White House Chief of Staff (5) 

1) Topics include: update on the current situation in Cairo, Egypt, where citizens have been protesting against 

President Hosni Mubarak‟s authoritarian rule since Tuesday, January 25th 

2) Topics include: President Obama‟s position on the protests in Egypt / importance of Egypt as an American ally / 

support for President Mubarak‟s appointment of a new vice president 

3) Topics include: call for President Mubarak‟s resignation / criticism against America‟s lack of a firm stance on the 

situation / three urgent steps to be taken for an effective transitional phase 

4) Topics include: background information on Dr. ElBaradei / reasoning behind the Obama administration‟s 

cautious approach to the situation in Egypt and calls for President Mubarak‟s resignation / possible role of the 

Muslim Brotherhood in any new government 

5) Topics include: call to change and improve certain elements of health care reform; President Obama‟s 

commitment to improving American infrastructure, as expressed in the State of the Union / the gas tax as a way to 

pay for those improvements; 2012 budget 

6) Topics include: atmosphere on the streets and amongst the protesters in Cairo 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

01/02/11 “Bad Medicine” - an interview with Cheryl Eckard, a former quality control manager for GlaxoSmithKline, the 

pharmaceutical company.  In 2002, she discovered numerous serious drug  manufacturing flaws at a Glaxo plant in 

Cidra, Puerto Rico.  She informed her superiors, but no corrections were implemented.  Eight months later, she sent 

a detailed report of the ongoing problems to seven executives.  Within weeks, she was dismissed, supposedly 

because of downsizing.  She then turned the same information over to the FDA, and her lawyers filed suit under the 

federal whistle-blower law.  Glaxo pleaded guilty to a felony, and eventually paid $750 million to settle the criminal 

conviction and Eckard‟s suit.  Also includes comments by: Ian McCubbin, a Glaxo senior vice president; Dr. Jerry 

Avorn, Harvard Medical School; Neil Getnick, a lawyer for Cheryl Eckard.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Denise Schrier 

Cetta) 

“Wynton” - an interview / profile of Wynton Marsalis, classical and jazz trumpeter and leader of the Jazz at Lincoln 

Center Orchestra, as the group travels to London, England and Havana, Cuba. Also includes comments from 

Orchestra members Carlos Henriquez (bass player); Ali Jackson (drummer); Walter Blanding (saxophone); Ted 

Nash (saxophone); Victor Goines (saxophone).  (C: Morley Safer - P: David Browning, Diane Beasley)  DOUBLE 

LENGTH SEGMENT 

Andy Rooney Topic: “How Andy Celebrates New Year‟s Eve” - Andy doesn‟t think it‟s necessary to go out and 

have fun on New Year‟s Eve 

 

01/09/11 “The Big Gamble” - a report on the proliferation of gambling casinos to 38 states, and their main attraction, the slot 

machine -- the new versions of which can be, according to some experts and users, highly addictive.  Includes 

comments by: Natasha Schull, professor of anthropology, MIT; Sandi Hall, gambling addict; Marilyn Lancelot, 

gambling addict; Howard Shaffer, director, Harvard Medical School Division on Addictions; Dr. Robert Breen and 

Dr. Henry Lesieur, gambling addiction specialists, Rhode Island Hospital; Governor Ed Rendell (D-PA); Les 

Bernal, head of Stop Predatory Gambling, a national organization; State Senator Sue Tucker (D-MA).  (C: Lesley 

Stahl - P: Ira Rosen, Joel Bach) 

“Silver or Lead” - a report on the power of drug cartels in Mexico, and the murder of Santiago Mayor Edelmiro 

Cavazos, who tried to confront corruption in the Santiago police department.  Includes interviews with: Veronica 

Cavazos, widow of Edelmiro Cavazos; Ramon Garza, investigative journalist; Alejandro Garza y Garza, Attorney 

General for the Mexican state of Nuevo Leon; Jorge Domene, director of public security, Nuevo Leon.  (C: Byron 

Pitts - P: David Schneider, Joyce Gesundheit) 

"A Living For The Dead" - a report on the merchandising deals and other income deceased celebrities continue to 

generate for their estates, focusing on an interview with the agent Mark Roesler, whose client list includes some of 

the biggest names -- mostly deceased -- in acting, music, and sports of the 20th Century.  A pioneer of the industry, 

Roesler founded CMG more than twenty five years ago, at a time when a celebrity‟s right to control or profit from 

their good name was buried along with them.  Includes comments from: Marcus Winslow, cousin of the late actor 

James Dean; billionaire entertainment entrepreneur Robert Sillerman, who owns a majority percentage of the Elvis 

Presley estate; and Martin Cribbs, former head of the agency Greenlight.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin Devine, 

Jennifer MacDonald)  (OAD: 09/27/09) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Andy Rooney Finds Mistakes!” - Andy thinks people tend to feel superior when they find 

mistakes in published books or newspaper articles 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

01/16/11 “Descent Into Madness” - a profile of accused Tucson, Arizona gunman and mass murderer Jared Loughner - 

whose intended primary victim was Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords -  in the context of an ongoing U.S. Secret 

Service study of assassins and would-be assassins.  Includes interviews with: Bryce Tierney, Tyler Conway, and 

Zane Gutierrez, friends of Jared Loughner; Robert Fein and Bryan Vossekuil, authors of a 1999 Secret Service study 

of assassins; Lynda Sorenson, former classmate of Loughner at Pima Community College; Barry Spodak, 

psychotherapist.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Nicole Young, Jenny Dubin) 

“Yemen” - a report on U.S. relations with the Middle Eastern nation of Yemen, a nominal ally but a known al 

Qaeda hideout and recently the source of several explosive packages sent to America. Includes interviews with: 

Edmund Hull, former U.S. Ambassador to Yemen; Abdul-Ghani al-Iryani, Yemeni development consultant and 

political analyst; General Yahya Saleh, commander, Yemeni counterterrorism forces; Abu Bakr al-Qirbi, Yemen‟s 

foreign minister.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Leslie Cockburn) 

“The Gambler” - an interview / profile of Las Vegas, Nevada sports betting legend Billy Walters, a gambler who 

has never had a losing year.  Also includes comments by: Gene McCarlie, casino owner and friend of Walters; 

Kenny White, Las Vegas oddsmaker; Lee Amaitis, Las Vegas bookmaker.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Tom Anderson, 

Coleman Cowan) 

 

01/23/11 PREEMPTION 

 

01/30/11 “The Man Behind WikiLeaks” - an interview / profile of Julian Assange, the founder of the website WikiLeaks, 

which solicits and publishes secret and suppressed material from whistleblowers around the world.  This has 

included classified military and diplomatic information from the U.S. State Department and the Pentagon: 76,000 

classified field reports on U.S. operations in Afghanistan, 400,000 classified documents about civilian casualties in 

Iraq, and thousands of State Department cables on sensitive, private diplomatic matters.  The U.S. government 

would like to charge him with espionage for releasing all of this material.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Howard L. 

Rosenberg, Tanya Simon)  DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“In Search Of The Jaguar” - a report on jaguars, the most elusive of nature‟s big cats, in their Brazilian jungle 

habitat.  Includes commentary by Dr. Alan Rabinowitz, the world‟s foremost authority on jaguars and CEO of 

Panthera, a new conservation group; Dr. Tom Kaplan, co-founder of Panthera; and Steve Winter, photographer.  (C: 

Bob Simon - P: Tom Anderson) 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

01/01/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Toxic” (9:00-10:00pm) - a followup to “Tracking A Killer” (OAD: 12/11/02).  On 

December 2, 2000, 30-year-old Eric Miller died in a Raleigh, North Carolina hospital.  Blood tests had revealed that 

he had been poisoned with arsenic.  Police investigation discovered that Eric‟s wife, Ann, a chemist, was having an 

affair with Derril Willard, a biochemist who worked at the same company as she.  On the day after police initially 

questioned him about Eric‟s death, Derril Willard committed suicide.  Prior to doing so, he had a confidential 

conversation with his lawyer, Rick Gammon.  Years passed -- and in the spring of 2004, the North Carolina 

Supreme Court ruled that Gammon must reveal what Willard had told him about Ann‟s role in Eric‟s murder.  

Gammon then revealed how Ann admitted to Derril Willard that she had injected a substance into Eric‟s IV 

bag...and Willard had told Gammon that he himself had never tried to kill Eric.  Ann Miller was charged with Eric‟s 

murder.  Because the District Attorney and the Miller family had misgivings about the outcome of a trial, Ann was 

offered a plea bargain: twenty-five years in prison for Eric‟s murder.  She accepted.  Among those interviewed are: 

Lieutenant Chris Morgan, Raleigh, N.C. Police Department; Doris and Versus Miller, Eric‟s parents; Pam Baltzell 

and Leeann Magee, Eric‟s sisters; Renee Henson, Ann Miller‟s college roommate; Deborah Regentin, detective, 

Raleigh, N.C. Police Department; Yvette Willard, widow of Derril Willard; Michael Teague, forensic psychologist; 

Rick Gammon, attorney for the late Derril Willard.  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Patti Aronofsky) (OAD: 03/14/09; 1st 

Rebroadcast: 07/17/10) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

01/01/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Girl Who Knew Too Much” (10:00-11:00pm) - a report on the 1992 murder of 

19-year-old Mischelle Lawless, whose bloodied body was found in an abandoned car on a desolate strip of highway 

in Benton, Missouri.  As Deputy Sheriff Rick Walter was working on the crime scene, a local man, Mark Abbott, 

reported that he had seen the young woman in her car, and also told investigators that he saw a white car driving 

near the crime scene.  Police questioned Lawless‟ boyfriend, Leon Lamb, but could find nothing to tie him to the 

crime, and he passed a polygraph.  Four months into the investigation, investigators got a break: 17-year-old Joshua 

Kezer had been held briefly in the county jail on assault charges, where, according to several inmates, he confessed 

to killing Lawless.  Then Mark Abbott identified Kezer from a photo lineup as the driver of the white car he had 

seen near the crime scene.  Police then charged Kezer with first-degree murder.  During the trial, a young woman, 

Chantelle Crider, identified Kezer as having been at a party where he had words with Mischelle.  However, no 

DNA, fingerprints or murder weapon linked Kezer to the scene.  Nevertheless, Kezer was convicted and sentenced 

to 60 years in prison. The case haunted Rick Walter and in 2005, now sheriff, he re-opened the case.  Soon the 

foundation on which Kezer‟s conviction was built began to crumble, as witnesses admitted to lying and evidence 

was questioned.  Judge Richard Callahan agreed to review the case and was so disturbed by what he saw that instead 

of ordering a new trial, he declared Josh Kezer an innocent man. But someone killed Mischelle and high on the list 

of suspects is that local man, Mark Abbott, who was once a star witness for the prosecution. In fact, there are two 

Abbotts, Mark and his identical twin Matt. To this day, Walters is not sure which Abbott brother came in to report 

finding Mischelle, and two people in the office say that it was his brother Matt. Leon Lamb also remains a suspect. 

With the help of forensics experts at a “crime farm” in the Netherlands, who have examined DNA evidence, Walters 

hopes further investigation will allow him to bring the case to a grand jury.  On screen text graphic update: Josh 

Kezer is suing former Sheriff Bill Ferrell for wrongful arrest.  Onscreen text graphic update for 01/01/11: Josh 

Kezer sued Scott County and former Sheriff Bill Ferrell for wrongful arrest.  They settled the case for several 

million dollars.  Interviewed: Sheriff Rick Walter; Joshua Kezer; Melissa Gaines, Mischelle‟s best friend; Mark 

Abbott; Jason Lawless, Mischelle‟s brother; Leon Lamb; Valerie Eubanks, Mischelle‟s sister; Esther Lawless, 

Mischelle‟s mother; Chantelle Crider; Brandon Caid, investigator; Dawn Pierce, host of the party; Jane Williams, 

church volunteer at the Missouri State Prison; Judge Richard Callahan; Ron Burton, friend of Mark Abbott; Richard 

and Selma Eikelenboom, Dutch forensics experts.  (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Peter Henderson, Mead Stone, Michael 

Rosenbaum, Joshua Yager) (OAD: 03/13/10) 

 

01/08/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Fatal Choice” - On August 16, 2009, 56-year-old Sandra Franklin called police to 

report a violent confrontation with her husband at their Bainbridge, Ohio, horse ranch. Shortly after, authorities 

received a call from the victim himself, Dr. Peter Franklin, who had been stabbed in the chest.  Within hours, Peter 

was dead and his wife was charged with murder.  Shortly after their marriage in 2000, Sandra had fired Peter‟s 

longtime office manager and taken over the job herself.  Peter then dropped his malpractice insurance, no longer 

accepted health insurance and moved his assets to Sandra in case he was sued.  He also switched from family 

medicine to pain management and, according to law enforcement officials, dispensed an alarming amount of drugs 

and generated a lot of cash.  His office was raided by State drug investigators in 2009, but no arrests were made.  

Sandra claims the stress of the investigation caused Peter to become violent.  They were on the brink of divorce.  

Peter demanded his assets back and Sandra refused.  During one of their many arguments, Sandra claimed that Peter 

threatened her life with a pen knife which he kept on his key chain.  During the argument she grabbed a large knife 

from their kitchen and she stabbed Peter.  She claimed it was self defense.  She had scratches on her body, but the 

police believed they were self-inflicted.  Sandra was charged with murder.  Her trial began nine months after Peter‟s 

death.  Her defense attorney said Sandra acted in self defense.  After four days of deliberation, Sandra was found 

guilty of murder.  At her sentencing three weeks later, Sandra still professed herself to be innocent of all charges.  

The judge gave her the mandatory sentence of fifteen years to life.  Onscreen graphics: Sandra Franklin never 

collected on her husband Peter‟s life insurance policy.  That policy and his estate, worth $1.5 million, went to his 

niece and nephew.  Sandra Franklin will be eligible for parole in 2025.  She will be 72.  Interviewed: Sandra 

Franklin; Liz Franklin, Peter‟s first wife; Bobbi Arters, Peter‟s ex-girlfriend; Sandy McDermott, Peter‟s office 

manager, who was fired by Sandy; Investigator Karen Sweet; Geauga County prosecutors David Joyce and Carly 

Snavely; Sergeant Andy Kelley who questioned Sandra on the night of Peter‟s death; Steve Bell, Sandra‟s defense 

attorney.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Alec Sirken) 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

01/15/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Body of Lies” - In the fall of 2006, after two failed 

relationships that resulted in the birth of her daughters Ashlyn and Tyler, 31-year-old 

Leisha Hurst seemed to be getting her life on track.  While attending Barstow College, 

studying to become a teacher, she began dating fellow student, 34-year-old Jeami 

Chiapulis, who bragged about being a war hero and cancer survivor.   Chiapulis seemed 

to be the man she could finally settle down with.  The couple had plans to marry when 

Hurst vanished on January 22, 2009.  The next day, Hurst‟s abandoned car was found 50 

miles south of her Barstow, California home, in the town of Hesperia.  After denying he 

and Leisha were in a relationship, Chiapulis admitted to investigators that he was married 

to Army Lieutenant Colonel Katherine Taylor.  He was also involved in a relationship 

with another Barstow student, Joyce Fransson.  When searching his home, police found 

receipts for items he had recently purchased that could be used in disposing of a body. 

Leisha‟s brother took a photograph of rubber gloves and a shower cap that he found near 

the location of his sister‟s disappearance.  He gave the photograph to the police and the 

gloves and shower cap to Chiapulis.  Chiapulis then gave the gloves and a shower cap to 

the police.  They compared them to the photograph and realized that he had given them a 

different pair of gloves and a different colored cap.  Chiapulis had checked himself into a 

mental ward; upon checking himself out, he was arrested by the police.  Leisha‟s body 

had still not been found and the police realized they might be forced to make a deal with 

Chiapulis to recover her body.  In exchange for a reduced sentence, Chiapulis would 

admit to killing Leisha and reveal where he had buried her body.  Her body was 

recovered on October 8, 2009 and Chiapulis was sentenced to fifteen years to life in 

prison.  He implicated his girlfriend Joyce Fransson, telling the police she was with him 

when he buried Leisha.  Fransson admitted she was with him when he buried a trash can 

in the desert, but she denied knowing its contents.  She was brought to trial on July 26, 

2010.  After one day of trial, the judge unexpectedly offered her a plea deal, which she 

accepted.  Onscreen graphics: While in prison, Jeami Chiapulis allegedly tried to hire a 

hitman to kill Joyce Fransson, Detective Keith Libby and Leisha Hurst‟s two daughters.  

Chiapulis will face murder-for-hire charges next month.  Police say his wife, Army hero 

Lieutenant Colonel Katherine Taylor, had no knowledge of his double life.  She annulled 

the marriage in December 2009.  Ashlyn and Tyler are being raised separately by their 

fathers.  Interviewed: Lynn Hurst, Leisha‟s father; Debbie Welch, Leisha‟s mother; 

Ashlyn and Tyler, Leisha‟s daughters; Detective Keith Libby from the Barstow Police 

Department; Jaime Tatro, who once dated Jeami Chiapulis; Joyce Fransson, Jeami‟s 

girlfriend; District Attorney Sean Daugherty.  (C: Maureen Maher - P: James Stolz, 

Jonathan Leach) 

 

01/22/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Temptation” - In June 2007, Dewayne Barrentine, a single 

father with an 8-year old son met Tausha Fields, a single mother with a 5-year-old 

daughter, Lexie, and soon after they began living together in Marianna, Florida.  Tausha 

told him some unbelievable stories about herself - that she had a criminal justice degree 

and a promised inheritance from a Federal judge.  He went online to verify her stories 

and found a marriage certificate which showed she had been married to Mitchell Wayne 

Kemp.  His online searching also led him to one of Tausha‟s previous boyfriends, Keith 

Jones, who said Tausha told him she had lured one of her ex-husbands to a farm where he 

was murdered.  Barrentine continued his online investigations and discovered that 

Mitchell Wayne Kemp had been missing since August 2004.  He brought this information 

to the police and they believed they were dealing with a homicide.  They brought Tausha 

in for questioning and at first she denied knowing about Kemp‟s whereabouts.  

Eventually she said that Kemp had been murdered by another of her ex-husbands, Greg 

Morton.  She helped them search Morton‟s farm and they uncovered Kemp‟s body.  An 

autopsy revealed that he had been shot six times in the chest.  The police believed that 

Tausha was involved in his murder.  Three weeks later police arrested Morton and 

charged him with first degree murder.  They were hoping he would implicate Tausha.  He 



 

 

remained silent.  Fearing Tausha might run, they arrested her also and charged her with 

first degree murder.  She claimed that Morton shot Kemp in a jealous rage, and Morton 

claimed that it was Tausha‟s idea and that she had planned the murder so she could have 

full custody of Lexie.  In return for a reduced sentence to second-degree murder, Morton 

agreed to testify against Tausha at her July 2010 trial.  The trial hinged on the word 

“lure” which was used in testimony by Tausha‟s ex-boyfriend Keith Jones.  After eight 

hours of deliberation, the jury found Tausha guilty of first degree murder.  She will spend 

the rest of her life in prison.  Onscreen text graphic: Mitch‟s brother and his family are 

legal guardians of Lexie.  Tausha Fields is appealing the verdict.  Greg Morton will be 

eligible for parole in 2024.  He will be fifty-six years old.  Interviewed: Dewayne 

Barrentine and Keith Jones, Tausha‟s ex-boyfriends; Tausha Fields; Lou Roberts, police 

chief in Marianna, Florida; Carole, Tracy and Michelle Kemp, Mitch‟s mother, brother 

and sister; Dave Wilson, detective in the Boone County Sheriff‟s Department; 

Prosecutors Richard Hicks and Andrea Hayes; Public defender Paul Hood, Tausha‟s 

attorney; Jamie Bowden, a neighbor of Greg Morton and Tausha; four unidentified jurors. 

(C: Erin Moriarty - P: Jay Young, Marc B. Goldbaum) 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

01/29/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Every Picture Tells a Story” - On February 15, 2009, Cathy 

McNaughton was stabbed to death in her home in Sharpsburg, Georgia.  The day had 

started with her husband Alec serving her breakfast in bed.  He said he then went to visit 

his mother in Sandy Springs, Georgia, about an hour away.  When he returned home, he 

says he found his wife in a pool of blood.  As the victim‟s husband, he was a suspect, but 

he had an alibi.  Another suspect was Cathy‟s former husband, Gary Mendenhall, who 

had been in town that day.  He also had an alibi.  Alec claimed to be at his mother‟s 

house until the evening.  He said that he had called Cathy at 2:30PM from his mother‟s 

house, but records showed the call originated from a cell phone tower only two miles 

from his house in Sharpsburg.  He also claimed that he made a 911 call while kneeling 

down next to Cathy‟s body, but he had no blood on him.  Alec‟s friends and family 

members started calling police to say they were afraid of him and that he was abusive.  

Alec‟s first wife, Linda, said he had beaten her and that is why they were divorced.  

Police discovered a secret file about Alec that Cathy kept in the closet.  There were 

disposable cameras with pictures of a bruised and battered Cathy.  Alec was arrested, but 

the prosecutor could not show these pictures to the jury until they found the 

photographer. Their investigation led them to Sandra Harmon, who had been a counselor 

at Delta Airlines where Cathy had worked.  Cathy told her that Alec had attacked and 

beaten her the day before, and she asked Sandra to take pictures of her injuries.  

Prosecutors were now able to present these pictures as evidence.  Another previous wife 

said that Alec had pulled a shotgun on their daughter and threatened to kill their daughter, 

her and himself.  During the trial Alec took the stand and denied everything his accusers 

said about him.  The jury found him guilty of murder and he was stunned by the verdict.  

Onscreen text graphic: Alec McNaughton was sentenced to life in prison.  McNaughton 

is now represented by a public defender and is planning an appeal.  Interviewed: Criminal 

investigator Jason Fetner; Michelle and Heather Mendenhall, Cathy‟s daughters; Alec 

McNaughton; Prosecutor Kevin McMurry; Linda McNaughton, Alec‟s ex-wife; Sandra 

Harmon, counselor who took the pictures of Cathy; Michael Kam, Alec‟s defense 

attorney.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Paul LaRosa, Peter Henderson) 

 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST 
 

01/25/11 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: “State of the Union 2011" - live coverage of 

President Barack Obama‟s State of the Union address to a joint session of Congress. 

Includes: (1) President Obama‟s address; (2) Correspondents‟ commentary v/o video of 

Obama exiting the House chamber; (3) Republican Response by Representative Paul 

Ryan (R-WI); (4) results of a CBS News / Knowledge Networks online poll of 

approximately 500 viewers‟ reactions to the President‟s address.  Correspondents: Katie 

Couric (anchor, Washington, D.C.), Bob Schieffer, Jeff Greenfield, Chip Reid, Nancy 

Cordes, Anthony Mason.  Analyst: John Dickerson 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

02/06/11 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Mark Strassman, CBS News 

Correspondent (1); Terry McCarthy, CBS News Correspondent (1); H.R.H. Prince El 

Hassan bin Talal of Jordan (2); Martin Indyk, Former Ambassador to Israel, The 

Brookings Institution (3); Thomas Pickering, former ambassador, Trustee of the National 

Committee on American Foreign Policy (3); Dr. Abderrahim Foukara, Washington 

Bureau Chief, Al Jazeera International (3) 

1) Update on Day 13 of the current situation in Cairo, Egypt -- where citizens continue to 

protest against the regime of President Hosni Mubarak 

2) Topics include: demonstrations in Jordan, which resulted in King Abdullah‟s decision 

to replace his entire cabinet / role of oil prices and the Arab-Israeli conflict in the region / 

the Muslim Brotherhood 

3) Topics include: rumors that the Mubarak government is meeting with opposition 

leaders / reaction to comments made during Prince El Hassan‟s interview / response to 

comments from the Obama administration‟s envoy Frank Wisner, calling for President 

Mubarak to stay in office in order to “steer those changes through” / call from the people 

in Cairo‟s Tahrir Square for President Mubarak to step down / potential role of the 

Muslim Brotherhood in Egyptian government / concerns over the many possible 

outcomes to these protests 

 

02/13/11 Guests: Harry Smith, Senior Correspondent, CBS News (1); Dr. Ahmed Zewail, 

Egyptian Nobel Laureate and Activist (2); Sameh Shoukry, Egyptian Ambassador to the 

United States (3); Senator John McCain (R-AZ) (4) 

1) Update on the current situation in Egypt, in light of President Mubarak‟s resignation 

on February 11th 

2) Topics include: call for elections to be held as soon as possible and an immediate end 

to martial law / goal of Egypt becoming a democracy / need to hold the corrupt 

accountable 

3) Topics include: commitment to lifting emergency law once the conditions are 

appropriate / Minister of Defense Field Marshal Mohamed Hussein Tantawi is in control 

of Egypt since Hosni Mubarak‟s resignation / difficulties presented with immediately 

disbanding the government / possibility of parliamentary and presidential elections being 

held before August or September / promise to uphold all of Egypt‟s treaties 

4) Topics include: criticism of the Obama administration for being blind sided by the 

Egyptian revolution and for not supporting the June 2009 protests in Iran / concern over 

the Muslim Brotherhood / possible impact of the Egyptian revolution on the Middle East; 

President Obama‟s upcoming 2012 budget proposal 

 

02/20/11 Guests: Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Chairman, House Budget Committee (1); 

Representative Chris Van Hollen (D-MD), Ranking Member, House Budget Committee 

(1); Allen Pizzey, Correspondent, CBS News (2); David Sanger, The New York Times 

(3) 

1) Topics include: speculation that the Senate will not pass the $61 billion in budget cuts 

approved in the House of Representatives; protests in Madison, Wisconsin over proposed 

cuts in state spending by ending the collective bargaining rights of teachers and other 

public service employees; possibility of a federal government shutdown / criticism 

against Republicans from Representative Van Hollen over their proposed budget cuts / 

response from Representative Ryan 

2) Update on the current situation in Bahrain and Libya, where protesters continue to 

speak out against their respective governments 

3) Topics include: America‟s stake in the outcome of the protests in Egypt, Bahrain, and 

Libya / how those end results could impact American interests in the Middle East 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

02/27/11 Guests: Kelly Cobiella, Correspondent, CBS News (1); Allen Pizzey, Correspondent, 

CBS News (2); Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ) (3) 

1) Update on the current situation in Tripoli, where Libyan leader Colonel Moammar 

Qaddafi continues to maintain control against opposition forces 

2) Update on the refugee status along Libya‟s border with Tunisia 

3) Topics include: reaction to the protests in Madison, Wisconsin by union members over 

proposed cuts in state spending by ending the collective bargaining rights of teachers and 

other public service employees / stance on collective bargaining as it pertains to New 

Jersey; approval of a merit-based system for teachers / support for President Obama‟s 

position on education reform; position on raising taxes; explanation of his February 16th 

comments at the American Enterprise Institute calling for a raise in the retirement age for 

Social Security; possibility of a federal government shutdown; rating President Obama‟s 

job performance; possible Republican candidates for the presidency ; support for 

Michelle Obama‟s commitment to improving America‟s diet 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

02/06/11 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Gotti” 

 

02/13/11 “New Age Revolution” - an interview, conducted in Cairo, Egypt,  with Wael Ghonim, 

Google‟s regional marketing manager for the Middle East.  He created a Facebook page 

called “We Are All Khaled Said” (a reference to an Egyptian internet activist beaten to 

death by the police), where Egyptians could post information about their experiences of 

police brutality.  Organizers began to interact online, posting the dates and locations of 

protests, and a movement was born.  With the communication and coordination made 

possible by the internet and social media -- Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Google -- the 

movement grew rapidly and exponentially, and finally forced the resignation of President 

Hosni Mubarak and his regime.  (C: Harry Smith - P: Harry A. Radliffe II, Tom 

Anderson, Andy Court) 

“The 33" - interviews with three of the thirty-three Chilean miners who were rescued in 

October 2010 after being trapped underground for nearly ten weeks.  Doctors say all but 

one of the men are experiencing serious psychological problems.  Those interviewed 

include: Victor Zamora, Alex Vega, Mario Sepulveda, Also interviewed is Jonathan 

Franklin, author of the book “33 Men”, and Chilean President Sebastian Pinera.  (C: Bob 

Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Drew Magratten) 

“Lady Gaga” - an interview / profile of singer and performing artist Lady Gaga (real 

name: Stefani Germanotta), who discusses her career and her approach to performing.  

(C: Anderson Cooper - P: John Hamlin) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “The King and I” - The movie “The King‟s Speech” reminds Andy 

of a 1943 encounter with King George VI, and reporter Homer Bigart, who, like the 

King, also had a stammering problem. 

 

02/20/11 “Scott Brown: Against All Odds” - an interview / profile of Massachusetts Republican 

Senator Scott Brown, who discusses the hardships of his early years, including the 

physical and sexual abuse he suffered.  Also includes comments by Democratic 

Congressman Barney Frank, and by Brown‟s wife, television reporter Gail Huff.  (C: 

Lesley Stahl - P: Karen M. Sughrue) 

“The Spark” - a report on how an unlicensed Tunisian fruit vendor, Mohammed Bouaziz 

- who set himself on fire in protest after confiscation of his scale by a municipal official - 

is now regarded as the spark that started the recent revolution in Tunisia which ousted the 

dictator Ben Ali.  Also includes interviews with: Zied Mhirsi, Tunisian doctor and radio 

show host, who comments on the galvanizing role of Facebook, the social media and 

video-sharing website, in the revolution; Sihem Ben Sedrine, political activist; Mustapha 



 

 

Kamel Nabli, new governor of Tunisia‟s Central Bank; and Slim Amamou, new interim 

government official.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Draggan Mihailovich, Nathalie Sommer) 

“The King’s Speech” - a report on how the production of the film “The King‟s Speech” 

occasioned the discovery of historic letters between the Duke of York / King George VI 

and his speech therapist, Lionel Logue, who helped him overcome his stammer. Includes 

interviews with: actors Colin Firth and Geoffrey Rush; screenwriter David Seidler; Mark 

Logue, grandson of Lionel Logue.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Ruth Streeter) 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

02/27/11 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “21st Century Cons” 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

02/05/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Thou Shalt Not Kill” (9:00-10:00pm) - a report on the 

November 1994 murder of Farah Fratta, whose body was discovered in the garage of her 

Humble, Texas home.  She had been shot twice in the head.  At the time of her death, 

Farah was in the midst of a divorce.  To the outside world, her husband Bob Fratta was an 

upstanding citizen, who worked in public safety as both a police officer and a fireman.  

But divorce documents were about to make his dark side public, revealing his strange 

sexual requests that not only embarrassed Farah, but also sickened her.  Bob Fratta 

seemed the likeliest suspect in his wife‟s murder, but he had a seemingly airtight alibi: he 

was at church with their three children as his wife was being murdered.  Investigators 

worked to build their case against Fratta, and four months later they got an unexpected 

break.  Tracing his phone records from the night of his wife‟s murder led them to a 

mysterious woman, Mary Gipp, who claimed that she could have prevented Farah‟s 

murder.  She knew that her boyfriend had been hired by Fratta to kill his wife.  Informed 

by police that she would be charged with murder, she made a deal and was given 

immunity for her testimony.  Her boyfriend, Joe Prystash, had been hired by Fratta to 

arrange the murder and Prystash had hired Howard Guidry to be the trigger man.  Guidry 

and Prystash were arrested and confessed.  Fratta was arrested and charged with 

murdering his wife.  After the trial, it took less than one hour to convict him.  He was 

sentenced to death, along with Prystash and Guidry.  Thirteen years after the murder, a 

federal judge threw out Fratta‟s conviction and ordered a new trial because the judge said 

there was testimony linking Fratta to the murder that should never have been admitted.  

At the new trial, after two days of jury deliberation, Fratta was found guilty of capital 

murder. The jury decided to send Fratta back to death row.  He now plans to appeal his 

conviction.  Interviewed: Lex and Betty Baquer, Farah‟s parents; Kitty Waters Sneed, 

Farah‟s co-worker and closest friend; Detective Larry Davis; Bradley, Daniel and Amber 

Baquer, Farah and Bob Fratta‟s children; Mike Edens and Jimmy Podhorsky, who 

worked out at the gym with Fratta; Prosecutor Kelly Siegler; Mary Gipp, Prystash‟s 

girlfriend; social worker Judy Cox; Mike Charlton, Fratta‟s; Denise Bradley and Mia 

Magness, prosecutors for the second trial; Randy McDonald and Vivian King, Fratta‟s 

attorneys for the second trial.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Patti Aronofsky, Jenna 

Jackson) (OAD: 02/06/10) 

 

02/05/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Dog Trainer, the Heiress and the Bodyguard” (10:00-

11:00pm) - Part one of a two part report on the October 2009 death of Mark Stover, a 

professional dog trainer.  Recently divorced from Linda Opdycke, Stover still operated 

their lucrative business, “Island Dog Adventures” on Kiket Island, Washington, which 

they had founded in the early 1990's.  Linda, now living elsewhere in Washington state 

became involved with Michiel Oakes, a weapons expert she had originally hired to 

analyze her security situation, based upon the fact that Mark had been charged with 

stalking Linda ever since she initiated their separation.  In 2009, Mark moved his dog 

training business to Anacortes, Washington.  Linda and Michiel, now romantically 

involved, believed that Stover was obsessed with their relationship, as well as with the 

children from Michiel‟s previous marriage.  On the morning of October 28, 2009, an 

employee of Mark‟s arrived at his business and discovered traces of blood in the 

driveway, Mark‟s white station wagon missing, and Mark‟s dog Dingo, shot three times 

in the face.  Based upon a report of trespassing involving two vehicles, one a white 

station wagon, the other a black SUV, police apprehended the SUV, only to find the 

driver was Michiel Oakes.  The following day, Michiel was arrested at Linda‟s home on 

suspicion of murder, after he attempted to dispose of a pistol.  Interviewed: Andrea 

Franulovich, client and friend of Mark‟s; Vickie Simmons, Mark‟s sister; Linda 



 

 

Opdycke, Mark‟s ex-wife; Nancy Corbin, Linda‟s mother; Danny Jensen, man who 

claims that Mark threatened him with a gun; Sheriff Frank Rogers; Chief Deputy Dave 

Rodriguez; Ruthie Hagemeister, Linda‟s neighbor; Julia Simmons, Mark‟s niece; Michiel 

Oakes; Amanda Oakes, Michiel‟s daughter; Teresa Vaux-Michael, Mark‟s fiancée; Leigh 

Hearon, private investigator; Amber Baker and Stephanie Poor, Mark‟s employees; Tami 

Gilden, Mark‟s neighbor; Jennifer Thompson, Michiel‟s ex-wife; Sergeant Gene Davis.  

(C: Peter Van Sant - P: Liza Finley, Marcelena Spencer, Sara Rodriguez) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

02/12/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Dog Trainer, the Heiress and the Bodyguard” - Part 

two of a two part report on the October 2009 death of Mark Stover, a professional dog 

trainer.   Michiel Oakes was charged with the murder of Mark Stover.  Michiel claimed 

that Mark had invited him to his house on October 28, 2009 and that the shooting was in 

self-defense because Mark pulled a gun on him.  After the shooting, Michiel removed 

Mark‟s body from his house and drove to the home of his ex-wife, Jennifer Thompson.  

Jennifer told police that Michiel implied that he had been hired by someone as a hitman 

to kill someone.  Linda Opdycke briefly spoke to police the night Oakes was arrested, but 

the next day she refused to answer any questions on the advice of her attorney.  Oakes 

was freed on bail, he and Linda were forbidden by court order to see each other or 

communicate.  During the trial, Oakes testified in his own defense.  Linda Opdycke 

testified that Mark Stover could be very dangerous.  During her testimony, prosecutors 

told her if Oakes was found to be acting in self-defense, then she herself would not have 

any liability.  Linda told them that she did not have any liability in this case.  Prosecutors 

have never charged her with any crime.  After four days of deliberation, the jury came to 

a unanimous verdict.  Michiel Oakes was found guilty of premeditated murder.  He was 

given the maximum sentence of 26 years, with no chance of parole.  The case is still open 

and Linda Opdycke has not been charged with being an accomplice.  Onscreen graphics: 

Vickie Simmons has posted a $50,000 reward for information leading to the arrest and 

conviction of accomplices in her brother‟s murder.  Michiel Oakes is appealing his 

conviction.  Stover‟s dog, Dingo, survived her gunshot wounds, but died months later of 

cancer.  Interviewed: Dan Luvera, lead detective; Vickie Simmons, Mark Stover‟s sister; 

Leigh Hearon, private investigator; Linda Opdycke; Amanda and April Oakes, Michiel‟s 

daughters; Corrie Oakes, Michiel‟s mother; Michiel Oakes; Stephanie Poor, employee of 

Mark; Jennifer Thompson, Michiel‟s ex-wife; Julia Simmons, Mark‟s niece; Teresa 

Vaux-Michael, Mark‟s fiancée; John Henry Brown, defense attorney; Rich Weyrich, 

prosecutor; Meghan Mataya, employee of Mark; Jurors Heidi Toussint, Tom Jenkins; 

Judge Mike Reichardt. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Liza Finley, Marcelena Spencer, Sara 

Rodriguez) 

 

02/19/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Playing with Fire” - In the early morning hours of 

September 2, 2002, two young men were found executed in a burning Mercedes SUV in 

an upscale North Hollywood, California neighborhood.  The victims were Michael 

Tardio, 35, a part-time model and doorman at The Garden of Eden – at the time 

Hollywood‟s hottest nightclub – and his friend, 31-year-old Christopher Monson. What 

initially looked like a drug or gang-related murder, turned out to be something entirely 

different, but the crime scene left little forensic evidence to go on.  Retired veteran Los 

Angeles Police Department Detective Bill Cox, who spent four years on the case learned 

that Tardio‟s girlfriend was Sandy Bentley, who along with her twin sister, was a former 

live-in girlfriend of Hugh Hefner at the Playboy Mansion.  She was also an ex-girlfriend 

of Mark Yagalla, a former Wall Street hedge fund manager who was convicted of 

running a multi-million dollar Ponzi scheme.  During her relationship with Yagalla, he 

gave her more than $6 million worth of expensive gifts.  When federal officials came 

after these gifts, Bentley secretly kept $1 million worth of jewels and furs she was legally 

required to forfeit.  Police believe that Tardio and Monson were murdered when Tardio 

set up a deal to sell the jewelry to an unidentified buyer.  When Bentley was questioned 

by police, she initially denied the fact that Tardio and Monson were selling the jewelry.  

When threatened with a possible jail sentence, she told them the truth.  The strongest lead 

police had was a telephone number Tardio gave to Bentley for Michael Jacobs, a 

convicted felon who was seen with Tardio at the Garden of Eden.  Police believe he was 

the middle man in the jewelry transaction and the only person who knows the identity of 

the intended buyer, known only as “Mister Big”.  Jacobs has refused to give any 

information to the police or 48 HOURS.  Authorities are hoping that viewers of this 

broadcast may provide a new lead that could help them in solving the case.  Interviewed: 



 

 

Retired LAPD Detective Bill Cox; Andrew Blankstein of the Los Angeles Times; 

Izabella St. James, former girlfriend of Hugh Hefner; Mark Yagalla; Brian Bieber, 

Yagalla‟s lawyer; Michelle Braun, Internet madam; Mike Degnan, FBI Special Agent; 

Attorney Eugene Licker; Linda Kim, jewelry collector and international weapons broker; 

Chris O‟Connell, 48 HOURS investigative producer.  Onscreen graphics: The Los 

Angeles City Council has renewed a $75,000 reward for information leading to a 

conviction in this case.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Chris O‟Connell, Ira Sutow, Greg Fisher) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

02/26/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: LIVE TO TELL: “Hunting Humans” - On July 29, 2007 

Shea McDonough of Chelmsford, Massachusetts, returned home and left the back door 

open for her brother, not knowing he was spending the night at a friend‟s house.  Hours 

later, her parents were startled by a sound coming from her room.  They thought Shea 

was having a bad dream.  When her father Kevin went to her room to check on her, he 

saw a large masked man standing over her with a knife at her throat.  He jumped on top 

of him and they struggled and tumbled to the floor.  His wife Jeannie came to the room 

and tried to grab the blade of the knife with her bare hand.  Kevin told Shea to call 911.  

When the police arrived they were able to apprehend the intruder, Adam Leroy Lane, a 

trucker from North Carolina.  A search of his truck revealed more weapons and a DVD 

about a serial killer, entitled “Hunting Humans”.  Police put out an APB to other police 

departments on the East Coast to see if there were similar incidents.  Seventeen days 

before the attack on the McDonough family, a Pennsylvania woman, Darlene Ewalt, was 

murdered while talking on the phone on her front porch.  Her husband Todd would 

become the prime suspect.  One day before the attack on the McDonough family, Monica 

Massaro of Bloomsbury, New Jersey was murdered in her home, which was in the 

vicinity of a truck stop.  Detective Sergeant Geoff Noble had seen the APB about Lane 

and contacted the police in Chelmsford.  They told him they had found a receipt in 

Lane‟s truck from Bloomsbury, New Jersey.  When Noble arrived in Chelmsford, he and 

his team inquired about the whereabouts of Lane‟s truck and were told that the rented 

truck had been returned to its owner, who threw Lane‟s possessions into a dumpster.  

They retrieved his personal property and sent it back to their forensic lab in New Jersey.  

Before they returned home, they questioned Lane, who realized they knew he had killed 

Monica Massaro so he eventually confessed to stabbing her.  Several weeks after his 

knives were submitted to the forensic lab in New Jersey, the results showed that they 

contained DNA from Monica Massaro and Darlene Ewalt.  This information exonerated 

Todd Ewalt.  Lane reached a plea bargain in the McDonough case and was sentenced to 

25-30 years in a Massachusetts state prison.  For the murder of Monica Massaro, he was 

sentenced to serve 50 years in a New Jersey state prison.  As part of another guilty plea 

deal, Lane was sentenced to life in prison for killing Darlene Ewalt.  The McDonough 

family attended all of the sentencing hearings to support the other families.  Jeannie 

McDonough wanted to know what would make someone like Lane start killing people 

and decided to write a book about it.  Onscreen graphics: Adam Leroy Lane was 

convicted of assaulting another woman in Pennsylvania.  He will spend the rest of his life 

in prison.  Jeannie finished her book, “Caught in the Act”.  Narrated by: Shea, Jeannie 

and Kevin McDonough; Detective George Tyros of the Chelmsford Police Department; 

Todd Ewalt; Ed Marsico, Jr., District Attorney from Pennsylvania; Nicole Pogasic, Todd 

and Darlene Ewalt‟s daughter; Kerry Ahern, Assistant District Attorney from 

Massachusetts; Detective Sergeant Geoff Noble of the New Jersey State Police 

Department.  (P: Chris Young, Anthony Venditti) 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 
 

02/06/11 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Gotti” - an expanded version of the 60 MINUTES double 

length segment “Gotti” (OAD: 04/11/10), an interview and profile of John Gotti, Jr., son 

of the late convicted mafia boss John Gotti, head of the Gambino crime family.  He 

discusses his infamous father, whom he strove to please by living a life of crime, and his 

own eventual decision to leave that life.  Also includes comments by his lawyer, Charles 

Carnesi, who was present during the interview.  Previously un-aired material includes 

further comments and reflections by Gotti about his relationship with his father and about 

his own privacy now, and a look at his “Indian Room”, a smoking room in his home that 

doubles as a shrine to famous Native Americans.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Ira Rosen)  (OAD: 

05/30/10) 

 



 

 

 



 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS (continued) 

 

02/27/11 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “21
ST

 Century Cons” 

“21st Century Snake Oil” - a report on medical conmen who claim that their stem cell 

therapies can reverse incurable diseases such as cancer, multiple sclerosis and Lou 

Gehrig‟s disease (ALS). Focussing on Lawrence Stowe (of Stowe Biotherapy, La Mesa, 

California) and his associate, Frank Morales, hidden cameras document their false 

promises and exorbitant financial requests.  Also discussed is how the potential promise 

of stem cell research has prompted the proliferation of bogus stem cell clinics which, via 

the internet, have a global reach.   Includes interviews with: Steven Watters and Michael 

Martin, ALS victims; Lawrence Stowe, medical conman; Frank Morales, medical 

conman; Keith Erickson and his wife, Muna, a multiple sclerosis victim and former 

patient of Stowe; Professor Sean Morrison, director, University of Michigan Center for 

Stem Cell Biology; Larry Goldstein, stem cell biologist, and Doug Sipp, researcher, 

International Society for Stem Cell Research.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: David Gelber, Sam 

Hornblower, Michael Radutzky)  (OAD: 04/18/10 on 60 MINUTES; 1st rebroadcast: 

09/12/10 on 60 MINUTES.  The 09/12/10 rebroadcast includes a brief update by Scott 

Pelley at its conclusion.)  DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“Stealing America’s Secrets” - a report on Chinese espionage activity in the United 

States, including an FBI video recording of Defense Department employee Gregg 

Bergersen talking to Chinese spy Tai Shen Kuo about classified information that 

Bergersen is selling to Kuo.  Includes interviews with: John Slattery, retired FBI agent; 

Michelle Van Cleave, former U.S. counter intelligence officer, National Intelligence; 

Fengzhi Li, former officer in China‟s Ministry of State Security.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: 

Henry Schuster)  (OAD: 02/28/10 on 60 MINUTES; 1st rebroadcast: 08/29/10 on 60 

MINUTES, which includes an update.) 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

03/06/11 Guests: Mark Phillips, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator John Kerry (D-MA), 

Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations Committee (2); Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), 

Senate Minority Leader (3); Tom Friedman, Columnist, The New York Times (4) 

1) Update on the crisis in Libya, where troops loyal to Colonel Moammar Qaddafi 

continue to battle rebel forces for control of cities outside of Tripoli 

2) Topics include: unrest in Libya / support for the preparation of a no-fly zone, 

preferably sanctioned by the United Nations or NATO, instead of military intervention / 

reasons behind the need for Colonel Qaddafi to be removed from power; budget crisis on 

Capitol Hill 

3) Topics include: opinion of a possible no-fly zone in Libya; support for the budget bill 

passed by the House of Representatives, calling for sixty-one billion dollars in cuts / 

assertion that President Obama and his administration is not serious about fixing any of 

the long term problems facing the American people and their government 

4) Topics include: how the political unrest in Libya differs from the uprisings in Tunisia 

and Libya / opinion of a possible no-fly zone over Libya / current situation in Egypt; 

opposition to the suggestion to consider using oil from the strategic oil reserve in order to 

bring down the price of gasoline; belief that political unrest will make its way into Saudi 

Arabia 

 

03/13/11 Guests: Celia Hatton, CBS News Correspondent (1); Harry Smith, Senior 

Correspondent, CBS News (2); Bill Whitaker, CBS News Correspondent (3); Lucy Craft, 

CBS News Correspondent (4); Senator Joe Lieberman (I-CT), Chairman, Homeland 

Security Committee (5); David Sanger, The New York Times, (6); David Martin, 

National Security Correspondent, CBS News (6) 

1) Update on the current situation in Fukushima, Japan, devastated by the March 11th 

earthquake and subsequent tsunami, which also damaged the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 

power plant, resulting in a partial meltdown 

2) Report from Tokyo on the aftermath of the earthquake and the high level of disaster 

preparedness undertaken in Japan 

3) Update on the current situation in the coastal city of Sendai, closest to the earthquake‟s 

epicenter 

4) Report on the possible impact of the earthquake on the people of Japan, both 

psychologically and economically 

5) Topics include: assurance to the American public that after Hurricane Katrina, 

measures were taken to improve FEMA and disaster preparedness / call for a moratorium 

on building nuclear power plants / belief that states should reassess their building codes 

and perhaps retrofit them with protective measures 

6) Topics include: level of nuclear meltdown at the nuclear power plants / role the United 

States military is taking in providing aid / Japanese government‟s poor history of 

downplaying the seriousness of past nuclear incidents / possible impact on the Japanese 

economy 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

03/20/11 Guests: Mark Phillips, CBS News Correspondent (1); Admiral Mike Mullen, Chairman 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (2); Senator Richard Lugar (R-IN), Ranking Member, Foreign 

Relations Committee (3); David Martin, National Security Correspondent, CBS News 

(4); Scott Pelley, Correspondent, 60 MINUTES (5); Representative Ed Markey (D-MA); 

Energy and Commerce Committee (6) 

1) Update from Libya, where Colonel Moammar Qaddafi continues his defiance, 

regardless of the bombing of key military targets by United States, French, and British 

forces 

2) Topics include: successful establishment of a no-fly zone in order to protect Libyan 

civilians / Colonel Qaddafi‟s rejection by the international community, including the 

Arab League / role of other Arab countries in providing military forces / confirmation 

that Colonel Qaddafi has a significant storage of mustard gas / mission‟s focus on 

providing the requested support to the Libyan people from a humanitarian standpoint 

3) Concern that American military involvement in Libya could result in requests for 

assistance from political movements against the governments of other Middle East 

countries, some of which may be American allies 

4) Speculation as to how this mission in Libya will end and a report that the Arab League, 

though providing political support, is disappointed in the type of military operation 

undertaken to enforce the no-fly zone 

5) Update from Tokyo detailing an estimated death toll from the tsunami at 

approximately twenty thousand people, an update on the condition of the nuclear 

reactors, and the “ghost town” feeling sensed twenty miles from the reactors -- eight 

miles beyond the exclusion zone imposed by the Japanese government 

6) Topics include: call for a moratorium on the siting of new nuclear plants in 

earthquake-prone regions of the United States / recent deal in the House of 

Representatives granting the nuclear industry eighteen billion dollars of taxpayer 

guaranteed loans / belief that there has been an increase in transparency from the 

Japanese government / request to the Federal Drug Administration to begin monitoring 

food imports from Japan / based on the crisis in Japan, a call to implement Representative 

Markey‟s 2002 law, requiring potassium iodide to be made readily available to people in 

the ten to twenty mile radius around nuclear power plants 

 

03/27/11 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Hillary Clinton, U.S. Secretary 

of State (2); Robert Gates, U.S. Secretary of Defense (2) 

1) Update on the current political situation in Yemen, Syria, Jordan, and Libya 

2) Topics include: statement that the United States will not enter the conflict in Syria, 

where demonstrators have been fired upon by the regime / reasoning behind the decision 

not to enter the dissension in Syria; emphasis on individually evaluating and analyzing 

the political unrest in each country, so as not to make sweeping conclusions about the 

entire region; current situation in Libya / explanation of the overall strategy between the 

United States and the coalition of Canadian, European, and Arab countries / praise for the 

success of the military mission / no decision regarding the possibility of arming the 

Libyan rebels / speculation as to the rebels‟ chances against Colonel Qaddafi‟s military; 

significance of the extraordinary and historic change that is taking place in the Middle 

East 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

03/06/11 “Hard Times Generation” - a report on the impact of the economic recession on 

children, who are experiencing homelessness, hunger and poverty in record numbers.  

Focusing on Seminole County, Florida, the report includes interviews with: David Corfee 

and his children, Destiny and Jorge; Beth Davalos, who runs the Seminole County 

programs for homeless children; Rosa Braverman and her son, Jacob; and comments by 

various children in a group interview.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson, Nicole 

Young, Daniel Ruetenik) 

“Hitchens” - an interview / profile of Anglo-American author, commentator and 

iconoclast Christopher Hitchens, who discusses his ongoing fight with stage IV cancer, 

and his atheism.  Also includes comments by his friends, writers Christopher Buckley, 

Salman Rushdie, and Graydon Carter (editor of Vanity Fair).  (C: Steve Kroft - P: L. 

Franklin Devine) 

“Spy On The Ice” - a profile of British filmmaker John Downer and his innovative 

camera techniques, which have allowed him to show animals up-close in their natural 

environment.  The report focusses on the “spy-cam” filming of polar bears for his new 

film, “Spy On The Ice”, which will air on Animal Planet.  Also includes comments by:  

Phil Dalton, Downer‟s producer;  Geoff Bell,  Downer‟s camera designer; Sir David 

Attenborough, naturalist.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Rooney ponders e-readers” - Andy discusses his love of 

traditional books and his reservations about electronic books 

 

03/13/11 “Curve Ball” - an interview with Iraqi defector Rafid Alwan, a chemical engineer whose 

code name was “Curve Ball”. The chief justification for the 2003 invasion of Iraq was 

based on his false claim that Saddam Hussein had mobile biological weapons of mass 

destruction.  Also includes interviews with: Charles Duelfer, a leader of the U.N. 

inspection teams in the 1990s; Dr. Basil al-Sa‟ati, Iraqi scientist; Tyler Drumheller, 

former CIA European Division chief.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Draggan Mihailovich)  (See 

also: “Curve Ball”, OAD: 11/04/07) 

“Counterfeit Drugs” - a report on the manufacture -- in countries like Peru, India and 

China -- of counterfeit prescription drugs, and how they get into the United States‟ drug 

supply.  Includes interviews with: John Clark, head of Pfizer‟s global security team; 

Kumar Kibble, deputy director, Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE); David 

Elder, Food and Drug Administration (FDA); Balbir Bhogal, alleged trafficker in 

counterfeit drugs; Margaret Hamburg, FDA Commissioner; Colleen Hubley, nurse, who 

attributes the loss two family members to counterfeit heparin.  (C: Dr. Sanjay Gupta 

(CNN) - P: Kyra Darnton, Sam Hornblower, Michael Radutzky)  

“The $125,000 Question” - a report on The Equity Project (TEP), a New York City 

charter school that‟s publicly funded but privately run.  Its students are mostly African-

American and Hispanic, and almost all come from poor families.  It pays its teachers 

$125,00 per year; they have no contracts, and there is no tenure offered.  Includes 

interviews with: Zeke Vanderhoek, TEP founder and principal; TEP teachers Gina 

Galassi, Judy LeFevre, Casey Ash, Heather Wardwell; former New York City schools 

chancellor Joel Klein.  (C: Katie Couric - P: Jenny Dubin) 

 

03/20/11 “Catastrophe” - a report on conditions in northern Japan in the aftermath of the recent 

earthquake, tsunami, and subsequent nuclear power plant radiation crisis.  The report 

shows the impact of the events on  the resort town of  Matsushima, and describes how 

four of the six nuclear reactors at the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear power plant are 

damaged and in danger of a meltdown.  Includes interviews with: Julia Nesheiwat, U.S. 

State Department official; David Chumreonlert, American teacher in Matsushima.  (C: 

Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson, Henry Schuster, Nicole Young, Daniel Ruetenik) 

“The N-Word” - a report on the debate over the use of the N-word in American society, 

focusing on a newly released edition of Mark Twain‟s “The Adventures of Huckleberry 

Finn,” which has removed the word from the text and replaced it with „slave‟.  Includes 



 

 

interviews with: Randall Williams, co-owner and editor of NewSouth Books, publishers; 

David Bradley, author, University of Oregon; Karen Morrill and Nora Wise, teachers at 

Woodbury High School, Minnesota; students Melvin Efesoa, Joseph Juardio, Ryan 

Farrell, Jeremy Richardson.  (C: Byron Pitts - P: David Schneider) 

“The Archbishop” - an interview / profile of Timothy Dolan, the Roman Catholic 

Archbishop of New York and recently-elected head of the U.S. Conference of Catholic 

Bishops (USCCB). Among the topics discussed are the clergy sexual abuse crisis and the 

celibate priesthood. Includes comments by John Allen, senior correspondent, National 

Catholic Reporter.  (C: Morley Safer - P: Deirdre Naphin Curran) 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

03/27/11 “The New Tax Havens” - a report on the many American corporations that are avoiding 

paying billions of dollars in taxes by legally moving parts of their operations and top 

management to new overseas tax havens like Switzerland and Ireland.  Companies 

discussed include: Transocean, Weatherford International, and Cisco.  Also mentioned 

are Pfizer, Merck, and GE.   Includes interviews with: Hans Marti, head of the economic 

development office for Zug, Switzerland; Congressman Lloyd Doggett (D., TX); Thierry 

Boitelle, Swiss tax attorney; John Chambers, CEO, Cisco; Martin Sullivan, economist.  

(C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 

“One Child At a Time” - an interview / profile of Elissa Montanti, a Staten Island, New 

York woman who founded and single-handedly runs “Global Medical Relief Fund,” a 

charitable organization which solicits donations of medical skills, equipment and 

resources from doctors and hospitals in order to help foreign children maimed by 

overseas wars and natural disasters.  The report focuses on the assistance given to Wa‟ad, 

an Iraqi boy maimed and disfigured by a bomb. Includes an interview with Dr. Kaveh 

Alizadeh, a plastic surgeon who treated Wa‟ad.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Tanya Simon, 

Catherine Herrick) 

“The Sage of Saint Anthony” - an interview / profile of Bob Hurley, the long-time 

basketball coach at St. Anthony High School in Jersey City, New Jersey.  One of only 

three high school coaches ever inducted into the Basketball Hall of Fame, this former 

probation officer has taken this small Catholic school‟s team to twenty-four state 

championships and three national titles.  Also includes comments by: Sister Felicia, 

principal of the school; Noreen Wiggins, mother of student Jimmy Wiggins; Kyle 

Anderson, student, junior forward; Bobby Hurley Jr. and Danny Hurley, sons of Bob 

Hurley.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Peter Radovich) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Drink to Your Health” - Studies may disagree about whether 

certain beverages are harmful to your health.  Andy weighs in on the debate. 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

03/05/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY – “Shelley’s Last Breath” - an investigation into the 1999 

scuba diving death of Shelley Tyre while on vacation on the Caribbean isle of Tortola.  

Police questioned her husband and dive partner David Swain about every detail of the 

dive; autopsy results were inconclusive.  Shelley, a school principal who, in the early 

1990s, had met and married David Swain, a divorced father of two, who ran a dive shop, 

was an adventurous woman who couldn‟t care less about money.  Her parents insisted on 

a pre-nuptial agreement and David Swain agreed he would receive no money if they 

divorced.  With her death, he collected more than $600,000 from her estate.  What her 

parents could not understand was Swain‟s lack of emotion regarding Shelley‟s death.  He 

explained that he didn‟t know had happened to Shelley during the dive.  Although divers 

are supposed to swim in pairs, she was diving alone – he had gone elsewhere in the 

water.  One year after her death, her parents hired an attorney and sent him and his team 

of experts to Tortola to investigate.  After several months, they uncovered evidence 

which they believed proved David Swain was lying. 48 HOURS hired an underwater 

forensic expert to examine the evidence; he also concluded that it was much more than a 

diving accident.  Her parents believed that Shelley‟s decision to change jobs and take a 

substantial pay cut may have been the motive for murder.  In 2006, they sued David 

Swain in civil court for wrongful death and won.  Armed with this, the Tyres persuaded 

the authorities in Tortola to re-open the case: island prosecutors charged Swain with the 

murder of his wife.  Ten years after Shelley‟s death and after two years in a Tortola 

prison, the trial began.  Certain information about David Swain became public during the 

trial – his father had been convicted of sexual abuse and sent to prison.  His mother was 

bludgeoned to death by his brother, Richard.  This information, along with testimony 

from his children and ex-wife was used to explain his behavior.  In the end, David Swain 

was found guilty of murder and sentenced to life in prison.  Onscreen graphics: David 



 

 

Swain is appealing on the grounds that defense experts were not allowed to testify.  He is 

eligible for parole in 2032, when he will be 76 years old.  Interviewed: David Swain; Jen 

Bloom and Jeremy Swain, David‟s children; Richard and Lisa Tyre, Shelley‟s parents; 

Don Badger, Shelley‟s co-worker; John Langella, David‟s friend and fellow scuba 

instructor; Sandy Wheeler, David‟s ex-wife; Jeff Morgan, San Bernardino, California 

Sheriff‟s Department; Keith Royle, dive boat captain; Bill Oliver, scuba gear designer; 

Neil Tassel and Tim Bradl, David‟s defense attorneys; Jim Erickson, former Minneapolis 

assistant district attorney; Hayden St. Clair Douglas, local counsel working with David‟s 

defense team.  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Jay Young, Patti Aronofsky, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 

05/08/10) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

03/12/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Betting Her Life” - a followup to the original “Betting Her 

Life” (OAD: 05/15/10), which itself was a followup to “Right or Wrong” (OAD: 

04/24/04; updated 01/01/08).  This followup contains new and original footage from 

Susan Wright‟s new sentencing hearing, held in the fall of 2010.  Susan Wright was a 27-

year-old stay-at-home mother from Houston, Texas who stabbed her husband Jeff, 193 

times.  She claimed she was a victim of domestic abuse and that on January 13, 2003, her 

husband attacked her with a knife and she fought back in self-defense.  Prosecutors 

charged that she was a cold-blooded killer who lured her husband to bed with the promise 

of sex, tied him up and then brutally murdered him.  A jury found Susan Wright guilty of 

murder and sentenced her to 25 years in prison.  Six years passed and new attorney Brian 

Wice took on her case, believing that Susan Wright deserved a new sentencing hearing 

because, he argued, prosecutor Kelly Siegler chose to inflame rather than inform the jury, 

and that Wright‟s original lawyers should have called more witnesses, including experts 

on battered women.  Wice also had a new witness - Misty McMichael, a woman who was 

once engaged to Jeff Wright.  Though she and Susan had never met, her story was very 

similar: both were topless dancers, and Misty also claimed that she was abused by Jeff 

Wright.  Judge Wallace ordered a new sentencing hearing -- not to determine Susan‟s 

guilt, but to see if she might be given a sentence other than the 25 years she is now 

serving.  In the fall of 2010, a more mature Susan Wright arrived for the hearing.  Brian 

Wice handed the case over to a new lawyer, John Munier, who seeks to prove that Wright 

was a battered woman.  The new prosecutors, Connie Spence and John Jordan, intend to 

prove that she killed Jeff Wright out of anger, not fear.  A parade of witnesses are 

presented and for the first time, Wright‟s sister, Cindy Stewart, takes the stand.  Her 

mother, Sue Wyche, also testifies; now a widow, Wyche admits that she lied at the 

original trial because she was afraid of the consequences from her husband if she 

admitted the truth.  Misty McMichael also testified.  The jury deliberated and the new 

sentence surprised everyone, because during deliberation, the jurors had asked about 

probation with community service, but instead, she is sentenced to twenty years, with 

credit for time served -- five years off of the original sentence.  And then, finally, Susan 

Wright apologized to the Wright family.  Onscreen graphics: Susan Wright‟s children, 

Bradley and Kaily, are now 12 and 9.  They were adopted by Ron Wright, Jr.  Susan 

Wright will be eligible for parole in 2014.  She will be 38 years old.   Interviewed: Susan 

Wright; Cindy Stewart, Susan‟s sister; Ron Wright, Jeff‟s father; Prosecutor Kelly 

Siegler; medical examiner Dwayne Wolf; Attorney Brian Wice; Judge Jim Wallace; Dr. 

Jerome Brown, an expert on battered women; Misty McMichael. New interviews for the 

03/12/11 followup: prosecutors Connie Spence, John Jordan; Cindy Stewart.  (C: Richard 

Schlesinger - P: Clare Friedland, Jenna Jackson, Chuck Stevenson) 

 

03/19/11 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “River’s Edge” - On January 8, 2000, college students 

Danielle Keener and Dan Zapp were on a date, walking along a river‟s edge outside 

York, Pennsylvania, when they were kidnapped at gunpoint by a man in a pick-up truck.  

The gunman put Dan in the back of the truck with his Rottweiler dog; he put Danielle in 

the passenger seat, where he then raped her.  Afterwards, he then put them both out of the 

truck, and ordered them to walk down towards the river.  From behind, he then shot them 

both in the face.  Feigning death, they floated down the river, out of the gunman‟s view.  

They were soon picked up by a hunter, Pete Prowell, who was able to contact the police 

and get them to a hospital.  Dan -- on a respirator and unable to speak -- wrote on a 

notepad what he remembered of the gunman and gave the police the clues they needed to 

find him.  Police then tracked down and arrested William Babner for the crime.  Six 

months after the shooting, Babner went on trial; he was convicted and sentenced to one-

hundred and seventeen and a half to two-hundred and thirty five years in prison.  Includes 

narration by Danielle Keener; Dan Zapp; Pete Prowell, the couple‟s rescuer; Brent 

Keener, Danielle‟s father; Elizabeth Martin, Danielle‟s college roommate; Dr. John 

Hankle, attending physician, York Hospital; Detective Doug Demangone, York police; 



 

 

Police Chief Darryl Albright; Police Captain Roland Camacho; Ed Paskey, York County 

Prosecutor.  (Producers: Katherine Davis, Michael McHugh, Alan Miller, Kevin Hayes) 

(OAD: 02/21/09) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

03/26/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Lost Night” - a followup to “Dream Killer” ( OAD: 

02/18/06).  Kent Heitholt, the popular sports editor of The Daily Tribune in Columbus, 

Missouri was found bludgeoned and strangled near his car on Halloween night 2001. 

Two years later, 19-year-old Charles “Chuck” Erickson told a friend that he had a dream 

about his involvement in the crime. Although his memory of events was hazy, Erickson 

told police about events leading up to the murder and implicated his high school friend 

Ryan Ferguson. He said that he and Ferguson were out drinking the night of the murder 

and, when they ran out of money, decided to rob someone. According to Erickson, when 

he and Ferguson approached Heitholt, things got out of hand and Heitholt was killed in 

the struggle. Both Erickson and Ferguson were taken into custody and charged with 

murder. Four years after Heitholt‟s death, Ferguson, who claimed innocence, was tried 

for murder. The state‟s star witness was his former friend, Erickson, who claimed his 

involvement in the crime but maintained that Ferguson was the instigator. Found guilty of 

second-degree murder and first-degree robbery, Ryan Ferguson was sentenced to 40 

years in prison. He will be eligible for parole in 2040.  The followup details the unceasing 

efforts of Ferguson‟s father, Bill, to prove his son‟s innocence.  In the course of his 

determined investigation, Bill uncovered evidence that contradicted earlier testimony 

from Erickson.  In addition, Erickson recanted his claim that Ferguson was the instigator 

and active participant.  Janitor Jerry Trump, who initially claimed that he saw Erickson 

and Ferguson at the crime scene, also now recanted his testimony.  That new information, 

along with the assistance of Kathleen Zellner,  a new attorney who agreed to take the case 

pro bono after seeing an earlier airing of the story on 48 HOURS, helped to secure a new 

hearing.  Onscreen graphics: The Missouri Attorney General‟s office will respond to the 

request for a hearing by May 2nd.  Former prosecutor Kevin Crane, now a judge, expects 

to be called as a witness.  Ethics rules prohibit him from commenting.  Interviewed: Bill 

Ferguson, Ryan‟s father; Ryan Ferguson; Rus Baer, sports reporter for Columbia 

Missouri‟s newspaper The Tribune; Mike Boyd, part-time writer who was a witness; 

Shawna Ornt, janitor; Leslie Ferguson, Ryan‟s mother; Prosecutor Kevin Crane; 

Christine Varner, manager of the agency who employed janitor Jerry Trump; Kathleen 

Zellner, Ryan‟s new attorney.  (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Gail Abbott Zimmerman) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

 

 


